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November 15, 1974

The Honorable Thomas L. Judge
Governor, State of Montana
State Capitol
Helena, Montana 59601

Dear Governor Judge:

It is with great pleasure that I present you with this report on
the proposed "Statewide Classification and Pay Plans" for the Montana
State employees. This report was prepared in compliance with the
legislation enacted by the the 1973 Legislature, which authorized the
Department of Administration to develop, implement and maintain a

personnel classification system for most State employees and to develop a
pay plan for submission to the 1975 Legislature.

The attached report explains and summarizes the methodology,
procedures, problems, findings, and recommendations of the Department of
Administration. Throughout the entire development of the Classification
and Pay Plans, we have attempted to work closely with agency management,
employees, and employee representatives to insure maximum input. The
implementation of the Classification and Pay Plans will be a significant
step towards effective personnel management in the State of Montana.
They will provide management with a valuable tool for effectively deal-
ing with government's most valuable resource -- our employees. To sum-
marize our feelings, we believe that the taxpayers of our State have the
right to expect high quality and efficient performance from their public
employees... State employees have the right to a fair and equitable
compensation for their services.

The Classification and Pay Plans are not an end in themselves but
rather one part of the dynamic, on-going function of personnel manage-
ment. The system and procedures must be continuously monitored to re-
main responsive to the needs of State government, employees, employee
representatives, management, and the taxpayers.

We respectfully transmit our recommendations and broad spectrum
of related issues to you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Lee J. Tickell, Administrator
State Personnel Division

Doyle B. Saxby, Director
Department of Administration
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INTRODUCTION^

Overview

This report summarizes the methodology, procedures, problems,

findings and recommendations the Department of Administration developed

in the processes of preparing the Classification and Pay Plans.

The Department of Administration is currently drafting compre-

hensive personnel procedures to be included in the Montana Administra-

tive Manual. The Manual will be used to keep State agencies informed as

to the operating procedures required under the State's new Classification

and Pay Plans. The Manual will be periodically updated to keep State

officials abreast of recent changes in Federal or State laws, rules or

regulations or conditions that may affect State personnel practices.

Personnel Management - H istorically

Montana does not now have a uniform personnel management system.

Rather, each State agency, including the Merit System agencies, have its

own "Classification and Pay Plans". Position titles, position classi-

fications and salary schedules are, basically, all different. As a

result, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to compare positions,

skill levels and salaries in one State department with those in another.

Historically and generally speaking, employees working in agencies

funded from the General Fund have been paid substantially less than

those employed in agencies funded from the certain Earmarked Revenue

Funds or the Federal and Private Revenue Funds. This creates personnel

management problems for all agencies. To say the least. State employ-

ees should be paid according to their duties and responsibilities and

not according to the source of funds.

See Exhibit A for Glossary of Classification Terms,
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Prior to the present time, there is no central agency in State

government that monitors State employees' classifications, positions and

salaries. The adoption of these Statewide Classification and Pay Plans

will overcome a major deficiency in the State's fiscal and personnel

management practices. Hereafter, the Governor, Legislature, State

officials and the public can refer to one agency for current, reliable

information regarding the State's personnel practices.

Legislative Action

The 1973 Legislative Assembly enacted legislation which provides

for the classification and compensation of State employees (Exhibit B).

The Act provides that the Department of Administration shall design,

implement and maintain a personnel classification system and shall

design and present a pay plan to the 1975 Legislative Assembly which

win provide all State employees with "equal pay for equal work."

The classification and pay plans apply to all State employees

except those specifically exempt by the Act as follows:

59-904. "This act does not apply to the following positions in

state government:

(1) elected officials and their chief deputy and executive
secretary;

(2) officers and employees of the legislative branch;

(3) judges and employees of the judicial branch;

(4) members of boards and commissions appointed by the

governor, appointed by the legislature or appointed
by other elected state officals;

(5) officers or members of the militia;

(6) agency heads appointed by the governor;
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(7) academic and professional administrative personnel

with individual contracts under the authority of the
board of regents of higher education;

(8) personal staff of the elected officials enumerated in

Article VI, Section 1, of the constitution of Montana
are exempt from sections 59-909, 59-910 and 59-911 of
this act, and section 82A-1014."

Advantages o f a Personn el Classification and Pay Plans

Position Titles, Classifications and Salaries

Presently there are many instances in which positions doing the

same work have different titles. Because there is no basis for com-

parison of titles, salaries for like work fluctuate greatly. This

results in "pirating" of personnel among State agencies based simply

upon the ability of an agency to pay a higher salary for comparable

work. With a standardized personnel system, such inequities can be

eliminated and uniform titles will reflect comparability of work.

Equal Pay for Equal Work

The establishment of classified positions into a twenty-five grade

system based upon requirements of a position provides the opportunity

for the State to pay personnel on an equal basis. Personnel placed

within a specific grade have been determined to be performing a com-

parable level of work in relation to other classes placed in the same

grade level. With the establishment of a wage and salary plan, equal

pay for equal work can be accomplished. This is a major step in solving

the inequities of various pay systems which now exist.

Employee Motivation

Employee motivation will improve upon implementation of the Classi-
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fication and Pay Plans. The individual, through knowledge of the re-

quirements of the position, can then relate to other positions and

identify a career ladder. With additional experience and education, a

person can move to a higher skill level. The establishment of career

ladders within the system provides for promotion within the agencies or

between agencies.

Recruitment and Selection Procedures

A uniform personnel management system helps the State attract and

retain qualified personnel. Standardized testing and rating procedures

can be developed based on the classification system. As a result of

such procedures and competitive wage and salary plan, the State can

recruit qualified personnel thus improving the efficiency and quality of

State government.

Fiscal and Budgetary Control

Fiscal and budgetary control can be applied to a greater extent

through use of a personnel classification system. The control of bud-

getary expenditures for personnel services within various programs of a

department can be monitored. This provides management with a tool to

determine effectiveness of staffing patterns; need for addition or

reduction of personnel; and program effectiveness.

Performance, Evaluation and Promotion

The establishment of standardized performance evaluation can be

accomplished. An individual's job performance can be measured, and

incremental step increases can be given on the basis of comparability of

work being done. This provides the manager with a tool to measure the

performance of an individual and that person's relationship to the

program in which he or she is working.
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Labor-Management Relations

The classification of positions within a system provides labor and

management with a tool that each can refer to during collective bar-

gaining sessions. It insures that both labor and management are familiar

with the positions in question and have a sound basis from which to

negotiate any differences. Uniform class specifications and salary

schedules provide a basis for modification of a position by both labor

and management when factors change.

Training and Career Development Opportunities

Improved training and career development opportunities are a

derivative of the personnel classification system. With the development

of career ladders, an individual should be able to move to higher skill

positions as skills, education or experience are increased. The train-

ing needs of an agency can be identified and training courses established,

This training will assist the employee in upward career mobility.

Additional Expertise

The Department's Personnel Division was given the responsibility

for designing the two plans. Soon after the law became operative, a

staff of eight personnel analysts was recruited and contracts were

negotiated with the Federal government to obtain technical assistance.

As a result, the services of a regional personnel officer were obtained

from the Fish and Wildlife Service for thirteen months (October 1973 to

Novmeber 1974) to direct the classification and pay studies. Also, the

Denver Regional Office of the United States Civil Service Commission

agreed to provide technical training and assistance as requested.
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Public Hearings

Numerous public hearings were held while developing the Classifi-

cation and Pay Plans to gather information and to explain the proposed

plans to interested persons. Between November 1973 and September 1974,

a total of sixty (60) public meetings were held throughout the State.

Union officials, employee representatives, management personnel and

State employees attending these meetings totalled 2,961. An interim

program report is shown in Exhibit D.

During October 1974, the Department held public meetings in ten

cities and towns: Missoula, Kalispell, Great Falls, Helena, Wolf Point,

Glendive, Billings, Anaconda, Bozeman, and Butte. Separate presenta-

tions of the proposed Classification and Pay Plans were given to the

supervisors and management; union officials and employee representa-

tives; legislative candidates; and State employees in each location,

except Butte, where a single general meeting was held. The hearings

required approximately seventy-five public contact hours, disregarding

transportation and set-up time.

As a result of the October public hearings and numerous subsequent

smaller meetings with special groups, several significant changes were

made to the original plans as follows:

Numerous classification assignments were modified.

Longevity steps were added to the salary schedule.

Long-term employees will receive recognition for past years

of State service.

An employee whose salary is "frozen" in the salary plan shall

be given 50% of any future cost of living adjustments.

Employees represented by "craft" type unions may be given

a special one-step salary plan.

Half-grades were added to the salary plan to relieve

a compression problem in certain areas.
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CLASSIFICATION PLAN

Overview

The enabling Act provides for the establishment of classifications

as follows:

59-905. "Personnel classification plan - development. The
department shall develop a personnel classification plan for
all State positions and classes of positions in State service,
following hearings involving affected employees and employee
organizations, except those exempt in sections 2 (59-904) of

this act.

59-906. Guidelines for classifications. (1) In providing for
the classifications plan the department shall group all positions
in the State service into defined classes based on similarity
of duties performed, responsibilities assumed, and complexity
of work so that:

(a) similar qualifications of education, experience, know-
ledge, skill and ability can be required of applicants for
each position in the class;

(b) the same title can be used to identify each position in

the class;

(c) similar pay may be provided, under the same conditions,
with equity to each position within the class.

(2) A class may consist of only one (1) position."

In compliance with this mandate, the Department developed a personnel

classification plan. The major steps followed in developing and implement-

ing the plan are outlined below:

All State employees were asked to describe their duties
and responsibilities on a Position Description Questionnaire
form. (Exhibit E)

Personnel analysts performed desk audits of 2,900 positions
in State government.

0. Standard classification titles and descriptions were adopted
for all State employees in State service.

Each employee was notified of his/her tentative classification.
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Grade (skill) levels were assigned to all positions classified.

Public hearings were held throughout the State during the

development period and immediately prior to the implementation

of the plan to obtain input from interested persons, admini-

strators, employees, and employee representatives and to

explain the proposed plan.

Classification appeals were resolved and the classification

plan was implemented.

A more complete explanation of the procedures used during each of

the above steps follows:

Position Description Questionnaire

Position Description Questionaires (Exhibit E-3) were distributed

to all State departments on November 14, 1973, for completion and return

to the Department of Administration by December 31, 1973. Individual

employees were asked to describe their duties and responsibilities;

supervision exercised; knowledge, skills and abilities required; and

supervision received. Immediate supervisors were asked in behalt of

their subordinates to indicate the amount and type of education and

experience required; special qualifications, licenses or registrations

required; supervision exercised; and comment on the employee's state-

ments regarding his/her job descriptions if it seemed advisable to do

so.

Position Audits

Personnel analysts performed field audits of approximately 2,900

positions in State government between January and June 1974. As a

result, audits were performed on 28% of the 10,333 positions for which

Position Dcscr-iption ()uestit)nndires were received. The purpose of these

audits was to further clarify the various factors described on the



Questionnaires which were used to classify each position.

Positions were selected for audit based on the following criteria':

Clarification was needed on specific information reported on

the Position Description Questionnaires.

Audits were required of a significant percentage of the pro-

posed position classifications.

Management had requested that specific positions be reviewed.

Field audits were performed in Helena and at numerous locations

throughout the State. Special emphasis was given to the Department of

Institutions where forty-one (41) percent of the positions were audited.

Classification Titles and Specifications

An inventory of about 1,500 standard job class titles was developed

from the Position Description Questionnaires, position audits and other

factors. The titles are generally descriptive of the kind and level of

work |)ert oriiunl. A concerted effort was made to use broad, generic terms

for (Kiss t, itlos thiiL can be used in several departments. Th(^ use of

broad titles also increases the employee career development and mobility

possibilities within State Government.

After the inventory of class titles was developed, a detailed class

specification was prepared of the 1,500 titles. The class specifications

(an example is shown in Exhibit F) contains a general description of the

work performed together with the minimum qualifications required.

Notice of Classification

Department directors received the original tentative notice of

classification of positions within their department in July 1974, for

review and use while preparing their 1975-1977 budget requests. Sub-



sequently, meetings were held with all departments to review and con-

sider any additional information relevant to these classifications.

Numerous changes resulted from these meetings. During October 1974,

tentative Notices of Classification were distributed to all non-exempt

State employees (Exhibit E).

Classification Grade Levels

Personnel classification is a system of identifying and describing

different types of work and skill levels within an organization and then

grouping similar positions together under common job titles. The primary

tools used to analyze, measure, and rank the various job classes, which

were prepared from Job Description Questionnaires, position audits, and

management input, was the Classification Grading Schedule (Exhibit H)

which contains the following eight grading factors:

1. Minimum Educational Requirements

2. Minimum Experience Requirements

3. Physical Demands

4. Working Conditions

5. Supervision Received

6. Supervision Exercised

7. Authority Exercised

8. Responsibility Level

These eight factors are briefly explained below:

1. Minimum Educational Requirements.

This factor identifies the type and amount of formal education
required to perform the duties and responsibilities of each
position. This factor identifies the minimum education required
to perform the job satisfactorily and not the educational
background of the encumbent.
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2. Minimum Experience Required.

This factor identifies the length and type of experience

typically required of an individual to perform the duties of

the position effectively.

3. Physical Demands.

This factor identifies those positions which require physical

work such as regularly lifting or moving materials and supplies,

and other similar activities. This factor is applied to such

positions as warehouse workers, core drill operators, electricians

and comparable positions.

4. Working Conditions.

This factor identifies the physical surroundings and the

extent to which weather, noise, commotion or hazards are present in

the work environment thus creating additional demands on the

employee. Examples are pilots, highway patrol officers,

psychiatric aides, mine inspectors, and highway maintenance
workers.

5. Supervision Received.

This factor identifies the degree to which the immediate
supervisor or prescribed procedures outline the methods to be

followed, results to be attained, and the degree to which the

work is reviewed.

6. Supervision Exercised.

This factor identifies the degree of responsibility for

assigning, planning, instructing or directing the work of

others and the degree of responsibility for reviewing the

accuracy, thoroughness and reliability of the work of others.

An important ingredient in this factor is the type of work
being performed and the number of employees supervised.

7. Authority Exercised.

This factor identifies the level of responsibility exercised
by an employee over a major component of an organization, such

as a division, bureau, section or equivalent.

8. Responsibility Level.

This factor identifies the degree of independence and/or
judgement exercised, decisions made, planning performed,
and initiative or ingenuity required of the job. The impact
of the decisions made and their effect upon the public, other
departments and employees is an important element.
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Numeric weights were assigned to each factor. As a classification

is factored, the points assigned are totalled. The results are applied

to a conversion table (Exhibit I) which indicates the grade level

assigned to the class being graded.

When assigning grade levels to a classification, other factors (in

addition to the eight above) can influence the grade level assigned.

Some of these factors may include the:

Organizational structure of the agency.

Nature of the work performed.

Level or complexity of the work performed.

Responsibility of the position.

Career development opportunities.

Recruitment difficulties.

Position and Classification Appeals

The enabling Act provides for position and classification appeals

as follows:

59-907. "Review of Positions - change in classification. The

department shall continuously review all positions on a regular

basis and adjust classifications to reflect significant changes

in duties and responsibilities; provided, however, employees

and employee organizations will be given the opportunity to

appeal any changes in classifications or positions."

The Department's personnel procedures which are now under development

will set forth the procedures required for having a position or classi-

fication changed. In the meantime. Management Memo 2-74-7 (Exhibit J)

explains the interim procedures.
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state employees, employee representatives, or departmental admin-

istrative personnel have the right to request a review of their positions

and c lassil ii;<it,i()ns. TtH> Hoard of l^^rsonnol Ap|)eals, creatonl hy iJic /\( I

(Exhibit B) is in the process of adopting formal grievance procedures

for hearing appeals. These rules will become effective when the classi-

fication system is implemented within a department and the notice of

classification has been distributed to the employees.

Prior to the full implementation of the classification system, an

informal grievance procedure has been established as follows:

The employee prepares a written request for the review of

his/her position or classification. The request sets forth

the reasons and basis for the appeal and is given to his/her
immediate supervisor.

The employee's immediate supervisor reviews the appeal

request and comments thereon prior to forwarding the appeal

to the department director or his/her designee.

The employee's department director reviews the appeal request

and comments thereon prior to forwarding the appeal to the

Department of Administration's Personnel Division.

The Department of Administration reviews and evaluates the

appeal request and the attached justification. The facts are
checked with agency personnel prior to arriving at a final

determination which is returned to the appealing employee and

department.

The Department of Administration is making a concerted effort to

amicably resolve in a prompt manner any appeals received.

On-Going Maintenance of the Classification Plan

The enabling Act provides that the Department of Administration

shall design, implement and maintain the classification plan. In complying

with this provision the Department plans to annually audit 15% to 25% of

all positions in State government to insure that the integrity of the
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system is maintained, and that classifications are uniformally applied

in all departments of State government. In addition, the Department

will help State agencies with their organizational and staffing pro-

blems.

Conditions that require continuous, on-going attention if the

classification plan is to remain a viable personnel management system

are summarized below:

Organizational Changes

Program Changes

Personnel Changes

Economic Changes

Responsibility Changes

Classification Inventory and Class Specification Manual

A Classification Inventory Manual which summarizes all classifications

currently identified and the agencies using the various classifications

available and a specification for each classification identified in the

inventory have been distributed to the units of State government and

other interested parties.

Copies of either, both or parts of these two manuals are available

by request from the Department of Administration, Personnel Division.
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PAY PLAN

Overview

The enabling Act, Sections 6, 7 and 8 of Chapter 440, Laws 1973,

reads:

"Section 6. The department shall develop a wage and salary
plan for presentation to the 1975 legislature. If adopted by
the legislature, the wage and salary plan shall be integrated
with the personnel classification plan to ensure that posi-
tions within classes are paid at similar rates of pay after
considering different rates of pay that may result from merit
increases and years of service."

"Section 7. In developing the wage and salary plan the depart-
ment shall consider all factors, including the results of
meetings with employees and employee organizations, that are
necessary to ensure that the plan will continuously enable the
state service to attract and retain an adequate number of
professional, technical and administrative personnel."

"Section 8. The wage and salary plan shall not decrease the
current wage or salary or the value of fringe benefits provided
by law to an employee in the state service before the adoption
of the plan.

"

In compliance with this mandate, the Department has developed a pay

plan for presentation to the 1975 Legislature. The major steps taken to

develop the plan are outlined below:

A contract was arranged with the University of Montana, Bureau
of Business and Economic Research, for technical assistance in
developing a statistical sample.

Key classes were selected to serve as benchmark positions in
the survey.

Salary data was gathered on benchmark positions from employers
selected in the survey areas.

A proposed salary schedule was developed based on tabulated
salary data collected.

A more complete explanation of the procedures used to develop the

pay plan follows.
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Salary Survey

The purpose of the salary survey was to determine the range of

salaries paid in the private sector and other public jurisdictions for

positions similar to various key classes in State service. This in-

formation was then used to determine the average salaries to be paid

State positions with skill levels similar to those surveyed.

The Department of Administration contracted with the University of

Montana, Bureau of Business and Economic Research (hereafter referred to

as the consultant), to provide technical assistance during the survey.

Specifically, the consultant assisted in developing the sample design

statistical selection and was responsible for compiling the resulting

data into summary reports. They commented also on the adequacy of the

survey design; the actual survey; and the final results. The "Consultant's

Report on the Montana Wage and Salary Survey," dated September 1974

(Exhibit Q) should be referred to for specifics regarding the survey's

methodology and results. Rather than repeat data included in the

consultant's report, we have limited our comments to the general pro-

cedures followed in developing the plan, collecting the data, evaluating

the data, and arriving at the recommended statewide pay plan for non-

exempt State employees.

The following criteria were established for developing and design-

ing the wage and salary survey. It was determined that the wage and

salary data would be primarily obtained for the following three labor

market areas from which the State must attract qualified personnel to

rill positions:
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Survey Labor Market Tested

In-State Private Sector

Local Government Sector

Regional State Government Sector

National State Government Sector

The consultant agreed with these determinations and proceeded to

develop the random sample used in the In-State survey.

Benchmark Positions

Key classes were selected by the Personnel Division from each

salary grade 3 through 25 (except grade 22) to be used as benchmark

positions. These benchmark positions were surveyed in the applicable

recruitment areas to determine the "going rate" for each grade level.

The criteria used to select the benchmark positions can be summarized as

follows.

Each key class had to be:

Common within the work force.

Occupied by many employees.

Readily identified with a classification,

Capable of being clearly described in a brief statement.

In addition, a few classes in which classification or salary

problems were anticipated, i.e. crafts and psychiatrists, were surveyed.

Exhibit K lists the classifications selected as benchmark positions by

estimated salary grade and the corresponding areas surveyed.

National Wage and Salary Survey

Ten key classes were identified for use in the National Survey.

They represented positions within State government for which National
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recruitment efforts are required. The salary data for these key classes

were obtained from the International Personnel Management Association's

study "Pay Rates in the Public Services, April 1974." This Association

annually surveys 159 city, county, municipal and state agencies for 87

key classes. The sample size for Montana's key classes ranges from 21

to 47 states. The State of Montana was excluded, and the states of

Wyoming and Mississippi did not participate in the survey.

Regional Wage and Salary Survey

The six neighboring states of Washington, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon,

North Dakota and South Dakota were used in the Regional Survey. Seventy-

six (76) key classes were identified for use in the Regional Survey.

This survey was conducted by mail. Telephone follow-ups were made to

each state to validate data received.

I n-J l-ate Wage cJi'd^Sa ki_ry_ ^rvey^

Sixty-two (62) key classes were identified for use in the In-State

survey. At the recommendation of the consultant, multi-stage stratified

sample was made of salaries paid by private industry and local govern-

mental units within the State.

In brief, Montana's counties were divided into two strata--one

composed of counties with high employement concentrations and the other

composed of counties with low employment concentrations. Based on

employment statistics published by the State's Employment Security

Division, it was determined that the number of employees covered by

unemployment insurance for the 1973 fiscal year were divided geographically

as follows:
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stratum Location No. of Employees %

1 12 Large Counties 108,921 71.5

2 44 Small Counties 33,359 21.9

Multi-County Firms Operating in

More Than One County 10,069 6.6

TOTAL 152,349 100.0

The firms and governmental units within Stratum 1 and 2 above

were each sub-divided into four sub-stratums. The number and percentage

of firms selected by each sub-stratum and the multi-county stratum are

shown below:

Sub-

Strati



The consultant selected the firms and governmental units to be

surveyed. The Department of Administration then contacted each firm and

governmental unit requesting their cooperation in the survey. Later,

each cooperating firm and governmental unit was personally contacted to

collect data on key classes used by them. Of the 205 firms and governmental

units contacted, 166 or 81 percent responded favorable to our request.

Our personnel analysts were able to gather meaningful salary data on key

classes from 129 firms or 63 percent of the firms and governmental units

originally selected.

As indicated earlier, a number of classes included in the survey

were known to be problem areas. After collecting the survey data,

tabulating and analyzing it on the computer, 22 classes were identified

as having substantial salary deviations. These problem areas were then

excluded from the sample and the data was tabulated again on the computer.

The statistical results did not significantly change; therefore, the

original data was used for calculating the pay plan. The problem areas

^ere individually reviewed to determine if classification changes were

warranted.

Salary Schedule

Based on salary data collected and tabulated, the average minimum,

average maximum and mean salaries paid for the key classes surveyed was

determined for each grade. From this information, a proposed salary

schedule was developed. The criteria used to design the proposed salary

schedule follows:

Current salaries paid as determined by the salary survey
should be acknowledged.
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Uniform salary steps and grades should be used.

Standard salary advancements within each grade should be

provided.

Extended service at any given grade should be recognized.

The salary schedule developed contains twenty-five (25) grades

(vertical) and eight (8) incremental and longevity steps (horizontal) as

shown in Exhibit M. The grades are divided by 9.7 percent intervals

to best fit the results of the salary survey.

Considerable attention was given to developing a "going rate" on

the salary schedule that closely aligned to the salary survey at the

lower levels. This was essential because most State employees are

employed below grade 15 on the schedule. In addition, more reliable

salary data was available in the lower grades because the survey included

more employees and more key classes. The survey included 3,382 employees

from 287 firms representing 19 key classes in grades 3 through 7; whereas

the survey only included a few employees in 24 states, representing 8

key classes in grades 21 through 25. These higher grades are generally

filled by medical doctors, psychiatrists and institutional superintendents,

These professions can generally earn substantially more in the private

sector, which was not surveyed nationally, than is generally paid in the

public sector.

The bar graph and charts on the following page show the average

minimum and average maximum salaries paid for each grade level as deter-

mined by the wage and salary survey. The "going rate," step 3 on the

proposed salary schedule, is shown as the curved line that crosses the

bars with a minimum deviation.
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Half Grade Adjustments

Severe grade compression problems were found to exist in some

agencies because of the limited number of grades available and the large

number of classifications requiring assignment. To provide more flexi-

bility in the salary schedule, the computer has been programmed to

permit half-grade adjustments. This additional flexibility is particu-

larly helpful when interfacing the proposed pay plans with negotiated

union contracts. For example, with the addition of half-grades, six

classification and salary levels can be accommodated within three grade

levels as follows:

Salary
Classification Grade Step 3

Maintenance Worker I 8.0 $627

Maintenance Worker II 8.5 657

Maintenance Worker III 9.0 688

Maintenance Worker IV 9.5 721

Maintenance Worker V 10.0 755

Maintenance Worker VI 10.5 791

Implementing the Pay Plan

It is our recommendation that the salary of each employee on record

as of December 31, 1974, be increased as a minimum to Step 3 of the

classification to which the employee has been assigned as of that date.

If the employee's salary as of that date exceeds that provided for Step

3 in the assigned classification, the employee's salary shall be in-

creased to the next higher step in that classification.
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Assuming acceptable performance, the salary of each employee shall

be increased to the next succeeding step in the assigned classification

up to Step 5.

For additional consideration, see specifications under the "Incremental

and Longevity Steps" sub-section.

Incremental and Longevity Steps

As stated earlier, the salary schedule provides for eight (8)

horizontal steps at each grade level. The first five (5) steps are

incremental steps, while steps 6, 7 and 8 are longevity steps.

Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are incremental steps of 4.75 percent each.

After implementation of the Pay Plan, new employees will be hired at step

one and are eligible for advancement to step two after six months of

satisfactory performance. Thereafter, advancement to steps 3, 4, and 5

will be at yearly intervals based on satisfactory performance. It will

normally take an employee 3',, years to progress from step one to step

five if he/she remains in the same grade level. Incremental raises will

be given unless sub-standard performance is documented by the employing

agency. Occasionally, an employing agency may advance an employee more

than one step at one time if they have documented evidence of superior

work performance.

Steps 6, 7 and 8 are longevity steps of 3 percent each. Longevity

steps are intended to compensate an employee for continuous, faithful

service in a given grade level. Advancement in the longevity steps re-

quires four years of service at step 5 before advancement to step 6,

etc. The employee will automatically receive the longevity increase at

the end of each four year interval.
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Several different types of longevity plans are presently in effect

throughout Montana State government. At the same time, a significant

number of employees are working in agencies that do not now have any

longevity plans in effect. The major factors affecting longevity plans

are:

Statutory Provisions

Collective Bargaining Agreements

Merit System Rules

Administrative Rules

Longevity plans are of two basic types:

Flat Rate Increments

Percentage Rate Increments

Because of special problems involving the Montana Highway Patrol

and craft employees under union contract, they have not been included in

the regular longevity plan described above. Special longevity plans for

those two groups are described below.

Montana Highway PatxpJ

Legislative action is required before the Highway Patrol's lon-

gevity plans can be changed. In order to address this problem, the

following procedures have been adopted. The Highway Patrol will only

have a one-step salary schedule. The "going rate" or third-step of each

grade will be the base pay for calculating the 1% per year longevity

increases.

Crafty Enipl oyees

Many craft employees under union contract have one step salary

plans and prefer to keep their one step plans. In order to accommodate
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them, the following procedures have been administratively adopted. The

"going rate" or third step of each grade will be the one step for pay

purposes. The longevity steps 6, 7, and 8 will not apply to these

employees on the one step pay plan. In lieu thereof, the following

longevity plan has been adopted.

Years Monthly
of Longevity

Service Pay

10 through 14 $10

15 through 19 20

20 through 24 30

25 through 30 40

30 plus 50

Prior Years Service

Upon impleiiientation of the Pay Plan, there will be a one-time pay

adjustment for those employees who have given long, continuous years of

service to the State. The adjustment will be calculated as follows:

Example 1

An employee, who would ordinarily go to step 3 upon conver-

sion, would receive one additional step (i.e. step 4) if

he/she had 7 through 14 years of continuous service with the

State. The employee would receive two additional steps beyond

step 3 (i.e. step 5) if he/she had 15 or more years
of continuous service with the State.

Example 2

An employee, who would ordinarily go to step 4 upon

conversion, would receive one additional step (i.e.

step 5) if he/she had 7 or more years of continuous
service with the State.
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Example 3

An employee, who would ordinarily go to steps 5, 6, 7 or 8
upon conversion, will not receive any adjustment, regardless
of his/her years of service.

This recognition of past service upon conversion to the new salary

matrix will help alleviate inequities not otherwise addressed.

Crafts

The membership of "craft" type unions generally believe in the

principle that a "journeyman is a journeyman" and that all journeymen in

a particular craft should receive the same rate of pay.

To accommodate this philosophy, we recommend that the rate of pay

for any particular craft be arrived at through the collective bargaining

process and be based on job descriptions, class specifications, classi-

fication factors, salary surveys, and the market conditions for similar

skills within the State of Montana.

A one step pay plan (which is both the hire rate and the final

rate) can be accommodated within the Pay Plan. For pay purposes, the

"going rate" or third step of each grade will be the one step. This can

be administratively accomplished through rules, regulations, and ne-

gotiated agreements.

The wage and salary survey pointed out a problem area in the skill

level of the crafts. The present market demand for crafts is higher

than identified for their skill level. Adjustments will be made to

resolve this conflict.
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Present Salaries Not Decreased

The enabling Act, Section 8 of Chapter 444, Laws 1973 reads:

"The wage and salary plan shall not decrease the current wage

or salary or the value of fringe benefits provided by law to

an employee in the state service before the adoption of the

plan."

To insure that the Act is complied with the Pay Plan includes the

following provisions:

No employee's salary or benefits shall be decreased upon

implementation of the plan.

The employee's salary at the date of implementation shall

be used in determining the employee's new salary step within

the assigned grade.

Employee's, whose salary at the date of implementation is

greater than step 8 of their assigned grade level, shall be

frozen at their present salary until one of the following

events occurs:

a. Their position is reclassified upward.

b. They are promoted.

c. Cost of living adjustments catch up with them.

Employees frozen above step 8 shall only receive 50% of any

future cost of living increases approved by the Legislature

until the salary schedule catches up to their salary.

Currently paid allowances such as flat rate overtime and

longevity pay will be added to the base salary in calculating

the base salary for conversion to the new salary schedule,

except in the Highway Patrol and the crafts on a one step

plan.

Any fringe benefits that employees receive by statute, rule,

regulation, or negotiated agreement will be recognized.

Problem areas such as the Highway Patrol, Crafts, etc. will be

accommodated on an individual basis to insure compliance with

the law.
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Overtime Pay

The Montana Salary Schedule shows the base salary range for each

grade level plus the related longevity increases. Any overtime worked

for pay shall be calculated from the base rate and added thereto.

Federal and State laws, rules, regulations and negotiated labor contracts

will govern when calculating overtime pay.

Shift Differential

State employees who work split shifts or night shifts should be

given a shift differential allowance of 3% of the employee's base salary,

including any longevity increases earned. However, these provisions

shall not override any currently negotiated labor contracts.

A split shift differential shall be authorized whenever a regular

employee's normal eight hour shift is divided by a noncompensated break

of two hours or more per shift, not counting any normal breaks for

meals.

A night shift differential, as defined by the employing agency and

approved by the Department of Administration, shall be authorized.

Cost of Living

Cost of living increases should be granted to all employees in

State government to reflect the increased cost of goods and services

that result primarily from a national inflationary trend.

Unions and employee representatives prefer escalation clauses which

automatically increase the salary matrix when the cost of living or

consumer price index reaches certain designated increments. The impact

this may have on budgets is extremely difficult to anticipate. The
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budgeting process begins 36-40 months prior to the time a biennial

budget will have been executed. In other words, the biennial budget

cycle which begins in March-June of 1974 will not go full cycle until

June 30, 1977. The ability to predict cost of living over that period

of time with any degree of accuracy is nearly impossible.

The only realistic method of funding a cost of living increase is

to predict, on the basis of the best information available, what the

cost of living may be and built into the Executive Budget submitted

to the Legislature. It ultimately becomes the responsibility of the

legislature to fund any cost of living increase to State employee.

After-the-fact adjustments to the Montana Salary Schedule will have to

be made after any cost of living adjustments are appropriated.

Whatever method is selected to deal with cost of living, it can be

accommodated within the Montana Salary Schedule. Cost of living adjustments

are normally (1) across the board percentage increase (2) across the

board specific dollar increases or (3) any combination of the two.

It is our recommendation that a combination of flat rate increases

and percentage increase be built into the Salary Schedule to closely

reflect a cost of living increase during the next two years. In ad-

dition, we recommend that these cost of living adjustments take place on

an annual basis on July 1st of each fiscal year. Finally, we recommend

that any employee "frozen" above Step 8 of the salary plan be granted

50% of cost of living increases of Step 8 whichever is greater.

Fringe Benefits

General information regarding fringe benefits paid employees was

gathered during the wage and salary survey. However, due to the wide
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variations found in the various types of fringe benefits and the brevity

of the information received, it was not possible to arrive at any meaning-

ful costs or conclusions in the time available. A general tabulation of

the information gathered is found on pages 31 and 32 of the consultant's

report.

Future Surveys

The wage and salary survey was probably the most comprehensive

survey of its kind ever undertaken in the State of Montana. A signi-

ficant body of information has been developed. The survey has provided

valuable statistical information on job classifications, salaries, and

fringe benefits which will prove \tery valuable when future wage and

salary surveys are made.

The salary schedule herein recommended must be updated on a regular

basis is State salaries are to remain competitive and if State employees

are to continue to receive "equal pay for equal work." Due to numerous

outside factors, special classifications may require special considera-

tion and adjustments to attract qualified employees. In addition, a

complete salary survey should be conducted every two years for presenta-

tion to the Legislature via the Governor's Executive Budget. If the

Legislature appropriates funds for a cost of living adjustment, the

entire salary schedule must be modified accordingly.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Budgetary Control

The enabling Act provides for budgetary controls as follows:

59-908. "List of positions maintained--contents. To facilitate
state budgeting, and as directed by the department, each agency
shall maintain a list of current authorized positions, the number

of positions in each class and the salaries or wages being paid,

appropriated or proposed for each class."

To comply with this requirement an interim computer based personnel

management system has been developed. The system has the capability to:

Maintain a current file of all authorized positions in the

Executive Branch of State government by department, program
and funding source.

Maintain a current file of all filled positions in the Execu-

tive Branch of State government by department, program and

funding source.

Calculate the projected personnel services costs of the Execu-

tive Branch of State government by department, program and

funding source.

Calculate the cost of implementing a pay plan over the
original departmental budget requests for the 1975-77 fiscal

biennium and for the last half of the 1974-75 fiscal year.

Calculate the projected cost or savings by department, program
and funding source, of any proposed changes to the basic
pay plan.

Assign new salary rates to all non-exempt positions in State
government based on any uniform salary schedule.

Provide a variety of special reports upon request.

This information is also available for the Legislative and Judicial

branches of government, providing the requested information is recorded

in the System.
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The personnel management system is being used by the Department of

Administration to help implement and control the classification and pay

plans. In addition, it is being extensively used by the Governor's

Office of Budget and Program Planning to help prepare the 1975-77 Execu-

tive Budget. For the first time Montana now has highly reliable data

regarding the cost of personal services in the State of Montana by

departments, programs and funding source. It would have been impossible

to calculate the cost of the proposed pay plan in the available time

without the automated computer system. Management Memos 2-74-3 and 2-

74-3a (Exhibit H) explain how much of the required personnel information

was collected.

Col lecti ve Bargaining

From the initial phases of developing the Classification and Pay

Plans, union and employee representatives expressed a great deal of

concern over how the Classification and Pay Plans would affect col-

lective bargaining. This concern stems from the following statutory

provisions:

"59-1603. Employees' right to join or form labor organizations

and engage in collective bargaining activities. (1) Public

employees shall have, and shall be protected in the exercise

of, the right of self-organization, to form, join or assist

any labor organization, to bargain collectively through re-

presentatives of their own choosing on questions of wages,

hours, fringe benefits, and other conditions of employment and

to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of

collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection, free

from interference, restraint or coercion."

This section of the law authorizes collectively bargaining over,

among other things, wages.
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Section 7 of Chapter 440, Laws 1973 reads:

"In developing the wage and salary plan the department shall

consider all factors, includin g the res ults of meetings with

employees and employee organizations (emphasis suppl ied), Fhat

are necessary to ensure that the plan will continuously enable

the state service to attract and retain an adequate number of

professional, technical and administrative personnel."

In contrast, this section merely requires the consideration of all

factors, including the results of meetings, not collective bargaining

sessions with employees and employee organizations.

The confusion is based on a lack of distinction between the plan

itself and those elements of any plan that are normally negotiable, such

as wages. The Classification and Pay Plans allow for meaningful negotiations

to take place. In fact, negotiations are easier and more productive

when they take place within a structured framework.

The real barrier to salary negotiations for State employees lies

totally within certain conflicting provisions of the Collective Bargaining

Law itself (Exhibit C). Those elements of conflict are as follows:

1. The requirement to bargain for wages in "good faith."

2. The authority of the Legislature to appropriate funds for

salaries and wages, regardless of negotiated results.

3. The multiplicity of existent bargaining units that would
preclude "equal pay for equal work," should they continue
to be allowed to negotiate salaries separately.

These are the real deterrents to meaningful negotiations for wages and

should be dealt with separately from this act.

The apparent conflict in the law has created widespread concern

among union employees that the State was preempting their right to

bargain collectively. It appears to the unions that the State is
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unilaterally dictating job classifications and wages and would continue

to do so in the future. The position consistently taken by the Depart-

ment in public hearings throughout the State was that collective bargain-

ing can and will continue to take place under the Statewide Classification

and Pay Plans. It was stressed that collective bargaining can occur in

such areas as: grade level; conduct of wage and salary survey; classification;

differential pay; percentage of prevailing rate and preliminary pay.

However, before collective bargaining can effectively take place, the

ground rules as to when, where, and how collective bargaining can take

place must be developed.

In conclusion, the Classification and Pay Plans should not be

jeopardized by the weaknesses of the Collective Bargaining Law but

should stand or fall on its own merits. There should be clear under-

standing that this plan will benefit the collective bargaining process,

if the process itself can be made to function properly.

Department of Institutions

Because of the unique problems the Department of Institutions has

encountered in the area of personnel management, the Department of

Admininstration contracted for a special study by the University of

Montana's Bureau of Business and Economic Research. The study was

designed to identify and evaluate the socioeconomic conditions affecting

employment at the State institutions. The six State institutions

studied were: Boulder River School and Hospital; Montana Children's

Center; Galen State Hospital; Warm Springs State Hospital; Montana State

Prison; and Mountain View School. Employment factors such as employment

turnover, absenteeism, staffing patterns, working conditions, salaries,
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housing, transportation, and cultural and recreational facilities were

analyzed.

In addition, the report analyzes the labor market conditions in the

six county area of: Jefferson; Madison; Deer Lodge; Powell; Silver Bow;

and Lewis and Clark.

A summary of the consultant's recommendations follows:

"Increase institutional salaries sufficiently to reduce
turnover and vacancy levels.

"Institute a uniform system for monitoring turnover and

vacancies in all the institutions.

"Adjust grade level classifications or implement
bonuses to increase compensation in areas where
extremely high turnover persists.

"Develop equitable policies for the allocation of
institutional housing and meals which do not favor
certain classes of employees.

"Encourage institutional cooperation in the develop-
ment of housing, services, cultural and recreational
facilities by private firms and local government in

the communities serving the institutions.

"Develop emergency transportation plans for each institution.

"Accelerate programs to renovate or, where more feasible,
replace institutional facilities.

"Develop in-service, out-of-service and career ladder
programs to insure employee proficiency and create
opportunities within the institution."

Implementation of the pay plan will immediately address the con-

sultant's recommendation regarding salaries. The remaining recommenda-

tions, while important, will not have the same immediate positive effect

upon employee moral, absenteeism and recruiting. The Department of

Institutions can immediately implement some of the recommendations with

little effort and expense. Other recommendations will require legislation

and the expenditure of large sums of money and time.
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The following chart summarizes the number of field audits done

in the Department of Institutions.

STATE OF MONTANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

PERSONNEL DIVISION

SPECIAL REPORT

INSTITUTIONS



Intergovernmental Relations

During the public hearings conducted throughout the State, it soon

became apparent that the Statewide Classification and Pay Plans would

financially impact local governments. The two areas that appear to

create the most concern are explained below.

County Welfare Offices

The classification and pay plans have frequently resulted in sub-

stantially increasing the cost of personal services in the county welfare

offices, i.e. county welfare director's salaries have increased, on the

average, approximately $200 a month. In accordance with the County

Welfare Laws (Title 71, Chapter 217, R.C.M. 1947), each county is re-

sponsible for fifty percent (50%) of the county welfare office's personnel

services cost. County budgets probably have not made provision for the

proposed increased costs during the 1974-75 fiscal year. In addition,

some counties may have already reached their maximum mill levy that is

authorized by law (Title 71, Chapter 106, R.C.M. 1947). In this case,

the counties may apply to the State for a grant-in-aid to pay the additional

costs.

County Assessor's Offices

While developing the classification and pay plans, a problem developed

in the county assessor's offices throughout the State. The salary of

County Assessors, who are elected officials, is set by law and based on

the taxable valuation and population of the county. The chief deputy's

salary is set by statute at 90% of the assessor's salary (Section 25-602

through 25-605 and 84-402 R.C.M. 1947).
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In accordance with the Department of Administration's mandate all

non-exempt positions in State government have been classified in a

uniform manner, including positions in the county assessor's office. The

proposed salaries for the county assessor's chief deputy are often more

than that authorized by law.

Legislation must be enacted to resolve this problem. Either the

chief deputy county assessors must be exempt from the pay plan, or they

must be exempt from the statutory salary limitation. Either solution

has its drawbacks. If the chief deputies are exempt from the pay plan,

other staff members, who are included in the pay plan, may be earning

more than the chief deputy. If the chief deputies are exempt from the

statutory salary limitation, they may be earning more than the County

Assessor and other county officials.

Another potential problem must also be recognized. State salaries

are often somewhat higher than those paid in the smaller counties. The

proposed salaries for employees in the county assessor's office may

create some personnel management and budget problems at the county

level

.

Merit System Bureau

The Merit System Bureau will continue in existence, working for

Merit System agencies as in the past, except for matters dealing with

classification and pay which shall be changed as follows:

Classification

Upon implementation of the classification plan, all applicable

State agencies, including Merit System agencies, shall adopt and use the

new Statewide job classification titles and procedures. Job classifica-
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tion titles and procedures previously in use shall be replaced. Hereafter,

requests for classification changes will be forwarded from the Merit

SystPiii Buredu to the f'tn'soniu^l Division for processing in accor-dance

with the procedures now beitu) developed.

Pay

The proposed new Statewide Pay Plan will be presented, via the

Executive Budget, to the 1975 Legislature for approval. If adopted, it

shall apply to all applicable State agencies, including Merit System

agencies, effective January 1, 1975. Should the Legislature not adopt

the proposed pay plan, Merit System agencies' pay plans now in use may

continue in force. The new job classification titles shall continue to

be used whether or not the pay plan is adopted.
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EXHIBIT A

GLOSSARY OF CLASSIFICATION TERMS

ABILITIES See "Required Knoweldges, Skills and
Abilities."

ALLOCATION

CAREER LADDER

CLASS

CLASS TITLE

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES

GENERAL STATEMENT OF
DUTIES

INCUMBENT

KNOWLEDGES

LEVEL

The placement of any position into a

particular class and pay grade level.

That structure by which an employee
could move upward through higher classes
on the basis of ability, (i.e., if

there are multiple clerical levels, an

employee in the lowest level could con-

ceivably progress through higher levels.)

A group of positions sufficiently alike
in all respects to be encompassed under
a single descriptive title: description
of work; examples of duties; minimum
qualifications; and pay range.

A descriptive word or phrase which is

indicative of the kind and level of

work performed by a class. Levels in

a class series are indicated in the
class title.

A list of examples that describe work
typically performed by a class of
positions. Included are enough examples
as necessary to present a clear, concise
picture of the class. The list may not

be all inclusive, nor do all positions
necessarily perform ewery duty.

A capsule description of a class, usually
in one sentence and definitive enough to

differentiate one class from another.

The individual currently occupying a

specific position.

See "Required Knowledges, Skills, and
Abilities."

The placement of a particular class
in relation to other classes in the

same series, and to other classes
requiring relatively the same quali-
fications and experience.
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

MIXED POSITION

NECESSARY SPECIAL
REQUIREMENTS

POSITION

POSITION CLASSIFICATION

The extent and type of education
experience, knowledges, skills and
abilities an individual must possess
to be eligible for employment consid-
eration for a given class.

A position performing two or more un-
related duties. A mixed position is

allocated to the class most nearly
appropriate for the highest level of
work performed, provided that work is

performed a substantial amount of time
in relation to the other duties.

Any special registration, licensure, or
other requirement based on law, an

ordinance or regulation that cannot be
included under education and experience,
but is necessary for performing the
duties of the class (e.g., professional
registration)

.

A combination of current duties and
responsibilities assigned or delegated
by a competent authority to be performed
by an individual. The position may be

occupied or vacant, full-time or part-

time, temporary or permanent.

A system of identifying and describing
the different kinds of work in an organi-
zation and then grouping similar positions
under common job classes and titles, and

establishing a relationship between these
classes.

POSITION JOB AUDIT The process of collecting information
on the duties, responsibilities and
other relevant factors relating to a

position. There are two types of audits:
1. The field audit, in which the classi-
fier interviews the employee and manage-
ment to gather facts to compliment the

position description. 2. The desk audit,
in which the classifier uses Lhe informa-

tion from the position description, personal

knowledge of similar positions and the

organization, and previous classification
experience.
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POSITION DESCRIPTION
QUESTIONNAIRE

PROMOTION

REALLOCATION

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGES
SKILLS AND ABILITIES

SERIES

SKILLS

A written statement setting forth the
duties and responsibilities of a position
as the incumbent sees them.

The movement from one class to another
class having a greater degree of responsi-
bility and difficulty and a higher pay
grade.

Placement of a position from one class to

another class found to be more appropriate
as a result of a position audit.

Those knowledges, skills and abilities
deemed necessary for successful performance
of the duties and responsibilities of a

particular class. Knowledges are the
familiarity with the facts, truths and

principles of particular subjects or fields,

Skills are the manipulative adequacy and

dexterity required for successful job

performance. Abilities are the inherent
and learned capabilities necessary for

performing the required duties and respon-

sibilities assigned to a class of positions

Two or more classes that are similar as

to the type of work but different in the

level of responsibility and difficulty.
These classes generally constitute steps

in the normal line of pormotion (i.e..

Clerk I, Clerk II, Clerk III).

See "Required Knowledges, Skills and

Abilities."

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

SUPERVISION RECEIVED

A statement indicating whether super-
vision is exercised and if so, over
whom. The personnel over whom super-
vision is exercised can be expressed
as technical, clerical professional,
etc. (e.g.. Exercises supervision over
clerical personnel).

A statement indicating the type of
supervision and from whom it is re-
ceived. The person from whom super-
vision is received can be expressed as
administrative superior, technical
supervisor, foreman, etc. (e.g.. Works
under general supervision of an adminis-
trative superior.

)
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f/fi-rri'"".

0'.' 1'''
I .

0'"'i.TUI''ns.

t '.••ors :i!'.<l cni] lOyoos oxirpUd froni prnvisiciis of vei.

rir:--i):inol i;'n-. -".tic.if'-on plan—<levo'-Opi:iont.

C.ri'iolinos for pln-:sif.c:'.t;');i.

CiviiMr oC nn.Jtriuiis— chnr.;;!^ in oliis'^ifioation.

I.i-:t ot p'^iilk'us Ti'.ainiaincd—oonteoU. . .

r,--!.-;in'n-.iicin of m:mbor r.nd cl.iosoi of omployecs iu each ajjency—sutj'iiun.m

to f,'ovo."niir,

.",1-010. p. iKi'rtii-.ptit auHioriz.-ilion for incroasn of .salary or ".-r.':,'e of class.

CCi'.'Ji. i)''i'.iitin-.-nt. autUori^atioii for ir.crcas-5 mi number aiul .'lass of pos.t-.ons ...t

a';i;ccy.

SO.'.'!-;. No liniitrtlon on l^rcisloiive authority.
. .

r^Oi\.-i. l'i::'Ctionj :\nA dn'u-i of rlapartniont—(Iclcg.at'OH oC :LutliO'ity--poUci03.

o5-9l-}. Merit systeci continaod.

50-S03. DoHniiicns. For tljc purposes of (liis act

:

(J) "Agency" iicans any (lop;!rtmc:it, l)u;rrtl, coM'.i:ussio)i, Oi'ilc-e, buic.u,

JMStilutioii cr unil of stntc [;ovrnu.:ci)t rocofjnized 'n tiic st.j'.c l)U'l?:i:t.

(2) "Dc]>;a-t!nciil" means tlic doi>avl)iiei\t of ailmliiJ^tratlcin.

(3) "J'rO;rram" jiicfins a combiiialiou of iilaiiued cuorts to i)ro\idL' a

scrrvice.

(4) 'Tcsitioii" meaii.s a collection of duties and rcspoii-^ibililics i;:r-

rciitly asi-if;;iod or do]c-;Tated by coiiipc(i.'iit autluiriiy, rcquiiiiii: tl;c liill-

tiii.c, pai t-'iiine, or iiit;;nriitlc!it eiiiploj-iacnt. of one pcisou.

Hlstoiy: L'n. Stc. 1, (;'i. iiO, L. 1973. a ]htsomi;o1 classifli-'lion i-I.tm; i.rov:Oi-i.;

tli::t salary iiicr<.':ia0.s, cliaiij^cs in ]'i.r^i;i'i:i

Title cf Act ciayJ.iricr.lioiis ;ii:cl cl.rin.:;i"i in iu:;::l'Or of

.\i'. fct to i)rovi'.iC tiiat tliQ (lc;^atinicnt taip'.n.ccs iMi:it. lie ::p]>rpvii.l liy il.o do-

of nJini:i:.;lr;ilior. sl.a'il dovdcp n v.a^c parlin' I'.l oi" .".dr:iii!''.{r:.liiiM; and i-'o.Hiiiii; a

:i?ij faiary plan for fiale ciaployccs for I'oar,' for t'u- !.o.(r...:c ci grirva!!':^ - tli:'.

sul.iiJii.-iluE to the }'.''-'> Ip^cihlaturc and be ic.isU. fro:ii tl.o i:i'plca.O!ita'.i&n of U-':=.

graiitcJ ii;ii:.cdiatc authoiily to develop act.

50-904. Officer:; and employees excepted frojn provii^ioiu of act. Tliis

r.el docs not ajijily to ilio followins i)Osilioiis in .state j:;ovenui!Ciu

;

(1) elected ofllcials and their chief deijuly and executive scretrry

;

(2) oflicer.<; and employees of the legislative hraricii

;

(3) j>idf;os and enijiloyccs of the judicial branch
;

{I) nieinbcr;; of boards and cori):ri.-~sioiis ai>i)oi:ited by tlio govi-rno;-.

ap])oinlcd by tlie legisi;ituie or appointed by otiior elect'.d slaio uiiicia'^;

(5) ofiicers or members of the militia;

(G) agency heads appointed by the governor;

(7) acadomic. and professional adiainislr;.tivc pcisoiinel v,l:li individ-

ual contracts under the aulhorily of the board of regcids of )ii-)ior

cdncation

;

(S) personal staff of the elected oHicials cnuincraled in Article VT,

section 1, of the constitution of Montar.a arc exempt from sections oO-

im, 5.0-910, and 59-911 oi t!;is act, and section S2A-1011.

Ki.stoiy: Ha. See. 2, Cli. 440, L. 1073; traits" iu snlidivi^irja (7); add.u subdivi-

liiud. Sec. 1, CU. 25U, L. 1074.

Ainondmcats

Tho lOTl ;iiiK'iuliaciit itisiTti'd "and cm-

]>kivcos" in tlio caption and in suljdivisions

(I!)' a)ia (a); added "and tludr chief

do]uily aiul CNCOulivi! secretary" to iiib-

divi^i'on (l); iusorlcd "and iirofcs-jional 21,1074.

tdiaihistralivc" and "with individual con-

sion (S); and made a niii.or cli.iiyo in

punctuation.

Kffectivc E.'.tc

.Sc'.-tion i! of Ch. ^Or,, I,av.s 1074 provid.-d

the act should ho in e.Tcct fioiu and : ftcr

it.s [ins .-.gc and .c[i;jro\ ai. Approved ^!'an•ll
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Exhibit D 2

59-905 OFFICES AND OFFICERS

59-905. Peroonnel classification plan—development. The department
shall Jovclop a persoimel classifieatiun plan for all stato positions and
classes of positions in slate service, follo.vinj^ Itearings involvinp^ aiVected

emijloyees and employee organizations, except those exempt in section

2 [.ID-DO 1] of this act.

History: En. See. 3, Cli. 410, L. 1973.

59-9C6. Guidelines for classification. (1) In providing' for the classi-

fication plan the department shall group all positions in the state service

into denned classes based on similarity of duties performed, responsibili-

ties assumed, and complexity of work so that:

(a) similar qualifications of education, experience, knowledge, skill

and ability can be recpiired of applicants for each position in the class;

(b) the same title can ba used to identify each position in the class;

(c) similar pay inay be provided, under the same conditions, with

cfiuity to each position within the class.

(2) A class may consist of only one (1) position.

History: En. Sec. 4, C!i. 410, L. 1973.

cO-907. Review of positions—cliario:e in classification. The department
sh;.ll cor.tinuously review all positions on a regular basis and adjust classi-

fic:;tioiis to reflect significant changes in duties and responsibilities; ])ro-

vidod, I'.owever, employees and employee orgnni/.ations will be given the

oppurtuii'iy to apjieal any changes in elnssifieations or positions.

"fu dcs-clopinir t!io wngo nnd snl;iry \>\nn

thu (Icprutinciit shall coiiHiJer nil factors,
incliuliiig tlio results oC mci'tiiif.'s with
oiuployoi.vj and fuiployce org.uiizations,
tli:at nre necessary to cnsuro tli.it fho plan
will continitoiisly enable tlin state serv-
ice to attract and retain an adequate num-
ber of professional, technical and ad-
ministrativo personnel."

Scclion S of Ch. 440, Laws 1973 read
"The wage and salary plan shall not de-
crease the current wage or salary or the
value of fringe benefits provided by law
to an employee in the state service before
the adoption of the plan."

Hi-,;ory: J::i. Soo. 5, Ch. 140, L. 1073.

Tcinpor.iry Provisions

Section C of Ch. 410, Laws 1073 read

"The department Ehnil develop a wage and
salary plan for presentation to the 1975
legislature. If adopted by the 1975 legis-

bitare, the wage and salary plan shall be
integrr-.ted with the personnel classification

plan to ensure that positions within classes

arc paid at similar rates of p.ay after
considering different rate.s of pay that

may result from merit increases and years
of state service."

.Section 7 of Ch. 440, I^aws 1973 read

59-908. List of positions maintained—contents. To facilitate state

budgeting, and as directed by tlie dejiartmcnt, each agency shall maintain

a list of current authorized positions, the number of positiotis in each class

and tlie salaries or wages being paid, appropriated or proposed for each

class.

History: En, Sec. 0, Cli. 440, L. 1973.

59-909. Determination of number and classes of employees in each
agency—submission to g-ovemor. Based on documentation to be submitted

by each agency, the department shall determine the number and classes

of positions or number of employees of each agency or program thereof

and submit the determinations to the governor for approval or amendment
before the beginning of each fiscal year. At any time, upon request of the
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59-913 I

agency, tlie department may, witli tl.c approval of the governor, r.:>.'.e,id

tlie number and classes of poiitions or ;:uitibcr of employees in any apcney

or program thereof. Tliij section does not limit legislative autii", 'ity tr>

amend tlie dutei-nnnations of the dcp:irtment.

History: Ku. Se;. 10, Cii. -HO, L. 1973.

JiO-ClO. Departnier.t authorization fc;- increase of salary or \vaj;f of

clasa. .Vn .•'j:eiHy :n;iy not inercase tlie salary or \\a;Ae of r.ny cla:>s of

l)usilio];5; willuniL ii-'.iiori/'.atiou <[ tlie dejiartnient.

Ilislc.iy: En. Sec. 11, C)i. 410, L. 1073.

59-911. Depa.rtment authoii:;iition for iiicrease in number and class of

positions of agency. An agency may not i)icroase the ".'imbcr aiul cla-s

of po.=;iiiu;i:; under its antlio.-ity vithout the au(i[:i:izalinii of the department,

llistoi-y: Eu. Eec. 12, Cii. 4-iO, L. 1073.

59-912. No limitation on loglclative authority. This act does not limit

the authority of the legislature relative to appropriations for salary and
v.T.ges; and the department sliall adjust its determinations in aceordance

with, legislative appropriations.

History: En. Sec. 13, Ch. 410, L. 1973.

59-913. Functions and duties of department—delegation of autiiority

—

policies. (J) Tlie department shall

:

(a) encourage and exercise leadership in the development of eM'eoti^e

pcrsoiincl adininistration within the several agencies in the stale, and

make av.iilalile the facilities of t!ic dcpa:tment to this end
;

(l>) fo.sler and devclo]' jirogr.inis for the im)iro\ement of oipployec

errt.";i\on''ss inidndin\' training, sj'.fiUy, jicallh, co\in'-.eling and wi'lfare;

(e) ijivcstigate fron\ V"'-'; to lime the ojieration and vMTcet of this

act mil the policies made Ihereunder i.nd report the rindiii>,'>. aiKl voeom-

)in";!i1:\(ioio t'^ th.c governor;

(d) establish policies, procedures and forms for the nuainteu;iui-e oi

records of all employees in the state service
;

(c) ap])ly and carry out this act and the policies thereunder, and

perform any oth.er lav,-ful acts which may be necessary or desirable to

carry out the purposes and provisions of this act.

(2) Tiie department may delegate authority granted to it under

this chapter to agencies in the .stale service that eflVctively domonsLratc

the ability to carry out the provisioi:s of this act, provided that such

agencies remain in coriipliajice with policies, procedures, time tables and

standard^T established by the department.

(3) The department shall Lssue- personnel policies for the state. Ade-

cjualc public notice shall be given to all inierosted parlies of pioposcd

changes or additions to the pers(.;inel policies before llio d.ite l!iey are to

take effect. Jf requested by any of the alYeeted parties, t!ic depart nient

shall schedule a public hearing on projiosed changes or additions to the

jicrsonnel policies before the dale t!;ey are 1o take cfTect.

l:i:.tory: F.n. Sec. 1-!, Ch. MO, L. 1073.

59-914. Merit .system continued. Tlie merit system, established in

19!(3 by certain state agencies of state government, as a requirement for

re.'.'ipt of federal fui:ds, shall con.iinne to operate for tln'se agencies under

the policies and procedures established by ttie merit system council.

ICi-.tovy: Eii. Eco. IG, Ch. 440, L. 1973. imv!:; rcm.iiu in o;'u>ct. If p.-irt or" this ?.ct

b inv:ilid in one or inoro of its appHca-
S.-;i.-.r.iunity Clauso tions, tliC p:irt rcri.nini in ciTcct in nV. va!id

.Scitiov. 17 of Ch. -JIO, T.aws 1073 ro.id ;i;>plic.''. tions tlni are .sevtrnblo from tba

"Jf ri yiMt oi tliis act is invaliil, :ill valM invalid applic.itio.i."

p.T.'s tli.Tt arc scvcrriljlc; from the invalid
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82A-1014. Board of personnel appeals created. (1) There is created

a board of personnel appeals.

(2) The board is allocated to tlie department of labor and industry for

administrative purposes only as prescribed in section 82A-10S.

(3) Tlie board consists of five (.5) members appointed by the governor.

Two (2) members shall represent management, two (2) members shall rep-

resent employees or employee organizations of the state, and one (1) mem-
ber sliall represent a neutral position.

(4) Any employee or his representative affected by the operation of

this act is entitled to file a complaint with the board and to be heard,

under the provisions of a grievance procedure to be presci'ibed by the

board. T)ie board may instruct tlie department to take corrective action

that may be necessary to resolve grievances that are found to be legitimate.

(5) The board is designated a quasi-judicial board for purposes of sec-

tion 6::!A-112.

History: En. 8i2A-1014 by Sec. 15, Ch.
410, L. 1973; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 47, L. 1974.

Amendments

scribed in section 82A-112" after "gov-
ernor" near the beginning of subdivision

(3); and added subdivision (5).

.Tmendtnent deleted "as pre-
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fXHIBIT C 1

CnAPTER IC—C0LL.ECT1\'E BARGAINING FOR PUBLIC KMn.OYEES

Section
iO-lilOl. Policy.
^••1002. rcfmilions.

090003. Employees' rij;li(-. to ioin or form labor orgauiz.itiou ni;d engage iu co!!cc!ivc

barguiuing aclivitics.

59-lCOt. Duty to bar;,'ain collectively—good ifiitli.

5fi-lG05. Unfa'r labor practices of employer or labor organization.

59-3000. Petition on rcproseiUatiou matters—hearing

—

liotice—election.

5'J-1C07. Kc:nedies for unfair labor practice—iiearing—jiroccJuro.

09-lCOS. Petition for enforcement of board order—jurisdiction of district court

—

procedure—finding by board—review.

59-ICOS.]. Declar.\li'jii of policy.

J)9-lf.0S.2. Professional instructors and tcarliers defined as public employees.

50 1C99. Pcprc'cntriti\ e of p'.iblic employer.

59-lPlO. ];.\ccut;on of agreement—arbitration procedure— cfl'cct of agreement.

59-lGll. Counsel for public parlies to litigation.

59-1012. ])ucs deducted from cir.ployeo's pay.

59-1013. Subpocr.a po'.vcrs of board—oaths— refusal to obey—rules.

591C14. Mediation of di>putes—fact-finding proccedii'gs^arbitr:itiou.

59-1G15. Existing col'-cctivo bargaining agreemoals not affected.

59-101 C. Adminiblrative Procedure Act applied.

59-lCOl. Policy. In order lo promote public business by rcmovlni;

certain rcco^ni/.od sources of strife and unrest, it is the jiolicy of tlie .si;i'e

of Montana to cncoura[,'e the practice and jiroccdurc of colloctivo barg;'in-

ing to arrive at friendl}' adjustment of all disputes between public em-

ployers and their employees.

History: Hu. Sec. 1, Ch- ill, L. 1973.

Title of Act

An act. granting public emi'loycra and
public Cirijiloyces tjio right to bargain
iolloctiv('!>

;
providing that the board of

personnel appeals may designate labcr

organizations to bo exclusive representa-

tive of employees in certain units; and
may also call elections by employees for
tlio same purjiosc; provldiug the bo:ird of
jirrsonnrl appeals shall cslablisli remedies
for unfair labor prac'.iccs; ai'd lucvijiiig

l>rocedures for carrying out tho act.

59-1CC2. Definilions. When used in this act:

(1) "])ublic einiiloyer" means the state of Montana or any political

subdivision thereof, including but not limited to, any tov.n, city, county,

district, school board, board of regents, public and quasi-public corpora-

tion, Lousing autliority or other authority established by law, and any

representative or agent designated by the public employer to act in its

interest in dealing with public employees;
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(2) '"public employee" means a person employod by a public employer

iu any capacity, except elected oiT:ei:iis, persons directly appointed by the •

provcrnor, supervisor}- eniploj-ecs and i;;ana;:enienl otYicials (as defined iu

subi-oction (3) and (4) below) or inemb.n-s or any state board or com-

mission who serve the state intermittently, professional instrnctors, teach-

ci-s, scl'.cal district clerks and school administrators, and paraprofcssioual

iustru'.tors cii'.ployed by school boards and districts of this state, registered

proi'ossional nurses performing service for liealth care facilities, pro-

fessional engriueers and engineers in training, and includes anj' individual

%v)iosc work lias ceased as a consequence of, or in connection with, any
unfair labor practice or concerted employee action

;

(3) "supervisory employee" means any individual having authority,

in the interest of the employer to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall,

promote, discbarge, assign, revv-ard, discipline other employees, havii^.g

responsibility to direct them, to adjust their grievances, or effectively to

reeoiiimend such action, if in connection with the foregoing the exercise

of such authority is not of a merely routine or clerical nature, but re-

quires the use of independent judgment;

(I) 'management officials" means representatives of management
havin;^' authority to act for the agency on any matters relating to the

impbMnciitation of agency policy;

(')) 'labor organization" means any organization or association of

any l.ind in v.-hich employees participate and which exists for the primary

purpose of dealing with employers concerning grievances, labor disputes,

wages, raics of pay, hours of cmployiuent, fringe benefits, or otlier condi-

tions of employment

;

"
• -

((i) '"exclusive representative" means the labor orgainzation which

has been designated by the board as the exclusive representative of em-

ployees in an appropriate unit or has been so recognized by the public

employer;

(7) "board" means the board of personnel appeals provided for in

section 82A-1014;

(S) "person" includes one or more individuals, labor organizations,

public employees, associations, corporations, legal representatives, trus-

tees, trustees in bankruptcy, or receivers;

(0) "unfair labor practice" means any unfair labor practice listed

ill section 5 [50-1605] ;

(10) '"labor dispute" includes any controversy concerning terms,

tenure or conditions of employment, or concerning the association or

representation of persons in negotiating, fixing, maintaining, changing,

or seeking to arrange terms or conditions of emploj'ment, regardless of

v.hether the disputants stand the proximate relation of employer and
emplo}"ee;

(II) "appropriate unit" means a group of public employees banded
together for collective bargaining purposes as designated by the board.

History: En. Sec. 2, Ch. 441, L. 1973.

59-1603. Employees' rght to join or form labor organization and en-

gage in collective bargaining activities. (1) Public employees shall have,
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES 59-1603

r.iid slmll be protected in the. exercir-j of, the right of scU'-or;7;niizatiiui, to

form, join or assist any labor organizatioi), to bargain col!oeti\o!y t'lroiigli

representatives of tlicir own elioojiing o'\ question;; of wagrs. hcnirs, fringe

beiicfits, and other ecndilions of employii-cnt and to cp.jr.'.go in other

conccrt^;d activities for iiie piirp<,«e of col'ee.tivo har.j;-ainin.g or other
nniiual aid or prote;'tion, free i'roja inierfcrence, restraint or coercion.

(2) J'uhliu oniployces and tl.eir rei)re.si.->itatives sli;d! re-, ngjd/e t'ie

preix-gaiive.s of public enijiloycrs to ope'^ate aiul nian^'.gc tlieir an'a.irs in

such areas as but not limited to:

(a) direct employees;

(b) hire, promote, transfer, assign, and retain employeer,

;

(c) xelieve employees from duties becanso of lack of \\-orl: or funds
or under conditions where continuation of such work be incfn'.-icnt and
nonproductive;

(d) maintain the efScieney of government operations

;

(e) detoriiiine the methods, means, job classifications, and pci-sonnol

by which government operations are to be conducted

;

(f) take v/hutever actions may be necessary to carry out llie. missions

of the agency in situations of enicrgc'ncy;

(g) cs'.iblisl) the methods and ])rocesses by wliicli voik is pcifunned.

(,;!) ],.".bor organi/atioMs dosigtnited in accordance with the jwm visions

of \\\U ;'.ct are re.sivnisible foi- i-i'|ircsenting the iiitorcNt o!' all c.i i)h'y-.'es

in jlic ex<-lusi\i' bai'iraiMMig unit ^vilhout diseriminatii'.-i fur tli" I'U'po^cs

of co'.hi-tivc barg.'iiiiiig v.ilh rcspcel to rates of ])ay, houi-;, f.-iin-e bene-

li'.s, an.l other curnlitic.ns of emi>loyment.

(1) C'rtification as an exclusive representative rdiall be e\ti'i;,lcd or

co]itijnicd as the case may be taily to a labor or er.iployce org::ni/ation

the vrilten bylaws of which i)rovide for and guarantee the foH.iwing

riglus and safeguards and whose practices conforia to such rigliis and

safeguards as: provisions arc made for democratic organization and pio-

cedurcs; eleclior.s are conducted pursuant to adeonate standards anil

safeguards; co:itrols are provided for tlie regulation of officers and agents

having fiduciary responsibility to tlie organization; and rO'iuircme>;ls

exist for maintenance of sound accounting and f;sc:d controls including

annual audits.

(5) No pnl)lic employee who is a member of a bon;i fide religious

sect, or division thereof, the cstablish.ed and tradition;:! tenets or teacliijigs

of which oii])oso a rccpiirop.icnt that a nicndier of sncli sect or div'sior.

join or finaneiallj' snpjiort any labor organization, may be required to

join or financial}}- supjiort any labor organi:'.ation as a condition of cm-

jiloyment, if sucli public employee i^ays, in lieu of periodic union dues,

initiation fees, and assessments, at the same time or times such periodic

union du'.'s, initiation fees, and assessments would otherwise be payable, a

sum of money ec|uivah'nt to s\ieh jieriodic union dues, initiation fees, and

assessments, to a nom-eligious, nonunion charity designated by the labor

organiz;ition. Such public employee shall furnish to such labor 0!-g;ini:^a-

tion written receipts evidencing such payments and failure to make such

payn.enis or furnisli such receipts shall subject the employee to tlic same
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sauctions as would nonpayment of dues, initiation fees or assessments

under the applicable collective bargaining agreement.

A public employee desiring to avail himself or hers;)if to the right of

nonassociatiou v/ith a labor organization as provided in this subsection

shall mp.lce written application to t)ie chairman of the board of personnel

appeals. Vv^'ithiu ten days of tlio date of receipt of such applicatic/U, tlie

chairman shall appoint a committee of three (3) consisting of a clcrfrynum

not connected with the sect in questiou, a labor union ofScial not directly

connected with the labor organization in question and a member of the

public at large, who shall be the chairman. The committee shall, within

ten (10) days of the date of its appointment, meet at tlie locale of cither

the employee's residence or place of employment and, after receiving

written or oral presentations from all interested parties, determine by a

majority vote whether or not such public employee qualifies for the right

of nonassociation with such labor organization. The committee's decision

shall be made in writing within three (3) days of tlie meeting date and a

copy tliereof shall be fortliwith mailed to such public employee, labor

organization and the chairman of the board of personnel appeals.

Amendments
Tho J97-1 auiendmerit adilcd siilisoctioii

(5).

nistorv: En. Sec. 3, Ch. 441, L. 1973;

iimtl. Sec. 1, Ch. 244, L. 1974.

594004. Duty to bargain collectively—good faith. The public rra-

ployii-r and tlie e.Kclusive representative, through appropriate officials or

their representatives, sJiall have tiic authority and the duty to bargain

collectively. This duty extends to the obligation to bargain collectively

in good faith as set forth in subsection (3) of section 5 [59-1005] of this

act.

History: En. Sec. i, Ch. 441, L. 1973.

59-1605. Unfair labor practices of employer or labor organi^.ation. (])

It is an unfair labor practice for a public employer to

:

(a) interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise ol'

the rights guaranteed in section 3 [59-1603] of this act;

(b) dominate, interfere, or assist in the formation or administration

of any labor organization; however, subject to rules adopted by the board

under section 12 (3), an employer is not prohibited from permitting

e.mployees to confer with him during working hours Avithout loss of tiin.^

or pay

;

(c) discriminate in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any
term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership
in any labor organization; however, nothing in this act or in any other

statute of this state precludes a public employer from making an agree-

ment with an exclusive representative to require that an emplo^'ee who
is not or does not become a union member shall be required as a condition

of employment to have an amount equal to the union initiation fee and
monthly dues deducted from his wages in the same manner as checkoff

of union dues;

(d) discharge or otherwise discriminate against an emploj'ee because
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he li'is signed or filed an affidavit, petition, or complaint or given any

infonnatiou or testimony under this act;

(e) refuse to bargain collectively in good faitli witli r.n exclusive

representative.

(2) It is an unfair labor practice for a labor on;ai;izp.tion or its

agents to

:

(a) rcsti'ain or coerce ejnployecs in the exercise of the right gv.ar-

an'.eed in subsection (1) of S'.'Ction 3 [59-1G03] of lliis act, or a public

employer in the selection of his representative for the purpose of collective

bargaining or tlie adjustment of grievances;

(b) refuse to bargain collectively in good faitli -with a jiublic em-

ployer, if it lias been designated as the exclusive representative of

employees

;

(c) use agency shop fees for contributions to political candidates or

parties at state or local levels.

(3) For the jiurpose of tliis act, to bargain collectively is tlie per-

formance of the mutual obligation of the public employer, or his desig-

nated representatives, and the representatives of the ext'lnsive rejire-

sentalive to meet at reasonable times and negotiate in good faitli \\iUi

re.ipoct to wages, hours, fringe bcnctliS, and other conditions of employ-

ment, or tlie negotiation of an agreement, or any questicm arising thcre-

uiider, and tlie execution of a written contract incorporating any agi. u-

mcT'.t reach..>d. !Si:c)i obligation does not compel cither party to agree to

a p:oposal or re.'juirc tlie making of a coiiccs'^ion.

(1) Tliis :.et does not limit tlie authority of tlie legislature, any

pOiilic.ll subdivision or the govCx-ning body, relative to appropriations for

salary and wages, lu'urs, fringe benefits, and oilier contlitiims of em
ployjneut.

History: En. Sec. 5, Cli. 441, L. 1073.

59-lCOG. Petition on representation matters—hearing-—notice—election.

(1) V.'iirnover in accordance with such rules as may be prescribed by

the board, a petition lias been filed

:

(a) by an cmjiloyee or group of cm])loyees or any labor organization

acting in tlieir behalf alleging that th.irty per cent (30%) of tlie emi)loyccs:

(i) v.ish to be represented for collective bargaining by a labor organi-

zation ns exclusive representative, or

(ii) assert that the labor organization whicii has been certified or is

currently being recognized by the jniblic employer as bargaining re])re-

scntativc is no longer Ihe representative of the majority of employees ia

the unit; or

(b) by the public employer alleging that one or 7iiore labor organi-

z^ftions has jn-csentcd to it a claim to be recognized a> tlio exclusive repi"-

seiitativc in an aiipropriate unit, tiie board or an agent of the lioard sliaU

investigate the ]ie!ition, and if it has reasonable cause to believe that r

question of reiireseiilatiuu exists, it siiall provide for an ajiprojiriato heaii'i'T

upon due notice. If the board or an agent of the board finds that tli re is

n question of representalion, it shall direct an election by secret ballot to
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i']itii!,Mih> wliftlic'i-. and by which labor organization the employees Oesire

to lu> i-.'|)rrsi'nteil or ^^•hetht^ they (b-siro to linvo no lal)or orK-iniziitio;;

r->nicM'nt Ihi'ni and .shall certify th.c results tliereof. Only thosi- labor or-

^' nii/:ilion:, which have been dcsi^'iiatcil by laore than ten |)er cent (10%)
ol" tl'.t' enij)loyces in the unit found to be apiu'opriatc sludl be jilaccd en

the ballot. Nothing in this section prohibits t!ic M-aiving of hearings by
slipu'ation for the purpo.sc of a. eciiscnt election in conformity -with the

rales of tlie board.

(2) In order to assure employees the fullest freedom in exercising

tlie rights guaranteed by this act, tiie board or an agent of the board shall

decide the unit appropriate for the purpose of collective bargaining, and
shall consider such factors as coujinunity of interest, -ivages, hours, fringe

lienefits, and other working conditions of the employees involved, the

liistory of collective bargaining, common supervision, common personnel
Iiolieie?, extent of integration of work functions and interchange among
on;;'; "yees affected, and t!;e desires of the cmplo3'ees.

r .1

!\

Ot'

(3i An election shall not be directed in any bargaining unit or in

any svibdivision thereof witiiin which, in the preceding twelve (12) month
period, a valid election has been held. The board or an agent of the

board .^hall determine v.ho is eligible to vote in the election and shall

e-...'i;>:i rides govendn;; the election. Unless the majority vote is for no
e:'.t;'.tion \'y a lal.'Or organization and in any election where none

ii-.M;,-i-s fiir a ri'jiresentafive on llic ballot receives a majority, a

cioc.lioii s:iall be conducted; the ballot jn-oviding for selection be-

I'-.i tv.c I !;nices reeeiying the largest and the second largest number
.\ voles cast in the election. A labor organization which receives

i:;v i''.:'or:iy oi" t'n.o votes cast in an eleclion shall be certified by the board
as ti^e •.•>'.(. lusi\-e representative.

iIi5t.;--7: En. Sec. 6, CIi. Ul, L. 1073.

5'}-lG07. lloniedies for unfair labor practice—^liearing—procedure. Vio-

latioi.s of the provisions of section 5 [59-1G0.5] of this act are unfair labor

I>rac'iiOa rc;ucdiable by the board in the following manner:

(i) Vriicnever a complaint is filed alleging that any person has

eiig-iged in or is engaging in any such unfair labor practice, the board,

or any aeent designated by tlie board for such purposes, shall issue and
cause to be served upju tlie ])erson a copy of the complaint and a notice

oC Uearaig before the board; a member thereof, or before a designated

agent, ai. a time and place therein fixed, not less than five (5) v/orking

days aCler the date of service. Any eoni[)laint may be amended by the

e;)fnpl;;in-i!it at any time ])rior to the issuance of an order based thereon,

provided tJiat the charged party is not unfairly prejudiced thereby. The
p;-rson ujK.n whom the charge is served shall file an answer to the com-
plaiiiL. The complainant and the person charged shall be parties and shall

a'ppeur in person or other'.vise give testimony at the place and time fixed

in tbr r.oticc of hearing. In the discretion of the board or its agent con-

dueling i!ie hearing, any other person may be allowed to intervene in

ilv:" proceeding and present testimony. In any hearing the board is not
boand by the rides of evidence prevailing in. tho courts.
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(2) The tcslhnony taken by the board or its agent sliall be reduced

to vv-riting and filed with the board. Thereafter in its di:>crel.ioii the beard

upon notice may take furtlier testimony or hear argument. Jf upon the

preponderance o!" the testimony taken tlie board i.s of the opinion that

any p^-rst.n naiv.cd in tl;c complaint has oagnscfl ^-' (^'' '^ cnga^'int,' in <-n

unfair labor piaeiloe, it .shall staic its findings of fact and siinll l.,suc and

cause lo he scrwd on the person an order retpiiring him to cease and

desist frojii the '.uif;'ir laljor praetico, and ro tiiivc such ai'rirniative action

including reinslatenieiit of employees with or v.itlioat back jiay, as v.-iU

cilVciuate l!ie iiolicies of this act. The order may further reiiuire the

person to ;i;ake reports from tiaie to time sliowing the extent to which

lie has complied with the order. If upon the preponderance of the testi-

mony taken the board is not of the opinion that the person named in the

complaint has engaged in or is engaging in the unfair labor jn-actice,

tlien the board shall state its findings of fact and shall issue an order

dismissing the complaint. 2no notice of licaring shall be issued based

npon any unfair labor practice more than six ((i) montlis before the filing

of th.e charge v;ith the hoard, unless the person aggrieved thereby Mas

prevented from fdiug the cliarge by reason of service in the armed forces,

'n whish cvcrit the six (o) montli period siiall be computed from the day

of his discharge. No order of ttic board shall require the reinstatement

of any individual as an cmjiloyee wJio has been suspended or discharged,

or tli'- ]'ayi:;en' to him of any ba.ek pay, if it is found that the individual

was s;•^;. ndcd or dlsrliargod for cause. If the evidence is presented bcfdve

a n.' : ,I"T "I" li'e lv>.;;-d, oi- before aii examiner, the im-irdu'r, or (he ex-

a!: in'T ; - ili^ clm: may be, shall is-;uc and cau^i! lo he served ou Hk-

ill Ihe j'.r.i- .-, dill'; :t juiiposi'd di'cisiou, together wilh a rfcomnieudi'd

, ;-li :,l',;li [' • (hod with llic ho.ird, and if mt cxieplioiis are lih'd

i\'.i!ily [-'•); days after service tliereof upon llu- ii.nlics. or within

suili fiulhir p;riod as the l)oard may authorize, (he reeommend'Hl order

sli;!! i'Ci/ome IliC order of tlio hoard.

(:i) Until the record in a proceeding has been filrd in district court,

ihe bo;;rd at any timo, upou reasonable notice and in such manner as

it considers proper, may modify or set aside, in wliole or in pari, any

finding or order made or issued by it.

History: En. Sec. 7. Ch. 441, L. 1973.

59-1608. Petition for enforcement of board order—jurisdiction of dis-

trict coui-t—procedure—finding bj' tor>-rd—review. (1) Tiic board or ti.e

complaining party nuiy petition for the enforcement of the order of tl'.e

board and for appropriate temporary relief or a restraining order, and

shall fde in the district court, at its own expense, the record in the pro-

ceedings. Upon tliC fdiug of the petition, the district court sliall liave

jurisdiction of the proceeding. Tliereafter, the district court shall set the

matter for liearing and sl.all order (lie party charged to be sei-ved with

notice of licaring at least Iv.-enfy (20) days before (he dale set for hearing.

After U\o hcarin;,' the district court sli.dl issiu^ its order granting siicli

(emjiorary or permaiK'ut relief or reslraining oi'der as it i'0ii<;idcis jast

and ))riiiH'r, fnf(H'idng as so moililied, (u- setting aside in whole or in pirt

(lie ordrr of the hoard. No ohji'c.lion tliat has not been raised before

]k::-\\:

,1'

V.i'.
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th'3 board shall be considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect

to raisp the objection is excused because of extraordinary circumstances.

Ti'.e tuulings of tlie board with respect to questions of fact, if supported

by Kul'stantial evidence on the record considered as a wliole, shall be

couolusive. If oitlier party applies to the court for leave to present ad-

ditional evidence and shows to the satisfaction of the court tliat tiic

additioiuxl evidence is material and that there were reasonable grounds for

the failure to present it in the hearing before the board, the court may
order the additional evidence to be taken before the board and to be made
})arl of the record. The board may modify its fnidiugs as to the facts,

or nuike new findings, by reason of additional evidence so taken arul

filed, atid it shall fde tlie modifying or new findings with the district court.

Any order of the district court shall be subject to review by the supreme
court in accordance with rules of civil procedure.

(2) Th.e commencement of proceedings under subsection (1) of this

.section .shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, operate as a

stay of the board's order.

History: En. Se<;. 8, Ch. 4-11, L. 1973.

50-1608.1. Declaration of policy. Since joint decision making is the

long accepted manner of governing institutions of higlier learning, the

legislature declares that it is public policy to encourage that process by
autliorizing collective bargaining as one part of the decision-making process

for tlie institutions between the professional educational employees and
the barcrainiag units of the university system and comniuuity colleges.

Tl>.e loeislature rejcgnizes -that professional employees possess knowledge,
expertise, and dedication which is helpful aud necessary to the operation

and qu'.lity of the institutions and of assistance to the administration in

developing policies.

HistoiT: E^. 50-1608.1 by Sec. 1, Ch.

313, L. 1974.

Title of Act

Ai! r-.?t to amend sections 59-lCOD auj

r)'J- IGIO, R. C. M. 1047 reco^'iiizini: collec-

tivo barg.'iiuiug- riglits in tlie i)rofcs.<!lniial

cdiicntioiinl ernployocs of tliu unjvorsity
system and coiiuminity colleges.

•39-1608.2. Professional instnictors and teachers defined as public em-
ployees. Under this act collective bargaining shall be carried out in ac-

cordance with tlie provisions of Title fiO, chapter IG, R. C. j\[. 1917, ]n-o-

vided hov.-ever, the provisions iu section 59-1602 (2) excepting ])rofessional

iiisTructors and teachers from the definition of public employee do not
apply for the purposes of this act.

History: En. 59-1608.2 by Sec. 2, Ch.
513, L. 1074.

59-1GG9. Representative of public employer. The chief executive offi-

cer of the state or political subdivision or chairman of the county com-
missioners, or commissioner of higher education, whether elected or ap-
pointed, or his designated authorized representative shall represent the
public employer in collective bargaining with an exclusive representative.

History: En. Sec. 9, Ch. 441, L. 1973; Amendments
acid. Sec. 3, Ch. 313, L. 1974. fhe 1974 amendment inserted "or com-

missioner of higher education."

2—Mont—Vol. -1, Pt. 1
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59-1610. Execution of agreement—arbitration procedui-e—effect of

agreement. (1) and (2) * * * [Same as 1973 Supplement.]

(3) An agrceinont between tlie public employer and a labor or^'anizr.-

tion shall be valid and enforced under its terms wlien entered into iu

accordance witli (he provLsions of this act and signed by the cliict; execu-

tive officer of the stale or political subdivision or conniiissioner of iiigrher

cdncat'ou, or liis representative. A publication of t;ie agreement is not

required to !nake it effective. The procedure for tlie mnking of an agree-

ment betv/ecn the slate or political subdivision and a labor o)-ganizalinu

provided by this tact i.s the exclusive method of making a valid agrceineiit

for public employees represented by a labor organization.

History: En. Sec. 10, Ch. 4il, L. 1973; Amonclineiits

a:iid. Sec. 4. Cli. 313, L. 1974. Xlic 1974 .iiiicii.'.niont inseitcd '"or co:ii-

jiii.ssioucr of higlier ethicatioii" r.c.nr the

Old of tlic lirst scutciico of subsection (o).

59-lCli. Counsel for public parties to litigation. In any action brought

under the provisions of this act in the courts of this state the public

oriiploycr sliali be represented by the attorney general or attorney of

subdivision, and the board shall be represented by counsel hired to repre-

sonf llie board for purp.oses of that proceeding.

Hi.itcry: En. Sec. 11, Ch. 411, L. 1973.

5?-lC12. Bues deducted from employee's pay. \\])on written anlliori-

zw.'a'-.i ^>'i any jiublic erapU'Vfe Avitbin a bargaining unit, the jmblic eni-

pl-'vor .^''.'di deduct fnuii tl:e jiay of tl'e jndilic cmiiloyee tlic iiuHiliriy

a!!iuU!ii I'i' diU'S ;;s certitied by the secietary of the cxclusivu rciuesontiitivo

and s'lr.'.i deliver tlic dues to the treasuter of the exclusive roiiresenfiitive.

Ki,t:;y: En. f.-c. 12, C!i. lil, L. 1973.

5?-lG13. Subpoena powers of board—oaths—refusal to obey—ndes.

(1) Vo acci.ii.;iilii,h the obJ-'Ctivcs and to carry out the dutiis pre^crilicd

by (his act, tlic board may subpoena wilncrsses and may nd'nini-^icr o;iths

and afiirmations.

(2) In cases of neglect or refusal to obey a subpocnia issued to any

person, the district court; of tlie county in which the investigations or

the public hearings are taking place, or the district court of the iirst

judicial district of this state, upon application by the hoard, may issue

an order requiring such jiorson to apiiear before the board or agent to

produce evidence or give testimony about the matter under investigation,

i-'ailnre to obey such order may be punislied by the court as contempt.

(0) Any subpoena, notice of hearing or other process or notice of

the board issued under the provisions of tliis act shall be served as ]>ro-

vidcd by the rules of civil procedure.

(1) 'J'lie board shall ailupt, anuuid, or resi-ind sucli rules it considers

ncrfssary and adiuiuistralively feasibU; Ui carry out tlie ]>rovisioiis of tlii.s

ad.
Hi;;toi-y: Eu. Sec. \?,, Cli. 441, L. 1973.

59-1014. MediaUon of disputes—fact-finding proceedings—arbitration.

(1) ]f after a reasonable period of negotiation over the terms of an
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r.yi'ocr.erit, or upon expiration of an existing collective bargaining agree-

ment, a dispute concerning tlie collective bargaining agreement exists

Lctweon the public employer and a labor organization, tb.e parties shall

re.iue.~T: mediatioii.

{".'.) If upon expiration of an existing collective bargaining agreement,
or t:i::!y (']{)) days foUov.ing cc-rtidcation or recognition of an exclusive

rc;>ii'..i-iitativo, a di.ipute couceriiiug the collective bargaining agreement
exists be! ween the eiii])loyer and the exilnsive reprosentaiivr, eithr:r jiai-ty

m^y pi-lit:on thi> board to iniliatc fai't-fiiiding.

(.i) ^Vi;llin tlirce (.'!) days of receipt of such petition the board shall

submit to I'le parlies a list of so\rn (7) ((ualificd, disinterested ])crsons

from wliicli list the i)arties shall alternate in striking tlu-ce (H) names,
and the remaining person sliall be designated fact finder. Tliis process
sluill be eotnpieted within five (5) days of receipt of the list. The parties

sliall jiotify the board of the desigiuited fact finder.

(l) .If no request for fact-finding is made by either party before the

expiriitlou of tlie agreement, or tliirty (30) days following certification

or recognition of an exclusive representative, the board may initiate fact-

finding as provided for in (3) above.

(5) The fact finder shall immediately establish dates and place of

hearings. Upon request of either parLy of the fact finder, the board shall

is-iue subpoenas for hearings conducted by the fact finder. The fact findei*

may ad-ninister oatlis. L'pon completion of the hearings, but no later

th.'.n t^.'enty (20) days from the day of appointment, the fact finder shall

2i'.r.ke wTitten findings of facts and recommendations for resolution of the

d'..<;iUto and ;;hall serve such findings on the public employer and the

t:,i;";.:-ive represer.tative. The fact finder may nmkc this report public
..') days af*er it is submitted to the parties. If the dispute is not.

'. .-.'d fifteen (15) days after tlu^ report is submitted to the [)arfies,

rcrr sh;itl be made public.

'' The piiblic einpluyer aiul the rxclnslve representative sliall be
•":'

• -.'y ;u'i ])i'V rariii-; to faef-fi!uling in-ocecdiugs.

Tie cest i>i' faet-llnding iiroeecdings sliall be equally boi'ue by
:' " .:':[ and tlio [);irties Oi.uicerned.

•^; Nothing in this section prohibits the fact finder from endeavoring
' :;;.'aiato th.e dispute in which he has been selected or appointed as

ii;ot finder.

.".') Xothiug in this section prohibits the parties from voluntarily

ag:-e:''ing to sub;nit any or all of the issues to final and binding arbitra-

lio.'i, and if such agreement is reached the arbitration shall supersede
the i'act-fiiuling procedures set forth in this section. An agreement to

arbiirnte, and tlie award issued in accordance v/ith such agreement shall

aide in the same m.":iucr as is provided in this act for en-iiiorce

forc'^'uei't of eolleetivc bargaining agreements.

Kl.-/ory: En. Sec. 14, Ch. 441, L. 1073.

f;C.)r.va'oLllt.y ClauGo

;".-.t!..;i.l.') of Ch. 4 it, Laws 1973 •..!.!

'If ..iiy y.ro'iiion cf 1Ii!3 net or tli.i np-

pli'...i !•.:! -Jl; such provi.aou to any por.'joii

or circiimst.-ince is held invalid, tho
romr.iiidor of tliia .'ict or tho application
of sucli provision to persons or circiim-
st:inci\s otli<-r th.'in those as to wliich it is

Ii Ad invalid .shall not be affected thereby."

[;9-iC515. E;;iLTi;ig c-'VjJctive l;?.r);i\iiung agreements not afcctcd. Xoth-

jiig in tiiis act slud! be coiisti'utu lo remove rtc>igniliiin of estab'islie'l

lo'ioctivc- bargaining agreements already reecgnized or m cxi.sicuce prior

to the ciTcotive dati' of this a:;!.

KUt&i-: En. Sec. IG, 01:. i'l, L. 1S73.

59-1616. Admi.rustrativo Procedure Act applie-1. All hearir.gs and
appe;d^ sliall bo in accordance v.-ith the approp-riate jn-ovi'-.i.ins of tlie

:,U.Mtr.n.\ Administrative Procedure Act [^2-42Cl to S2-i:?2o].

"Is! Jl-;.-: r.:i. Seu. 17, CU. iil, L. l'J7:J.
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tyMe^^oia^u/u^?
THOMAS L JUDO*

TO: Ml 5^ate Agencie:ncles

FROM- Doyl^B. Saxby \/
Director

DATE: March 21, 1974

SUBJECT: Pcsitior. Classification Plan
Project Progress Report

The Depar-zer.t of Administration's Personnel Division has prepared
h progress rspcrc on the Position Classification Plan Project. A copy is
attached becEuse I believe you will find it informational and of considerable
interest to your enployees. If you have any questions, contact Lee Tickell,
Administrator, Personnel Division, Telephone 449-2743.
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STATUS REPORT ON CLASSIFICATION PLAN EXHIBIT Ij

'

March 20, 1974

COMMLINICATIUN :

Telephone contacts, formal meetings and informal meetings have been held
in our continuing effort to insure that all questions relative to classification
are answered, any problems which develop are resolved and as a periodic
check on the progress within departments.

CORRESPONDENCE :

Since October 31, 1973. correspondence from the Personnel Division includes
the foUov/ing:

Letters to depaitment heads and employee group representatives inviting
interested persons to attend the Montana Classification Seminar and to advise
them of briefings on the Classification and Wage and Salary Plans. Prior

' to scheduled field audit trips, 65 letters were sent to 18 department heads and
24 letters were sent to 13 employee groups in the Helena, Missoula, Kalispell,
Miles City. V;o:: Point, Glendive, Glasgow, Bozeman, Butte and Billings areas'.
Letters were also sent to department directors and employee groups with
information regarding classification activities and asking for comments and
recoimiientlatunis on the Classification and Wage and Salary Plans.

NS LETINGS :

Formal and informal meetings, most of wliich included a presentation,
have been held with 951 employees from 15 departments and 3 offices of
elected officials and with 172 representatives from 21 employee groups.
Kits of classification information have been prepared and were distributed;
pamphlets iov Position De-scription Questionnaires and Job Audits were given
to the Department Job Analysts and the Personnel Division Job Analysts'.

TRAINING :

The Personnel Division sponsored the Montana Classification Seminar
conducted frorr. November 12 through 16. 1973, at the Army Reserve Training
Center in Helena. The Seminar was conducted by Bob Johnson and Ernesto"
Norte of the Denver Region U.S. Civil Service Commission and Daniel
Miller. State Classification Officer. A total of 62 persons attended the seminar.
They represented 27 divisions of 13 departments and 6 employee groups.
The training was funded under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act and
cost approxLmarely $1,500. No charge was made to the participants.
The topics covered were:

''ees,
The relationship of classification to management and employe „ .

Practical exercises in writing a position description questionnaire.
Conducting a position audit.

Writing a class specification and setting up class series.
Benchmark positions, horizontal and vertical classifications and wage
and salary surveys were also discussed.

A group examination was given and a panel discussion on policies and
procedures concluded the seminar.



POSITION DESCRIPTIONS : rXlIIBIT P
Position Description Questionnaires were distributed to all state employees

on November 14, 1973. To date, 8,246 of a possible 10,692 or 77%, have

been completed and returned to the Personnel Division. There are a number
of valid reasons for not having all questionnaires returned to date. Follow-

ups are being made to insure return of 100%.

JOB AUDITS :

To verify the position descriptions and to ascertain the duties and respon-

sibilities of the respective employees, we are auditing specific positions

within State Government. Our goal is to audit 25% (approximately 2,4 00)

of the total positions to be classified. In addition to job audits in Helena,

field audits have been conducted in the Missoula, Kalispell, Miles City,

Glendive. Vvclf Point, Bozeman, Butte and Billings areas. Audits have been

co~z-j.zied at the follow-ing departments. Also listed are the numbers of

ooi:itior.5 which have been audited and tentatively classified:

:^:£^^

^du
r 1 5 "r

--^ro

e3.ry of Stz:e

i Auditor

e Treasurer

erintendent oi Public Instruction

-.inistration

iculture

iness Regulations

calion

-. £. Game
I'-.h. L Enviror.r:eztal Sciences

hv.ays

::tutions

;r53vernmer.".5_ r.ela'.icns

,cr h Induszry

estock

irary Amars
ural Resources h Conservation

fessional i Occupational Lie

.

;:ic Service P.egulations

Social ?c Rehabilitation Services

S:z:e Lands

Sup-.- err. 2 Court
TQ '~
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Such discussions should resolve any specific problem areas.

In addition. R.C.M. 1947 59-907 (Temporary provisions) provides in part that:
" liearings involving affected employees and employee
organizations will be held prior to finalizing a classification
plan. Public hearings will be held prior to implementation
of tlu' Classification Plan."

BENCHMARK POSITIO.N'S - CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS:
vVe are progressing on the establishment of benchmark positions, which
vvill becorr.e our classification standards. Many of the first job audits
vs-ere devo-.ed to positions which will become benchmark jobs. However,
the general quality of the completed Position Description Questionnaires
has been io-.^ . This has resulted in the need to conduct more job audits
than initially planned before the classification standards are established.

L\!PLEMENTAT:0N :

Preliminary .-.eeiings and follow-up discussions have resulted in a proposed
method of i.molementing the Classification Plan and the Salary Plan. The
need to provide all employing agencies, each employee, and units, such
as Payroll, with specific data regarding classification and salaries has
been idcntifiecl

.
An "implementation module" to affect such actions and

to inlccfacr v.ith existing systems has been preliminarily designed.

CC).\'.M 1:MS :

Vie are sincerely grateful for the personal assistance provided by all
Departments in our classification efforts. They have provided outstanding
cooperation in scheduling and in making employees available for job
audits.

The response to our many meetings with employees, supervisors and
employee representatives has been very positive. Most employees are
pleased by rr.anagenent's effort to provide uniform job titles, classification
and. eventually, equal pay to all employees who have equal responsibilities.
-hey also vievv the endeavor of State employees classifying state jobs as
being most appropriate.

V,-e have received many excellent suggestions from employee representatives
and manage-ent regarding the Classification Plan and the Wage and Salary
Plan. We anticipate further meetings and discussions on these two plans
in .March and April 1974.
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November 8, 1973

MANAGEMENT MEMO 1-73-12

TO: All State Department Directors

'^.

FROM: Doyle B. Saxby, Director

SUBJECT: Personnel Classification Plan
Wage and Salary Plan

This management memo is a follow up on our briefing of Novetr.ber S
>

1973, regarding the implementation of the Classification and Pay Studies.

Each Department will actively participate in the gathering of in-

formation, reviewing completed questionnaires, auditing positions, class-
ifying positions and gathering wage and salary data. Please distribute one

ol" cnch of the iittached Position Description Questionnaires, I'osLtlon Des-
i-rlplLon Instructions and my covering memorandum to each omployee Jn your

di-pactment. ThLs should be done as soon as possible. In luldttion, pro-

cedures sl^ould be established to review the Qnestiunnairiis na they are com-

pleted and turned in.

The Questionnaires must be returned to the Department of Adminis-

tration by December 28, 1973; however, we would appreciate receiving thera

as soon as your review function is completed. This will give us longer to

coordinate our activities with your work schedules. The Department of Ad-

ministration's Personnel Division analysts will be working with your job

analyst (s) to determine what positions should be audited, establish pri-
orities and -develop a working schedule.

We plan to be classifying positions from December 1973 through

April 1974. Your cooperation and support in this program to improve the

personnel management throughout State government is sincerely appreciated.
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November 12, 1973

TO;

FROM;

SUBJECT;

All State Employees

Doyle B. Saxby, Directtr

Personnel Classification Plan

Wage and Salary Plan

The Department of Administration, Personnel Division, is actively engaged in

establishing a uniform Classification Plan and a uniform Wage and Salary Plan for State

employees. Your personal cooperation and participation is needed and is requested to

accomplish this large and complicated task.

Each employee who is to be covered under these two plans is requested to

complete the attached Position Description Questionnaire. It will then be reviewed by;

• Your supervisor;

• Your agency head or his/her designee;

• A job analyst within your department; and

• A job analyst from the Department of Administration's

Personnel Division.

You should complete the Questionnaire and submit it to your supervisor as

soon as possible as they must be reviewed before returning them to the Department of

Administration by no later than 12-28-73.

It is most important that we have active participation from all employees,

supervisors and departments so the classifications arrived at are uniform within the State.

The classification descriptions must completely and fairly be prepared for each employee

in order for us to establish equal pay for equal work and equal job responsibility through-

out State government.

Senate Bill 41 1 which provided for the Personnel Classification Plan and the

Wage and Salary Plan wisely protected each employee against loss of pay when these two

plans are approved and implemented. You can be assured that no one shall have their

salary reduced due to implementation of either of these two plans. We will work to our

utmost to ensure that each State employee receives equal pay for equal work wherever

assigned and that no State employee will suffer a reduction in salary due to implementation

of these plans.

I urge each of you to cooperate with those persons responsible for gathering

data relative to these two plans. We will provide periodic progress reports to each agency

as we classify positions and conduct wage and salary surveys throughout State government.

Thanks in advance for your cooperation.
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POSITION DESCRIPTION INSTRUCTIONS

The job description is the basic document used in classifying positions The following guides have been de-

veloped to assist you in preparing the job description for your position.

Items numbered 1 through 11, on the Questionnaire, are to be completed by the employee. Items 1—4 and
10—11 are self-explanatory. The following numbered items correspond to the numbered items on the Position

Description Questionnaire and describe the information to be included.

5. Define your job. State briefly what is done by the unit in which you work. Explain how your job

fits in with others in the organization, and make clear the purpose of your position. This should be

as brief and concise as possible. Do not copy the class specification for your job description.

6. List your different kinds of dut ies. Describe each briefly, but in enough detail to give a clear under-

standing of your work. Start with the primary duties of your position. Then estimate the percentage

of time for each.

Explain the scope and effect of your work. State how and to what extent your actions, recommenda-
tions and decisions affect your organization, other agencies, your clients or the public. Explain the con-

sequences of possible mistakes or errors in judgement. Describe how you influence the quality of work
produced by others. Explain the extent of your authority to speak or act for your agency or organi-

zation. Describe the effects of your work on (1) policy, procedure and organization; (2) use of people,

material, equipment and funds.

State the nature and extent of the menta l demands of your position . They may include any or all of

the following:

A. Initiative, that is, taking action without specific instructions.

B. Originality, that is, the creativeness or inventiveness demanded by the work.

C. Judgement, that is, the selection of the best course of action.

D. Any other significant mental demand.

List anything else that affects your position . Specify any job conditions or other considerations not

covered elsewhere in your ptosition description which affect the responsibility or difficulty of your work.

7

.

If you have any responsibility for the work of others, explain the nature and extent of your super-

vision and guidance of their work. This includes supervision over those who report to you and their

subordinates, and it also includes indirect and functional responsibility. State by kinds of jobs the

employees for whom you are responsible and to what extent.

8. What are the knowleclges, skills and abilities required. State any knowledges, skills, and abilities actually

required by the job. For instance, include specific manual skills, physical abilities and aptitudes required.

Identify the tasks concerned in each case and describe how and why such requirements are necessary.

9. Describe the supervision and guidance you receive. State what supervision and help you receive before,

during and after performance of your assignments from your supervisor, others, written guides or

practices. Describe any other guides for doing your work, such as regulations, procedures, practices,

manuals and standards, and tell how directly they affect your work.
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STATE OF MONTANA
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

PERSONNEL DIVISION

POSITION DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE

DUE DAYE ': DocomUr '28, 1 97^

1. Name of Employee:
Last First

2. Present Title or Classification:

Middle Initial
1-

O
<

3.

4.

Department Division Bureau Section Unit

City Address (Building & Street) Room No. Business Phone

Z
>

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY:

Please read the attached instructions. Then describe below, in sufficient detail the work of your position, listing

the different duties, and the approximate percentage of time spent in each task. Do not reflect a task that you

perform less than 10% of the time. Do not copy the class specification. (If more space is needed, use additional,

plain white sheets and attach to the questionnaire.)

WORK PERFORMED

5. General Statement of Duties:

6. Duties and Responsibilities:

DESCRIPTION
% of Tlmu

Spent Each Month

TOTAL 100%

7. SUPERVISION EXERCISED BY THIS POSITION: (a) List the title and number of employees, (b) If no em-

ployees are supervised, write "none." .

%
S

3. REQUIRED KNOWLEDGES, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: If the position requires any typing, shorthand, equipment

operation, etc., fill out the following:
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9. Type of supervision the supervisor exercises over your position. Check one.

D Works closely with me.

D Provides specific instructions but only reviews the completed work.

a Assigns priorities and reviews my work after it is completed.

D I work independent of supervision but completed work assignments are reviewed.

D Other (please describe)

10. Name and Title of Your Immediate Supervisor: Name:

Title :

11. I certify that I have read the instructions, that the entries made above are my own, and to the best of my
knowledge are accurate and complete.

Date: Employee Signature:
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STATE OF MONTANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

PERSONNEL DIVISION

CL/iSS

SPECIFICATIONS

CLASS CODE
166012

GRADE
Jl.

LAST UPDATED 7-1-74
OCCUPATIONAL

GROUP

MONTANA CLASSIFICATION TITLE

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

GENERAL DUTIES; Performs professional personnel duties of average
difficulty in a department or institution.

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under general supervision nf an admininstrative
superior

.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Exercises supervision over clerical personnel.

EXAMPLE OF DUTIES

Screens and interviews applicants for employment and recommends selection

or non-selection; does recruitment and classification work; advises operating
supervisors and officials on rules, regulations and proper personnel
practices and procedures and consults with them on matters such as perfor-
mance evaluation, promotion, demotion, transfer and dismissal; handles
personnel transfer and dismissal; personnel transactions and record keep-
ing; supervises and participates in maintenance of personnel files; studies

and recommends personnel policies and procedures; advises employees on rules,

regulations, fringe benefits and other matters of interest to them; develops
and participates in orientation and other training programs; develops
employee manuals, booklets and other informational material; assists in

union negotiations and hearings; does public contact work; recruits and
trains volunteers; may supervise and participate in payroll computation
and records keeping; performs related work as required.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

KNOWLEDGES: Working knowledge of the principles and practices of public
personnel administration, including recruitment, interviewing, classifica-

tion transactions, records keeping, theory of management and supervision.
Some knowledge of employee and labor relations; training and supervision.
SKILLS: None.
ABILITIES: Ability to apply good personnel practices to departmental activities

and operations; to maintain complex records and files; to effectively deal with
employees, officials and the public; to write and speak effectively.

EDUCATION: Graduation from a college or university with a Bachelor's degree
in Business Administration or Public Administration.
EXPERIENCE: Two years of increasingly responsible personnel experience.

OR

Any equivalent combination of education and experience.

(0
Ui

^ UI

<

All *\ As Noted Below
I

\AII Except Those Noted Below

5401 5801 6402 6412

NOTE: Duties described above are not necessarily all inclusive for this class.
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STATL CF MONTANA

LEPARTKLNT OH ADMINISTRATION
PERSCNKEL DIVISION

TENTATIVE NOTICE CF CLASSIFICATION

ACtNCY
SCCIAL SECURITY POSITION

E»'PLCYEE NAME NUMBER NUMBER

TIJ THE ftMPLCYFE,
AS PHOV ICED FCFi IN TITLE S9 CHAPTER <5 CF THE REVISED COOES OF MGNTA NA , I 947.

ALL STATE EVPLCYELS KCT EXEMPTED AY THE FPCVISICNS CF TH/*T LAW ARE TO BE
CLASoUifcC ACCCRCING TO A UNIFORM STATEWIDE PLAN.

THIS NCTlCh TENTATIVELY IMPLEMENTS THE STATEWIDE POSITION CLASSIFICATION PLAN
EFEECTIVE IMMEOI\TELY. THE FINAL NOTICE CF CLASSIFICATION WILL EE OISTRIBUTEU
QCTOEER 31.1574. EMPLOYEES ARE GUARANTEED BY LA\» THE RIGHT TO APPEAL THEIR
LLmSSIFIcmT I CN UNDER FRCCECUFLS ESTAELXSFEL BY THE BCARD OF PERSONNEL
APPEALS. A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS ATTACHED TC THIS TENTATIVE NOTICE
CF CLAS3IF ICAT ICN

.

CLASSIFICATION
CCOE TITLE.... GRADE

70-
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POINT-GRADE



SUBJECT

MONTANA ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL

MANAGEMENT MEMO

E

MANAGEMENT MEMO
NUMBER

DATE ISSUED

DATE EFFECTIVE

POSITION CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

7^ j 7 ]

k 7/20 /74

~

TO:

FROM:
rector

Department of Administration

OVERVIEW

All known non-exempt positions have been classified and tlie Notices of Classi-
fication have been delivered to appropriate agency officials. The detail appearing
on these Notices establish the staffing pattern for the subject agency insofar as

that agency's non-exempt positions are. concerned as of June 30, 197't. All changes
to the configuration of CLASSIFICATIONS appearing on the agency's Notice must be

approved by the Department of Administration, Personnel Division.

The asignment of an individual to an authorized classification as shown in the

Notice, is NOT mandatory. This information is included only to ASSIST in the pro-
cess of evaluating the classifications.

In developing the 1975'77 biennium budget and in the process of maintaining
the classification structure during the 197^-75 fiscal year, you may choose from the
ENTIRE inventory of available classifications and assign individuals thereto accord-
ingly. Classifications selected are subject to review and approval by both the
Department of Administration and the Office of Budget and Program Planning before
they have full force and effect insofar as classifications and staffing patterns are
concerned

.

An agency's request to change its classification structure is made via the
Position Detail Form described in Management Memo 2-7^-3. Each Position Detail Form
submitted will be reviewed by the Personnel Division and follow-up contact made with
the agency as considered necessary. It is, of course, possible that a requested
change from the 6-30-7^ base could be rejected.

After the salary and wage survey has been completed and the proposed Pay Plan
adopted, needed adjustments will be advocated by the Department of Administration.

The State's Classification Manual will be released as soon as agency orders for
the Manuals have been received. Volume One of the Manual contains the statewide
inventory of cl ass i

f

icat ion-- i ncl ud i ng each agency's authorized staffing pattern
(with NO reference being made to incumbents). Volume Two contains the specifications
for each classification (this volume will not be available until September).

In the process of evaluating an agency's classification structure, the need for
a position for which there is no classification in the statewide inventory may be
noted. in this case, the needed classification is to be requested from the Depart-
ment of Administration, Personnel Division, through use of forms and procedures
prescribed in this management memo. Basically, a Classification Request and Classi-
fication Grading Schedule must be completed and submitted to the Personnel Division
for consideration.
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BASIC IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

It is the intent and purpose of the Notice of Classification (recently delivered
to appropriate agency officials) to classify all non-exempt positions authorized for
use by non-exempt agencies or portions thereof as of June 30, IS?'*. Any changes
(additions, deletions or modifications) in the array of non-exempt classifications
specified for an agency must be approved by the Department of Administration for
the Governor. As such, the Notice of Classification constitutes the beginning
of a centrally monitored and maintained Position Classification System.

CLASSIFICATION MODIFICATION POLICY

Because the public hearings with affected employees and employee organizations
required by Section 59-905, R.C.M. 19^7, have not yet been held and because it has
not been possible to update the inventory of Position Description Questionnaires
obtained several months ago, the Department of Administration will be comparatively
flexible in approving reasonable modifications to an agency's classification struc-
ture for the next several months. In no case, however, will the Department of
Administration be able to approve a modification that incorrectly depicts a

position's skill level. To do otherwise would degrade the Classification Plan and
and have a detrimental affect on the forthcoming Pay Plan.

STAFFING PATTERN

All changes in an agency's staffing pattern from the June 30, IS?'* base require
approval. The agency's request and the approval from the Budget Office and the
Personnel Division is achieved through use of the Position Detail Form. If required,
either of the two operations concerned may require further justification for requested
changes. The Budget Office will be primarily concerned from a workload-fiscal stand-
point; the Personnel Divison will be primarily concerned with classification.

ASSIGNMENT OF INDIVIDUALS

Although the name of the individual presently believed to be the classification's
incumbent is shown on the Notice of Classification, it is NOT mandatory that the

individual so identified be assigned to that classification (position). For now,

the assignment of individuals to authorized classifications is the prerogative of the

appointing agency.

LEVEL OF CONTROL

On the Notice of Classification, the authorized classifications within an agency
have been presented by the organizational subdivisions within the agency. The autho-
rized classifications and positions are to be controlled by the Department of Admin-
istration at the agency and program levels, however.

CLASSIFICATION MANUAL

The Classification Manual will be published and maintained by the Deoartr^ent of

Administration, Personnel Divison. Volume One will contain the statewide inventory
of classifications presented in four parts:
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o Numeric by classification number;

o Alphabetic by classification title;

o Grade grouping; alphabetic by classification title within grade; and

o Agency Listing; alphabetic by classification title within grade.

Volume Two will contain the specifications for each classification included

in the statewide inventory. Volume Two will not be available for distribution until

September

.

Each agency is requested to order the quantity of Manuals needed to effectively

conduct this phase of its operations. Please PROMPTLY return the attached request

form specifying the precise mailing or deadhead address of each manual holder to

the Department of Administration, Personnel Division.

ADDITION OF CLASSIFICATIONS

In formulating the budget for the 1975-77 biennium and in the process of
"
pre-

paring the Position Detail Forms required by Management Memo 1-1 k- Z ,
you may find

the need to (for example)

:

o Add a non-exempt position for which no

classification appears to be provided;

o Delete a classification of which your agency

is the only user; and/or

o Modify the specifications for an existing
cl ass i f i cat ion.

In each case, a properly completed Classification Request is to be submitted to

the Department of Administration, Personnel Division, for review and action.

\ PREPARATION OF CLASSIFICATION REQUEST

A reduced copy of the Classification Request with instruction code numbers is

shown on the following page:
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l^J
STATE OF MONTANA

'^ DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

PERSONNEL DIVISION

T
RECOMMENDED
CLASSIFICATION

ASSIGNED BY
PERSONNEL DIV

Dot Mont

CLASSIFICATION REQUEST
rn -

AGENCY REQUEST NUMBER

DATE REQUESTED

DESIRED EFFECTIVE DATE

CLASSIFICATION TITLE

5A

TT^M"

Total points tFom Oassification Grading Schedule

(a completed copy of the Grading Schedule must be anached to this request)

.-.'^m-.',.

Ayenrv

General dcscriiuion of duties (do not repeat factors in the Gradmq Schedule)

5B

5C

CLASSIFICATION

AFFECTED

Ulentifv factor to be modified and explain why or [ustitv leiiuest tor delptioi>

I I

DOr PLACEMENT
| |

CLASSIFICATION TITLE
l |

GRADE CLASS SPECIFICATIONS

6A

SB

6C/D

AGENCY

AGENCY
OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE

Dep.iitment

o(

Aflminisnation

Pfr Sonne!

Division

Action

_] APPROVED

AS REQUESTED

[
APPROVED WITH MODIFICATION

Dot Pljrynieni

Title

Grade

Description

Tlip statewide inventoiy and class, specifications will he updated accortfingty

AUTHORIZED L

SIGNATURE r

DATE
SIGNED

DISAPPROVED
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The Classification Request is a four-part form (available from the General

Services Division) to provide for the following distribution:

Original: Personnel Division

1st Copy: Personnel Division for return to agency

2nd Copy: Personnel Division for forwarding to the

Budget Office

3rd Copy: Agency Pending File

TO COMPLETE THE FORM

1. As appropriate, mark either the add, modify or delete block in the form's

header (only one action per form is permitted),

2. Assign an agency request number beginning, in most cases, with "1". A

log should be maintained to record documents issued and the status of each (when

issued; when returned; action taken; etc.).

3. Record the date the document was prepared on the "Date Requested" 1 i ne.

h. Indicate the latest date that the action requested should be taken on the

"Desired Effective Date" line.

5. if the action is ADD:

A. Complete only the "Recommended Classification" line of Part A.

1. Refer to either volume of the Classification Manual for descriptions

of available DOT (Dictionary of Occupational Titles) codes (the first three digits

of the classification code) and select and record the most appropriate one in the

block provided.

2. Record the recommended grade for the classification obtaining

same from the Class

i

fication Grading Schedule (described later).

3. Complete the "Classification Title" block recording therein a

title that you believe best describes the new classification.

B. Complete the "Total Points From Clasl fication Grading Schedule" line

by recording the total point score tallied on the Grading Schedule.

C. Describe the duties to be performed by the position in the space pro-

vided. Do NOT repeat factors included on the Classification Grading Schedule.

Attach supplements if required.

6. If the action is to MODIFY or DELETE:

A. Record the full six-digit classification code and classification title

which is to be modified or deleted on the "Classification Affected" line in Part B.
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B. In the case of a modification, identify the factor or factors to be

modified in the space provided (each of the four factors may be identified on one
form). Explain why each factor should be modified.

C. If the classification's grading is to be modified, complete and attach
the required copies of the Classification Grading Schedule.

D. In the case of a delete, state why the classification should be

deleted.

7. In all cases, the SBAS agency code and name of the requesting agency must
be identified and the Request must be signed by an appropriate agency official. It

is suggested, in most cases (as a minimum), that Requests be signed by the agency's
personnel officer or equivalent.

8. Once received, the Personnel Division will review each request and take

whatever action if considered justified. As shown, there are three options:

o Approve as requested;

o Approve with modification; and

o Disapprove.

In the latter two cases, the reason(s) therefore will be explained in writing.

Once action has been taken, a copy of the completed Classification Request and

accompanying Grading Schedule will be returned to the submitting agency and copies
forwarded to the Budget Office. Also, the Personnel Division will cause needed

changes to be made in the Classification Manual.

CLASSIFICATION GRADING SCHEDULE

The Classification Grading Schedule serves two purposes:

o To determine the skill level (grading) of

a classification; and

o To assist in the preparation of class
specifications for the new classification.

A Grading Schedule is to be prepared In quadruplicate and attached to the

corresponding copies of the Classification Request whenever an add action or grade

modification action is involved. A reduced copy is shown on the following page

(sets are available from the General Services Division).
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In most cases, the preparation of the Classification Grading Schedule Is self-
explanatory. Above all else, its successful preparation depends on the preparer's
objectivity and ability to assess the true requirements of the classification. Note
that the form provides two grading columns: One for the agency's evaluation; one
for the Personnel Division's evaluation. Hopefully, these two sets will be very
close most of the time. Remember: It is the JOB that is being graded--NOT THE
INCUMBENT OR POTENTIAL INCUMBENT.

Note also that the "points available" are divided in two columns: One for

other than professional and administrative classifications and one for professional
and administrative classifications ONLY. Generally speaking, as shown on the Grading
Schedule, if a Bachelor's Degree or greater is required, the classification should
be processed as "prof ess ional -Admi ni strat i ve." In any case, the initial selection
of columns is an agency prerogative.

Under item k "Working Conditions," the rating "D - good" should be used in most

cases. In item 6A, Supervision Exercised, ratings in excess of ten (lO) points must
be explained in writing (attach as an addendum). Under item 9 "Other," additional
factors can be considered. To use this area, simply describe other skill factors

believed to be appropriate and the corresponding points. To say the least, entries
in this area will be CLOSELY reviewed.

Once the grading has been completed, total the column and record the result on

the "Total Points" line. Then refer to the Point-Grade Conversion Table below to

determine the number to be recorded on the "Corresponding Grade Level" line.

POINTS
POINT-GRADE CONVERSION TABLE

GRADE

0-1 1

2-3 2

h-5 3

6-7 . . .

'

^

8-9 5

10-11 6

12-13 7

14-15 8

16-17 9

18-20 10

21-22 11

23-25 12

26-27 13

28-30 ]h

31-34 15

35-39 16

40-45 17

46-50 18

51-54 19

55-58 20

59-62 21

63-65 22

66-67 23

68-69 24

70-71 25
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COORDINATION WITH THE CENTRAL PAYROLL SYSTEM

Although the classification titles assigned to non-exempt positions are to be

used on official payroll documents (such as the Payroll Status Form), the Position
Classification System will not DIRECTLY utilize the Central Payroll System. Period-
ically, however, the Central Payroll System's Master File will be compared with the

Classification Master File. Discrepancies (such as more non-exempt employees than
authorized positions) will be reported directly to the agency's head requesting an

explanation. Unacceptable situations resulting from this process will be reported
to the Governor's Office for further action.

COORDINATION WITH THE OPERATIONAL PLAN

The filing of the Operational Plan required by the Budget Office does NOT con-

stitute sufficient authority to operate with a staffing pattern different from that

configuration detailed in the subject Notice of Classification. Each modification
from the base must be specifically approved by the Department of Administration via

the Position Detail Form.
f

CLOSING

There are. many situation that must be reduced to writing and processed to

become effective. In some of those cases, you may not be able to determine the

best way to proceed. In these cases especially, please contact the Personnel
Division staff (^4^9-3768) for assistance at your earliest convenience.

If you believe that a training seminar is needed to further discuss these

requirements, please call Bartley Carson in the Director's Office (4^9~2032)

immediately. If there is sufficient requests, a training session will be arranged

as soon as possible.
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REQUEST FOR

PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL

RETURN TO:

Department of Administration

Personnel Division

1218 East 6th Avenue

Helena, Montana 59601

AGENCY
CODE TITLE

The following distribution of the forthcoming classification manual should provide effective

dissemination of the material within the agency noted above:
^T^'mr^m^f^^im^^n'r^^^^mm^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^PPWPmM^.m̂ w f tm^^wqy^T^^^y^^^w^^^i^^H^^^^y^j^w^w^ppii^Niy

LINE
POSITION TO WHICH MANUAL

IS TO BE ASSIGNED
ADDRESS

(Include internal routing information, if applicable.)

e.g. Chief, Central Services Bureau State Capitol, Room 999, Helena

2.

3.

4.

10.

11.

12.

Inquiries regarding

this request are to

be directed to:

Agency Official Date

• Mark an (X) in this column if the address shown receives Capitol (Helena) Deadhead mail service.

00
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MONTANA WAGE AND SALARY SURVEY
KEY CLASSES

August 197^

4

k

h

5

5

5

6

6

6

MONTANA CLASSIFICATION

File Clerk I

Clerk Typist I

Food Service Worker I

Keypunch Operator I

Custodial Worker I

Liquor Store Clerk I

Switchboard Operator I

Clerk Stenographer II

Secur i ty Guard I I

Service Station Attendant

SURVEYED
IN-STATE REGIONAL NATIONAL

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

7 Accounting Clerk II

7 Brand Inspector I

7 Child Care Attendant, School I

7 Cook I

7 Equipment Operator I

7 Nurses Aide I

7 Personnel Clerk I I

7 Secretary I

7 Merchandise Worker II

8 Correctional Officer
8 Draftsman I I

8 Eligibility Technician
8 Survey Aide I I

8 Weighing Station Operator I

9 Appraiser I

9 Barber

9 Clerk Supervisor I I

9 Equipment Operator II

9 Laboratory Technician I

9 Legal Secretary I I

9 Maintenance Worker II

9 Psychiatric Aide I I

10 Administrative Assistant II

10 Butcher

10 Engineering Technician II

10 Equipment Mechanic II

10 Licensed Practical Nurse I

10 Maintenance Painter

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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MONTANA WAGE AND SALARY SURVEY
KEY CLASSES
August ig?'*

GRADE MONTANA CLASSIFICATION

SURVEYED
IN-STATE REGIONAL NATIONAL

10
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MONTANA WAGE AND SALARY SURVEY
KEY CLASSES
August 197^
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MONTANA WAGE AND SALARY SURVEY
KEY CLASSES
August 197^

SURVEYED
GRADE MONTANA CLASSIFICATION IN-STATF REGIONAL NATIONAL

19 Deputy Director, Department of Fish and Game X
19 Deputy Director, Department of Social and

Rehabilitation Services X
19 Superintendent, Institution III X
19 Physician II X

20 Administrator, Workmen's Compensation Division X
20 Administrator, Engineering Division X

20 Deputy Director, Department of Revenue X
20 Deputy Director, Department of Administration X
20 Administrator, Investments Division X
20 Physician III X
20 Deputy Director, Department of institutions X

21 Psychiatrist IV X

23 CI inical Director X

2k Psychiatrist V X

25 Superintendent, Institutions V X

TOTAL SURVEYED 62 76 10
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MONTANA WAGE AND SALARY SURVEY
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNITS SURVEYED

August 197^

Counties Cities and Towns*

Big Horn Anaconda

Cascade Bill ings

Custer Bozeman

Dawson Butte

Deer Lodge Deer Lodge

Fergus Glasgow

Flathead Glendive

Gal latin Great Fal Is

Glacier Havre

Hill Helena

Lewis and Clark Kail spell

Lincoln Lew Is town

Madison Miles City

Missoula Missoula

Powel

1

Si 1 ver Bow

Valley

Yel lows tone

* Cities and towns in the previously selected counties with
population exceeding 4,300 according to the 1970 census.
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THOMAS L JUDGE
GOVtfNO«

TO:

FROM:

All Sta*e Agencies
Management Memo 2-74-3

Doyle/B. Saxby, Directo

DATE: June 12, 1974

SUBJECT: PREPARATION OF THE POSITION DETAIL FORM

INTRODUCTION

In addition to collecting traditional personal services data for each agency's program

budget, this year we are concerned with the implementation of the Statewide Classification Plan,

which is now required by statute, and with the development and presentation of a Statewide

Salary and Wage Plan to the 1975 Legislature. To successfully achieve these objectives, it is

imperative that the data submitted on the Position Detail Forms, which will provide essential

information concerning each authorized position included in the budget, be as complete and

accurate as possible. Otherwise, the projections made for budgetary purposes - and especially

budgetary projections made under the Proposed Statewide Salary and Wage Plan - will be

inaccurate. This could lead to very troublesome problems of underfunding. Accordingly, you

are encouraged to carefully review each completed form to make certain that it correctly

represents the facts and to judiciously update the "Classification and Pay Plans Master File" on

a timely basis.

APPLICABILITY

Position Detail Forms, both to create and update the "Master File," are to be com-

pleted by agencies of ALL branches of government regardless of whether or not your payroll

operates through the Central Payroll System. Later in the presentation you will note that

provisions have been made to capture "exemption codes." It is the purpose of these codes to

indicate that, while all positions are included in the base, some are exempt from the requirements

of the Statewide Classification Plan, the Statewide Salary and Wage Plan, or both.

Suffice it to say that we do not intend to exceed the statutory authority granted to

us but that we must have a Position Detail Form for each position in State government to

produce the information required.
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T

CONTINUATION OF CENTRAL PAYROLL SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION

The submission of the Position Detail Form to create or update the Master File

in no way changes the requirements of the Central Payroll System. The Classification and Pay

Plan Master File is, for the next twelve months, designed to operate independently of the

Central Payroll System.

BASIC SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

During the 1974-75 fiscal year, the Department of Administration will maintain a

computer-driven "Classification and Pay Plans Master File." This file will detail the authorized

and requested personal services budget for each agency/program on a position-by-position basis.

Basically, the interim system is configured as follows;

POSITION

DETAIL FORM

• Creates the Classification and Pay Plans Master File

and serves as supporting documentation to the

budget request.

• Updates the Cl.issiliiuiiiun M\i.i I'.iy PI,ins Masim Filo

.IS ch.iniios ,iu' in.idi' I'llhci in llii' poMlinns .iuIIkh i.'i'd

(II kkiiicsUh) 111 ihc iiuiimlicnl

KEYPUNCH

'DATA CONTROL/
CALCULATION
PARAMETER &
OTHER INFO

FILES

L

BUDGET DETAIL

POSITION LISTING

• Suniiiitiiizes Itii" pt'tson.il soivki's plemenl of the

program budget.

• Lists only the position number and the associated

FTE/costs for the 1973-75 and 1975-76 bienniums.

• Serves as a summaiy of the Position Detail Reports.

!/CLASSIFICATION

-^|AND PAY PLANS

MASTER FILE \

• Serves as the basic data base for projecting costs

under the proposed Salary and Wage Plan.

• Provides the temporary means to achieve control

over the Statewide Classification Plan.

• Provides the data base to convert to a Statewide

Salary and Wage Plan when approved.

PERSONAL SERVICE

COST PROJECTION

REPORTS

All proiections of personal services costs and figures

to be used in .ippiopr iation measures will Lie exli.uled

Irom ihe CPPM File. Some ot ihe leports piesently

srtuxluled aie.

BUDGET DETAIL POSITION LISTING
COST PROJECTION: Individual Positions By Agency
COST PROJECTION: Individual Positions By Programs

COST PROJECTION: Summary By Agency And Source

Of Funds
COST PROJECTION: Exempt Payroll

AGENCY POSITION REGISTER SEQUENTIAL BY POSITION
SCHEDULE OF SALARIES EXCEEDING PROPOSAL

.on.
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POSITION DETAIL FORM

The Position Detail Form is, tentatively, scheduled to be a five-part form to pro-

vide for the following distribution:

ORIGINAL - Budget Office

1ST COPY - Personnel Division

2ND COPY - Personnel Division

3RD COPY - Agency

4TH COPY - Agency

A reduced copy of the Form is shown below:

INSTRUCTIONS
ON PAGE
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The form, basically, has five sections:

• Action Data

• File Control Data

• Position Data

• Incumbent Data

• Authorizations and Approvals

"Action Data" is used to indicate what action is to be taken on the document:

add non-existing information (position data, incumbent data, or both): delete existing information

(position data, incumbent data, or both); or modify certain existing data (permitted fields

are identified by alpha codes).

"File Control Data" is used as a means to positively identify each position by

number within each agency by classification code and title.

"Position Data" is used to identify the cost associated with each position maintained

by an agency and the distribution of that cost by program and accounting entity. Additionally,

provisions are made to- precisely calculate employer payroll costs associated with each position

and the nature and area of the position's placement.

"Incumbent Data" is used to identify the individual occupying a position. The Years

of State Service field will be used to calculate the cost of a longevity plan - if SLich a plan is

mandated.

"Authorizations and Approvals." Each Position Detail Report must be signeif by an

appropriate agency official and will be approved by the Budget Office (loi Uinding) and by the

Personnel Division (for classification).

FORMS

Position Detail Forms are available in 5-part carbonless sets from the General Services

Bureau at 6.1 cents per set. Forms are to be ordered through use of standard forms order

procedures. Single-ply work copy sheets will be furnished free on a one-set, one-sheet basis.

DESCRIPTION OF FIELDS

FILE CONTROL DATA

AGENCY CODE/NAME. This information is obtainable from the Statewide Budgelmy

and Accounting System (SBAS) Information and Control Core (ICC). If necessary, additional

codes can be added to the ICC but no code can be entered in this field unless it is in iin

active status in SBAS.

POSITION NUMBER. The position number is attached, as a suffix, to the agenc\

code and becomes a principal, unique file location for position data. Agencies assign this nurr-

ber beginning with one ("1," not 00001) and continuing sequentially up to 89,999 It is not
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the function of the position number to identify the total nunnber of positions in an agency.

This field IS used ONLY to create and locate an "address" in the Classification and Pay

Plans Master File. If an agency so desires, position numbers may be assigned in groups

(blocked out) to achieve an INTERNAL numbering scheme. Part-time positions having the

same classification and pay may be aggregated and reported on one Form. When this tech-

nique is used, the position number shown on the applicable Form must begin with a 9: 9XXXX.
The 90,000 series of position numbers may not be used for any other purpose.

CLASSIFICATION CODE. The classification code is a six-digit number, the first three

digits of which coincide with the structuring in the nationally recognized Dictionary of Occupational

Titles (DOT) and the last three digits identify the Montana classification within the DOT structure:

1
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POSITION DATA

BASE GROSS ANNUAL SALARY FOR POSITION. Generally, this element is used to

indicate the amount of time for which a position is budgeted (FIE) and the position's highest

gross annualized salary (EXCLUDING employer payroll contributions).

To complete these fields:

1. Determine and record the percent of a full-time equivalent fot which the position

is budgeted (V2 time = .50; full-time = 1.00) in each of the four fiscal year's

involved (any one of the four fields can be left blank if that describes the

situation). Except when several part-time positions are aggregated on one Form

(as described below) or a University contract employee is working during ttie

summer in the same capacity, the FTE must not exceed 1.00.

2. Annualize the salary provided for the position in each applicable fiscal year

(that amount to be paid for 2,080 hours work or the amount paid under a

ten-month academic contract which is equivalent to 1.00 FTE).

3. Multiply the FTE determined in step one by the annualized salary determined

in step two. The result is to be recorded in the salary column in whole

dollars only and represents the amount budgeted for the position for the

applicable fiscal year.

For the 1973-74 fiscal year, the salary figure used as the base will be that amount

paid the position's incumbent as of June 30, 1974 or, if the position was filled during the

1973-74 fiscal year but vacant as of June 30, 1974, the highest salary paid to the last incum-

bent.

Because the position's incumbents may have been paid at rates other than tlie rate

paid on June 30, 1974 or because the position was not actually paid an equivalent to the FTE

budgeted (or both), the aggregation of these cost figures probably will NOT support the total

amount shown for personal services in other budget summary schedules. This deviation is

acknowledged and acceptable.

For fiscal years AFTER 1973-74, the highest salary anticipated to be paid for each

position is to be used as the salary base. An aggregation of these figures MUST produce the

totals shown in other budget summary schedules.

An example of the above calculation methodology is shown below:

Annualized Salary Salary

Position FTE Hourly Rate X 2,080 Hours FTE X Annual Sal.

1 1.00 $2,000 $ 4,160 $ 4,160

2 .90 4.901 10,194 9,175

3 .50 6.305 13,114 t^557
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2X — Hourly Based Positions:

21 — Permanent, Full-Time

22 — Permanent, Part-Time

23 — Seasonal, Full-Time

24 — Seasonal, Part-Time

25 — Temporary, Full-Time

26 — Temporary, Part-Time

27 — Intermittent, Full-Time

28 - Intermittant, Part-Time

XI — Permanent, Full-Time

DEFINITIONS

An employee who regularly works for more than six (6)

months in any twelve (12) month period and who normally

works forty (40) hours a week.

X2 — Permanent, Part-Time

X3 — Seasonal, Full-Time

An employee who regularly works for more than six (6)

months in any twelve (12) month period, and who normally

works less than forty (40) hours a week.

An employee who occupies a position which, although tem-

porary in nature, regularly occurs from season lo season or

from year to year. In addition, duriiuj the period of em-

ployment, the employee normally woi ks forty (40) houis a

week.

X4 - Seasonal, Part-Time An employee who occupies a position which, although tem-

porary in nature, regularly occurs from season to season or

from year to year. In addition, during the period of em-

ployment, the employee normally works less than forty (40)

hours a week.

X5 — Temporary, Full-Time An employee working in a position created for a limited period

of time, not exceeding six (6) months and who, during the

period of employment, normally works forty (40) hours a

week.

X6 — Temporary, Part-Time An employee working in a position created for a limited

period of time, not exceeding six (6) months and who

during the period of employment, normally works less than

forty (40) liours a week.

X7 - Intermittant, Full-Time An employee who occupies a position which is neither per-

manent, temporary nor seasonal, but because of operational

requirements, a firm schedule cannot be established. In addi-

tion, during the period for which scheduled, normally works

forty (40) hours a week.
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X8 - Intermittant, Part-Time An employee who occupies a position which is neither per-

manent, temporary nor seasonal, but because of operational

requirements, a firm schedule cannot be established. In adili-

tion, during the period for which scheduled, normally works

less than forty (40) hours a week.

AREA OF EMPLOYMENT. This is a two-digit code used to designate the county in

which the position or positions are, basically, situated. This element is included in the structure

for the sole purpose of reporting payroll expenditures by a logical geographical indicator. In

those cases wherein the position serves more than one county, the county receiving the majority

of the position's time shall be designated as the area of employment. (Because area of employment

data is concerned with a position rather than the position's incumbent, it would not always be

possible to complete this information using the incumbent's headquarters as the criterion.)

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Beaverhead

Big Horn

Blaine

Broadwater

Carbon

Carter

Cascade

Chouteau

Custer

Daniels

Dawson

Deer Lodge

Fallon

Fergus

Flathead

Gallatin

Garfield

Glacier

Golden Valley

20 - Granite

21 - Hill

22 — Jefferson

23 — Judith Basin

24 - Lake

25 — Lewis and Clark

26 - Liberty

27 - Lincoln

28 - McCone

29 - Madison

30 - Meagher

31 - Mineral

32 — Missoula

33 - Musselshell

34 - Park

35 — Petroleum

36 - Phillips

37 — Pondera

38 — Powder River

39 - Powell

40 - Prarie

41 - Ravalli

42 - Richland

43 — Roosevelt

44 - Rosebud

45 — Sanders

46 - Sheridan

47 — Silver Bow

48 - StillwBLer

49 — Sweet Grass

50 - Teton

51 — Toole

52 — Treasure

53 - Valley

54 - Wheatland

55 - Wibaux

56 — Yellowstone

EMPLOYER PAYROLL CONTRIBUTION. Five subdivisions are provided within this field

to identify the various payroll taxes associated with gross salaries and the State's insurance con-

tribution. The rates associated with each of the various additives will be tabled and applicable

computations will be made through application of computer programs.

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX CODES

= Exempt (out)

1 = Non-Exempt (in)
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE CODES

These codes and their "definitions" are the same as they are for

payroll purposes. If you have difficulty classifying a particular position,

please call the Central Payroll Office.

STATE EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATIONS

Code 1974 Rate

A — Farm Employees.

B — Aircraft Operation -- N.O.C. All members of the flying ciew.

C — State Employee. Highway Patrolmen.

D —State Only. Disciplinary officers -- inckiding guards, attendants

and their supervisors.

E — State Travel Employees.

F — Clerical Office Employees -- including draftsmen, office engineers.

G — State Asylums, Hospitals and Special Schools, not correctional,

all others.

8868 .20 H — University System; Professional employees including teachers and

clerical.

9101 2.30 I
- University System, Colleges or Schools; all others including

drivers.

9410 2.30 J- State - Professional, Administrative and BLiilding Maintenance

Highway Employees - N.O.C. Biologists, Commissioners, G.ime

Wardens, Inspectors, Laboratory Technicians, Printers, Supervisors

(outside). Surveyors (street or highway).

K - State Employees — Special — Highways.

L-AII Other Employees (except Highway Department)

M - All Other Employees (Highway Department)
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RETIREMENT SYSTEM CODES

— Exempt

1 — Employees'

2 — Teachers'

3 — Judges'

4 - Wardens'

5 — Highway Patrol

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

- Exempt (not covered)

1 — Non-Exempt (covered)

HEALTH INSURANCE*

— Exempt (not eligible for coverage)

1 - $10 Monthly

All eligible positions should provide for this coverage for

budgetary purposes.

NOTE; If the above codes appear to be inadequate to identify employer payroll contributions

now or anticipated to be paid to the employees of your agency, please call Ron Near

(449-2032) immediately. Additions can be made to the information outlined above,

but any required changes must be made as soon as possible.

COST DISTRIBUTION BY ACCOUNTING ENTITY AND PROGRAM. This information is

needed to permit a precise determination of the impact of payroll costs on the various sources

of funding. Without this field, it would not be possible to determine whether or not a pro-

posed Salary and Wage Plan is fundable. It is recognized that this information will be relatively

difficult to complete with total reliability. Nevertheless, it is a vital element in the data base

and you are encouraged to begin as soon as possible to devote as much time as possible to the

collection of this information.

The salary/FTE shown in each of the four fiscal years must be distributed to a

program(s). The program codes to be used are those included in the SBAS-ICC Program Index

(new codes can be established if required). When more than one program is involved, the "% FTE"

shown on each line will serve as the basis for distributing the total FTE shown in the Base Gross

Annual Salary by Position element. The accounting entity or entities funding the program are

to be shown on-line with each program. The percentages shown must total to 100 (90% = 90).

Fractions of a percent (like 90.2) are not permitted. The accounting entity number (five digits)

is to be obtained from the SBAS-ICC Accounting Entity Index. New accounting entities can be

established when the funding is to be derived from an entity not presently in existence. Note

that while each position may be distributed 25 ways in each of the four fiscal years, this is
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only a maximum. Also, if the cost distribution data shown tor the 1973-74 fiscal year, for

example, is applicable to the 1974-75 fiscal year, it is necessary only to check (x) the block

preceeding the 1974-75 fiscal year's distribution block. This technique may be utilized through-

out this field.

INCUMBENT DATA

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER/NAME OF INCUMBENT. The social security number and

name of the position's incumbent, if any, as of June 30, 1974 is to be shown. If the position

is vacant as of June 30, 1974, no information is to be shown, (Subsequent appointments to

vacant positions are to be reported through use of the Position Detail Form.) It is very im-

portant that incumbent data be maintained throughout the 1974-75 fiscal year because, when

the proposed Salary and Wage Plan becomes effective, all VACANT positions will be funded

at step one of the range associated with the grade.

YEARS IN CONTINUOUS STATE SERVICE. If longevity pay becomes part of the Pay

Plan the "Years in Continuous State Service" element will be used to obtain a cost estimate.

For this purpose, only full-time employment is considered through July 1, 1974. The result-

ant figure is to be recorded in whole numbers only (i.e., 1, 6, 19, etc.) Employees hired

after 6-30-74 will be credited with zero (0) years of continuous State service on the Form.

Also, any period in which an employee was not on the payroll or was employed on d less

than full-time basis constitutes a break in service. Note that lo properly complete this hold,

it may be necessary to research the employee's employment record to ascorlain ciedi utile limo

earned with other State agencies.

ACTION DATA

ADD. This block is used when the initial entries are made to the Classification and

Pay Plans Master File and when new positions or vacant positions are filled. If both a position

and an incumbent are to be simultaneously added, both blocks would be checked (X).

DELETE. Once a position has been established, its total removal is effected by

checking (X) the "position data" block in the delete column. An incumbent is removed from

the file by checking (X) the "incumbent data" block in the delete column. Both actions can

be taken on the same document if applicable.

MODIFICATIONS. Existing data, previously captured through use of an add transaction,

can be corrected with a modification transaction in the elements identified by the alpha code

shown in this column:

A. Classification code, title, oi exeinption code.

B. Base gross annual salary for position.

C. Budget level.

D. Employment code.

E. Area of employnent.

F. Employer payroll contributions.

G. Cost distribution by accounting entity and program.

H. Years in continuous State service.
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All other corrections must be made by adding or deleting a position and the information

associated with the position. To promote or transfer an employee from one existing position

to another existing position it is necessary to submit two Position Detail Forms: One to

delete the incumbent; and one to add the incumbent to the other position.

MAIWTENANCE OF MASTER FILE

The initial group of Position Detail Forms are to describe the personal services

situation as it exists on June 30, 1974. Even though the initial group of Forms submitted

with the other budget data could be updated through mid- or late- August, and, therefore, be

current as of that date, it is considered preferable to direct the initial set to the conditions

as they exist on June 30 and provide for up-dating of this data base through preparation of

additional Position Detail Forms.

APPLICATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS

BASIC METHODOLOGY

There are, it appears, several satisfactory methods available to gather the data

needed to complete the Position Detail Forms required of an agency (none of which will

probably be especially pleasant).

1. Ascertain the composition of the agency's payroll as of June 30, 1974 thiough

use of the documentation supporting the last payroll processed lor the 1973-74

fiscal year (for Central Payroll System agencies, this would be the Pre-Payroll

Register relating to the July b, 1974 payroll period, which is based on data

processed for the payroll period ended June 21) and making needed adjustments

thereto.

2. Compare the adjusted payroll document to the Classification Detail Listing

prepared for your agency by the Personnel Division and make further adjust-

ments or generate additional documentation as required.

3. Based on the steps taken above, prepare those Position Detail Forms which

will sufficiently detail the composition of the personal services budget for

the 1973-74 fiscal year.

4. As projections are made for budgetary purposes, add the new data to Position

Detail Forms already prepared or prepare additional Forms wherein additional

positions are to be utilized during the 1974-75 fiscal year or the 1975-77

biennium. For the 1974-75 fiscal year, reference should be made to the

Operational Plan filed with the Office of Budget and Program Planning in behalf

of your agency (if the Operational Plan on file is not accurate, needed adjustments

should be promptly reported to the Office of Budget and Program Planning).
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5. If you need assistance to develop an acceptable, efficient method of identifying

data for inclusion on the Position Detail Forms, PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE

TO CALL either the Office of Budget and Program Planning or the Department

of Administration.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The following illustrations are obviously oversimplified but hopefully they will be

sufficient to demonstrate the application of typical specifications.

POSITION NO. 1: Classification 160XXX, Chief, Government Bureau. The position's incumbent

as of June 30, 1974 was John M. Doe (576-10-2963), a full-time employee headquartered in

Helena. The Government Bureau is a subdivision of the Department of State.

During the 1973-74 fiscal year the position paid $16,000 through December 31,

1973 and was increased to $16,360 as of January 1, 1974. Mr. Doe's salary is scheduled to

go to $16,687.20 as of July 1, 1974. For the 1975-77 biennium, a salary of $18,356 and

$20,192 (for each fiscal year within the biennium respectively) is being requested. The position's

salary is equally divided between program 01 and program 02 (in all year's concerned). During

the 1973-74 and 1974-75 fiscal years, the chief's salary was, or will be, paid exclusively from

the General Fund Account. During the 1976-77 fiscal year it is anticipated that 50% ot the

position's cost will be paid from an earmarked revenue fund account. This position is

assigned to the Employee's Retirement System; subject to social security taxes; coveted under

workmen's compensation (a traveling State official) and unemployment insurance; and is eligible

for coverage under the State's health insurance policy. John began working for the State of

Montana on October 20, 1969 and, although having received several promotions,

has served full-time without any break in service since that time. Because the position was

in effect during the 1973-75 biennium, it is properly classed as a "current level" position.

1

X's are used to indicate the total size of a given code or number. In actuality, meaningful numbers would be used
instead of Xs.
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Exhibit 15

A completed Position Detail Form for the above position follows;

Action

Data

STATE OF MONTANA

Office of Budget and Program Planning

if^j] Department of Adminittration-Pertonnel Divition

1975-77 BIENNIUM

i l V I Position Data

POSITION DETAIL FORM

Modify

Dai ate

Code

XXYY

3C:^A t=:ii
5L—i Poaition Data

lEZE '^nr« Incumbant Data

I lo rnZ
Incumbent Data

NAME

Rppartnipnt

CLASSIFICATION
TO

3f State
Code

160XXX

POSITION

NUMBER

Maximum-5 digit*

TITLE

Chief, Bureau of Government, G15

5''""'^P^^

T"

BASE GROSS ANNUAL

SALARY FOR POSITION

1973 74 Actual

SALARY

16,360

FTE

1.00

1974-75 Ettlmated

SALARY

16,687

FTE

1.00

1975-76 Requatted

SALARY

18,356 1.00

FTE

1976-77 Requested

SALARY

20,192

FTE

1.00

Budget Leviel

Cur
rent Hn Non

X£CU£

EMPLOY-
MENT
CODE

AREA OF

EMPLOYMT.
25

EMPLOYER PAYROLL
CONTRIBUTIONS

Social

Security

Wkmen's
Comp.

Retire.

System

MIO

Unemp.
Ins.

Health

Ins.

G COST DISTRIBUTION BY ACCOUNTING ENTITY AND PROGRAM

I

Proq

Year Level

One

%
FTE

ACCOUNTING ENTITY CODE AND PERCENT

CODE % CODE % CODE CODE CODE %

02

03

04

Ob

06

0'

08

09

1.J

11

12

\l

15

16

17

la

19

20

21

22

ILL .51L niion ion

n2_ _SIL nnnn _LQ£L

o

O

_L

.X < MARK 1X1 IF 1974-75 DISTRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS THE 1973-74 DISTRIBUTION

A MARK (XI IF 1975-76 DISTRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS THE 1974-75 DISTRIBUTION

MARK (XI IF 1976-77 DISTRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS THE 1975-76 DISTRIBUTION

01

E - ">

^ 5, IS

f^ a^ a
5 <

.50

^
01100
01100

Social Security No.

576-10-2963
wmm.

AGENCY

Office of Budget and

Program Planning

Dept. of Admin.

Personnel Division

50

50

02XXX
02XXX

50

50

Employee's Last Name First Name

Doe John

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

YEARS IN

CONTINUOUS
STATE SERVICE

TITLE DATE
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Exhibit '1 16

Let's now assume that John Doe terminates his employment with the State as of

August 1, 1974. The following Position Detail Form (which is required in addition to documenta-

tion required for payroll system purposes) documents the action necessary to remove John Doe

as the position's incLimbent.
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Exhibit fl 17

Note that even though only incumbent data is being changed, it is necessary to

identify the applicable department, position and classification in the File Control Data section.

The "to" classification line is used to indicate that there is no change in this data.

Later, effective September 12, 1974, Mary T. Jane (511-02-9666) is appointed to the

vacant Chief, Bureau of Government position (no other changes in the John Doe data):

4wH
STATE OF MONTANA

Offics of Budget and Program Planning

Oepirtnwni of AdinimiKaiion Ptrionnel Divliion

1975-77 BIENNIUM

POSITION DETAIL FORM

— —
.M'i'lx.

Potttiori 0«tA

i::::ih JJL
PoHlion OatB

CLASSIFfCATION

BASE GROSS ANNUAL

SALARY FOR POSITION

Budget,

Cut
ISM

New
Lrvel

!lfa:
Non-
SScoi D

160XXX Chief, Bureau of Government Gl5

1973-74 Actual

EMPLOY
MENT
CODE

FTE

1974-76 EillrTWttd

SALARY

AREA OF

EMPLOYMT.

1975 76 R«qu«»tad

SALARY

Social

P lEMPLOYER PAYROLljg^,

CONTRIBUTIONS "•\n

Wkmen't
Comp.

197677 R»que««d

SALARY

Rfltira.

COST DISTRIBUTION BY ACCOUNTING ENTITY AND PROGRAM

Level

One
%

FTE CODE
ACCOUNTING ENTITY CODE AND PERCENT

CODE CODE

< MARK IXI IF 1974 76 DISTRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS THE 1973-74 DISTRIBUTION

CODE

* MARK IXI IF 1976-76 DISTRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS THE 1974-76 OISTRIBUTION

* I^ARK IXI IF 1976-77 D STRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS THE 197B-76 DISTRIBUTION

Social Security No.

Sll-02-9666

Office of Budget and

PrografTi Planning

Oapt. of Admin.

Personnel Division

Employee's Lan Natne

Jane

Flrlt N«wa

Mary
mWl^^^ AUTHORIZED SIGNATUR E V

AGENCY

Inlt. YEARS IN

CONTINUOUS
STATE SERVICE

TITLE » DATE
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Exhibit il lo

During October, agency management decided that the Government Bureau was of

sufficient complexity to become a division (and the change was approved by the Governor's

Office). The paperwork to reclassify the bureau chief was approved on October 21, 1974

and the change was to become effective on November 1, 1974. The new job carries with it

a 10% across-the-board pay increase (actual in 1974-75 and requested for the 1975-77

biennium).



Exhibit U 19

On March 1, 1975, Mary Jane was promoted to the vacant Deputy Director position

(position No. 16). (Note that two Position Detail Forms are required to make this change:

One to delete Mary Jane as the incumbent of the Administrator, Division of Government position;

one to add Mary Jane to the Deputy Director position (which was added to the Master File with

the initial set back on July 1, 1974).

i
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MONTANA ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL

MANAGEMENT MEMO
SUBJECTI PREPARATION OF POSITION DETAIL FORM: Supplemental Instructions

TO:

FROM:

te Agencies

/Pi0^^
)oylc B. Saxby/Director

Department of Administration

In some cases it has become abundantly obvious that the instructions disseminated

in Management Memo 2-74-3 concerning the preparation of the Position Detail Forms are not

"crystal clear." Hopefully, the following clarifications will resolve problems detected to date.

EFFECTIVE DATE. All Position Detail Forms describing an agency's staffing pattern as of

June 30, 1974 should be dated 06-30-74. Position Detail Forms requesting the modification of

the classification structure (additions, deletions, or modifications) are to be added July 1, 1974

(07-01-74). Other changes required to update the master file are to carry the actual effective

date (07-01-74) and thereafter. Please note that the correct configuration of the date is;

MM—DD-YY. All Position Detail Form with a 06-30-74 effective date should involve only an

"add" action.

ACTION DATA. Only one of the three actions provided may be used on any one form. That is,

you may EIThlER add, modify, OR delete. Any number of blocks (A—H) may be involved in a

modification action on the same form. Similarly, both a position or incumbent may be simul-

taneously effected with an add action or with a delete action.

POSITION NUMBER. The position number field may be assigned in non-sequential order to achieve

an internal numbering scheme. Remember, however, that numbers in the 90,000 series, if assigned,

are to be used ONLY to identify the aggregation of part-time/seasonal positions.

CLASSIFICATION CODE/TITLES. The classification code and title assigned to a position is to be

reported on the "TO" line when the action is to add or delete. The "FROM" line is used

ONLY when an existing classification is to be modified. In this case, the existing classification

code and title is to be recorded on the FROM line and the proposed classification code and

title is to be recorded on the TO line. In NO case are those working titles which existed prior

to classification to be reported on the Position Detail Form.

BASE GROSS ANNUAL SALARY DATA. The amounts shown for fiscal years AFTER the 73-74

fiscal year are to reflect the amount of salary payable assuming that the position is filled for

the FTE budgeted. The calculation formula is, briefly;

Hourly Rate x 2,080 x FTE = Base Gross Annual Salary

MODIFYING SALARY DATA. If, after inputting the anticipated salaries/FTE's for a position, a

change is found to be required, it is necessary to modify the salary/FTE ONLY for the fiscal

year requiring change. For example;

-inQ.



Originally Input As:

Modify to Increase 76-77 to $18,000:

EXH I B I

T

22

1973-74 Actual



Exhibit 11 23

Modify to delete Program 02 and increase FTE for Program 01

Ytar
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THOMAS L. JUDGE, Governor
'

DOYLE B. SAXBY, Director

September 30, 1974
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TO: All State Employees

FROM: Doyle B. Saxby, Director

Lee J. Tickell, Administrator

SUBJECT: STATEWIDE CLASSIFICATION PLAN AND MONTANA SALARY SCHEDULE

INTRODUCTION

The attached Tentative Notice of Classification implements, effective immediately, the Statewide Classification Plan.

The Tentative Notice of Classification is a computer generated document based on a Position Detail Form provided

by your department to the State Personnel Division. Inherent in processing approximately 13,000 such notices is the

possibility of some mistakes being made. This may be caused by keypunch errors, incorrect data having been input

to the system or recent reassignments.

If, after reviewing the attached Tentative Notice of Classification you feel there is a mistake, you should consult with

your immediate supervisor and, in turn, the department director or his designee. The State Personnel Division will thenj

meet with the department between now and the final implementation date (now scheduled for October 31, 1974) and

review each individual's question. This procedure will amount to an "informal" review.

EXPLANATION OF TENTATIVE NOTICE OF CLASSIFICATION

Position Number - Agency designated position numbering system which merely denotes the position nurnber within the

agency's organizational structure.

Classification Code - A six digit numeric code which identifies the specific job classification within the state classification

inventory.

Classification Title - The official classification title for the position.

Classification Grade - Denotes the "skill level" within the 25 grade system being advocated.

APPEAL PROCEDURE

Montana statutes provide for a grievance procedure, to be prescribed by the Board of Personnel Appeals, to resolve any
formal complaints that employees may have. The formal grievance/appeal procedure will not be utilized until after the

final implementation of the Statewide Classification Plan on October 31, 1974. At that time, employees will have avail]

able to them both an informal and a formal grievance procedure.

The formal procedure will utilize a four step system. The informal procedure will terminate at step three. An employee
may elect to begin the informal procedure initially and subsequently convert to the formal procedure. The basic steps

be:
1. Immediate supervisor.

2. Department Director or his representative.

3. State Personnel Division.

4. Board of Personnel Appeals.

The specifics of the "formal" procedure are now being developed by the Board of Personnel Appeals and will be avail-

able by October 31, 1974.

v\^

MONTANA SALARY SCHEDULE

JThe Montana Salary Schedule, appearing on the reverse side, is the recommendation of the State Personnel Division, Dei

ment of Administration, based on a salary survey completed during August 1974. It is tentative depending mainly on th

availability of funds and Legislative approval.

The salaries appearing in the schedule are recommended to become cftoclivc on J.iiuiary 1, 197b. All siiLiiies in tln' stii

ule will bo increased on July 1, 1975 and July 1, 1976 to provide for cost of living udiustnnMits.

To find your recommended salary as of January 1, 1975, it is necessary to;

1. Determine your grade level by referring to your Tentative Notice of Classification.

2. Locate that grade level in the left hand column of the Montana Salary Schedule (labeled "Grade").

3. Determine your present monthly salary. Your salary as of January 1, 1975 will be Step 3 ("Going Rate") for the

indicated grade EXCEPT:

i



ExHiBjT n
e next nigner s

9
A. If your monthly salary is higher than that indicated for Step 3, your salary will go to the'next Higher step

but NOT in excess of Step 5 for the grade.

B. If your salary is higher than Step 5 for the grade to which your classification is assigned, you would receive

no salary increase as of January 1, 1975.

C. If you are an employee of the Department of Institutions, your recommended salary increase will be tied to

the Classification and Pay Plan according to the Governor's proposed Institutional Program.

Personnel hired after December 31, 1974 will start at Step 1 of the appropriate grade unless circumstances clearly justify

a deviation from this policy.



THOMAS L. JUDGE, Governor

DOYLE B. SAXBY, Director

r.XHIBIT 1

STATE OV »IOIVTAIVA

Dei»a.ktihf:xt ok A.nMiivi}STK.\Tio:^j
HEi^EivA seeoi

October 15, 1974

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

All State Employees

Doyle B. Saxby, Director
Lee J. Tickell, Administrator, Personnel Division

Statewide Classification Plan and Montana Salary Schedule

Introduction

As a result of public hearings and meetings with employees and employee
representatives, certain modifications have been made to the initial recommended

pay plan disseminated earlier this month.

Changes

The Montana Salary Schedule has been modified to include three longevity steps.

Steps 6, 7, and 8 represent a 3% increase over the immediately preceeding step of each

grade level. Four years' service is required at steps 5, 6 or 7 before being eligible
for the next step.

Upon implementation of the salary schedule, employees of record on December 31,

1974 will be integrated according to the following procedure (depending on avail-
ability of funds and legislative approval):

To find your "new" recommended salary as of January 1, 1975 thru June 30, 1975,

it is necessary to:

1. Determine your grade level by referring to your tentative notice of class-
ification.

2. Locate that grade level in the the left hand column of the "new" Montana
Salary Schedule (labled "Grade").

3. Determine your present monthly salary. Your salary as of January 1, 1975

will be Step 3 ("Going Rate") for the indicated Grade, EXCEPT:

A. If your monthly salary is higher than that indicated for Step 3, your
salary will go to the next higher step, but NOT in excess of Step 8

for the Grade.

B. If your salary is higher than Step 8 for the Grade to which your
classification is assigned, no salary increase will be received as of

January 1, 1975.

C. If "Frozen" above Step 8, you will receive 50% of any cost of living
adjustments made on July 1, 1975 and July 1, 1976 or step 8 of your
grade whichever is greater.
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' E:xhibit P 2

Personnel hired after December 31, 1974, will start at step 1 of the appropriate
grade. The time interval between step 1 and step 2 is 6 months. The time interval
between step 2-3, 3-4, and 4-5 is one year each. The time interval between steps
5-6, 6-7, and 7-8 is 4 years each.

Class Specifications

During the week of October 14-18, 1974, class specifications will be distributed
to all departments. A class specification is a general statement of duties, responsi-
bilities, education and experience required for that particular classification.
Que.sijons concerning class specifications should be referred to your employing
agency.
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CONSULTANT'S REPORT ON THE MONTANA

WAGE AND SALARY SURVEY

Prepared by the

Bureau of Business and Economic Research

School of Business Administration

University of Montana

Missoula, Montana

for the

Department of Administration

Personnel Division

September 1974

Exhibit
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INTRODUCTION

Thp Pijreaii of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana,

has served as a consultant to the Department of Administration, Personnel

Division, in connection with a wage and salary survey conducted by the

Jivision dcrir.q su^irer IS?'*. The objective of the survey was to estimate

!-<=• ran'je rf vv^q^ rrtps and the statewide average wage rate paid by

i":ines«»= and local governments for selected occupations (key classes)

. .immon in "^tate government. Such information would be helpful in developing

a pay schedule for state government employees.

The overall responsibility for the survey lay with the Personnel

L'lvision, Depfrrment of Administration. The services provided by the

Bureau of Business and Economic Research included sample design, and the

compilation of the resulting data into summary reports. This report will

describe these and other procedures followed in the survey.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

Scle . tion of Key Classes

Due to the time constraints of the project, the selection of occu-

pations for which wage data would be collected (key classes) was made by

the Personnel Division at the same time the BBER was preparing the sampling

design. The Personnel Division, with the assistance of experts from the

U.S. Civil Service Commission, reviewed the spectrum of state job classi-

fications and selected those which it felt could serve as benchmark

positions in the development of a new state pay schedule. In addition to



selecting occupations (Itey classes) common to many state governmental

departments and expected to be found in many private firms, a selection

of more specialized occupations was added to provide feedback on the

reclassification of all state jobs which had recently been completed by

the Personnel Division.

The proposed list of l<ey classes was divided into three lists: those

occupations which the state government recruits predominately from

(1) the labor force within the state, (2) within the region, and (3) the

nation. Several of the occupations appear on two lists for comparison

purposes.

National Survey

Ten key classes were selected for the national survey and the salary

data was obtained from the International Personnel Management Association

(IPMA) Pay Rates In the Public Service , April 197'*. This study annually

surveys 159 city, county, municipal, and state agencies for 87 common job

classes and reports the salary range for each jurisdiction. The sample

size for the ten key classes selected ranged from 21 to k7 states (Montana

excluded). The states of Wyoming and Mississippi did not participate in

I

the survey. Table I lists the key class title, series, grade, and com-

parable IPMA title. Appendix A contains the summaries of the data for

the national sample. Salaries are expressed as monthly rates of base

pay.

The series number is a unique identification number assigned to each of

the state occupation titles by the Personnel Division.
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Table 1

National Survey Key Classes

Montana s Title Series Grade IPMA Title

Computer Programmer II 020026 G-12 Computer Programmer
Business Manager IV 169109 G-1^ Institutional Manager
State i-lanncr IV 199008 G-1^ City Planner
Veterinary Livestock

Inspector 073005 G-lA Veterinarian
Auditor, Supervisor I 160011 G-15 Auditor "B"
rducation Supervisor I 099015 G-15 Education Consultant
Management Analyst III 020023 G-15 Senior Analyst
Hen*: i St 072002 G-17 Dentist
Psychiatrist I 070001 G-17 Psychiatrist
Physician :( 070008 G-19 Physician

Regional Survey

The Personnel Division selected Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming,

North Dakota, and South Dakota as the states to survey in the regional

sample. Mai) questionnaires were sent to the personnel departments of

the six state governments, requesting the current monthly salary range

for state government employees in each of 7b key classes selected for

the regional sample. Telephone follow-ups were necessary to obtain the

data from all the states. Table 2 contains the key classes selected for

the regional sample. Of the 76 regional key classes, one appears on the

national survey and 19 appear on the in-state survey for comparison

purposes. Appendix B contains summaries of the regional survey date, with

an average minimum and maximum based on the number of states reporting

information in each respective key class.

In-State Survey

The BBER recommended that the number of key classes for the in-state

survey be held to ^0 or 50 fairly broad occupations to insure that a

sufficient number of employees could be identified to produce reliable
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Table 2

Regional Survey Key Classes

Montana's Title

Correctional Officer

Psychiatric Aide II

Right of Way Agent I I

Licensed Practical Nurse I

Accountant I

Landscape Architect I

Forester I

Statistician I

Training Officer I

Fish and Game Warden I

Pharmacist I I

Soil Scientist I

Social Worker I

Highway Patrol Officer II

Bank Examiner I

Chemist I

Civil Engineer-in-TrainIng
Sociologist I

Pharmacist 1 1

1

Social Worker II

Editor I

Geologist i

Job Analyst I

Professional Nurse I

Accountant 1 1

i

Landscape Architect III

Forester I 1

1

Soil Scientist II

Statist ician 1 1 I

Training Officer 1 1

1

Chemist II

Editor II

Geologist II

Job Analyst I I

Electrical Inspector
Plumbing Inspector
Fishery Management Biologist
Archivi st I I

Administrative Officer I

Series

372005

355009

Grade

G-8

G-9

191010



Table 2 - continued

Regional Survey Key Classes

Montdna's Title

Bdnk Exaini ner 1 I

Civil Engineer I I

jociologi bt II

Psychologist I I

Lawyer I I

Pilot M
Ddtd Processing Systems Analyst
Personnel Officer II

Curator I I I

Vocational Training Director
Montana Bicentennial Commission

Di rector

Gross Vehicle Weight Division,
Admin i strator

Transportation Specialist
Superintendent, Institution I

Chief, Mental Health Bureau
Dentist

Personnel Division Administrator
Forestry Division Administrator
Rehabilitation Services Division,

Admini strator
Enforcement Division Administrator

(Fish and Game)

Montana Historical Society Director
Chief, Employment Service Bureau
State Librarian

Deputy Director Department of
Fish and Game

Deputy Director Department of
Social and Rehabilitation Services

Superintendent Institution III

Workmen's Compensation Division,
Admin istrator

Engineering Division Administrator
(Highway)

Deputy Director Department of
Revenue

Deputy Director Department of
Admini strat ion

Series Grade

160036



Table 2 - continued

Regional Survey Key Classes

Montana's Title

Administrator Investments Division
Physician 1 1 I

Deputy Director, Department of

Institutions

Psychiatrist IV

Clinical Director

Psychiatrist V

Superintendent, Institution V

Series Grade

020001



results. The Personnel Division expressed the desire to add to that

number tc provide additional data, since this was the first wage survey

it had ropiucted. The BBER concurred that the list could be expanded

without degrading the overall survey, but also that an insufficient

Ti.-ber r,f employees would probably be identified in many Icey classes due

to the degree of specialization of some of the occupations.

At the Bureau's recommendation, a multi-stage stratified sample

iwjs uspH to obtain wag-^ and salary rates paid by private industry and

local q.-.vernmnntal units within the state for the 62 l;ey classes selected

hv thp Personnel Division to comprise the in-state survey. Table 3 con-

^ains the key classes selected for the in-state survey.

Sample Design . The sample elements were defined to be the employees

in the state which fall Into the key classes for the In-state portion of

the survey. The sire of the population of sample elements was unknown and

not available from existing sources. Therefore, It was necessary to

assume that the distribution of the sample elements follows the distri-

bution o^ total employment in the state. In other words, it appeared safe

to say that the chance of finding key class positions would be much higher

in areas of high employment concentration anci therefore such areas should

be well represented in the sample. Also, it was desirable to limit the

geographical area to be covered in the survey because of the limited

number of interviewers available to the Personnel Division. Private

firms and local government units were used as sampling units to locate

concentrations of employees.

State 1: Montana's counties were separated into two strata, one

composed of counties with concentrated employment and the other composed

of counties with lower employment levels.
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Table 3

In-State Survey Key Classes

Montana's Title

File Clerk I

Clerk Typist I

Food Service Worker I

Keypunch Operator I

Custodial Worker I

Liquor Store Clerk I

Switchboard Operator I

Clerk Stenographer II

Security Guard 1

1

Service Station Attendant

Accounting Clerk 1

1

Brand Inspector I

Child Care Attendant, School

Cook I

Equipment Operator I

Nurses Aide I

Personnel Clerk I I

Secretary I

Warehouse Worker 1

1

Correctional Officer
Draftsman I I

Eligibility Technician
Survey Aide I I

Weighing Station Operator I

Appraiser I

Barber
Clerk Supervisor I I

Equipment Operator II

Laboratory Technician I

Legal Secretary I I

Maintenance Worker II

Psychiatric Aide 1

1

Administrative Assistant 11

Butcher
Engineering Technician II

Equipment Mechanic II

Series Grade

206001



Table 3 - continued

In-State Survey Key Classes

Molilalia 'i> Title

I icensed Practical Nurse I

Maintenance Painter

Offset ^ress Operator I

Right of Way Agent I I

Stationary Engineer II

Store Manager I 1

1

Series Grade

Accountant I

Enplo/ment Interviewer

Fish and Game Warden I

Torecltr 1

Highway Patrol Officer

Inspector, Construction

Machinist
Maintenance Carpenter

Maintenance Electrician

Maintenance Plumber

Social Worker I

Soil Scientist I

Statistician I

Computer Programmer I I

Professional Nurse I

Purchasing Agent 1 1 I

Architect I

Civil Engineer I

Electrical Inspector

Plumbing Inspector

II

II

II

079001



The 56 counties were ranked according to the number of employees

covered by unemployment insurance for fiscal 1973 (12 month average) as

published by the Employment Security Division (table ^) . The twelve

large counties (in terms of employment) comprise 71-5 percent of total

state covered employment and were assigned to stratum I. The remaining

kk counties were assigned to stratum II; they comprise 21.9 percent of

total state covered employment. To limit the geographical area to be

covered and still retain a substantial number of employees to potentially

sample, the twelve counties in stratum I were selected with certainty

(probability of selection « I) and six counties were selected systematically

from stratum II with the chance of selection being proportional to the

2
size of the county in terms of employment. The total number of I8 counties

was determined in consultation with the Personnel Division to be manageable

in terms of geographical area.

A third strata was created to accommodate sampling the multi-county

(statewide) firms in Montana (firms operating in more than one county

who report their employment as a state total and account for 6.6 percent

of total state covered employment). Not enough information was available

about the population of these firms to incorporate them in a probability

sample; therefore, they were defined as a separate stratum and sampled on

a judgment basis by the Personnel Division from a list of large multi-

county firms.

2
The six small counties representing stratum II were selected by dividing
the total employment in the kk counties by 6 to determine the sampling
interval and then repeatedly adding that interval to a random number start
to determine the sampling points. By locating the sampling points in

the cumulative total column (table h) the names of the six counties were
determined. (The list is considered to be circular so that the last

unit is followed by the first.)
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Table k

Covered Employment by County

(12 Month Average, Fiscal 1973)

County

Yel lows tone

Ca-- . jcle

Mi "j sou la

Si I . ir Bt»w

Flath<»ad

Le.^i J cinu Ci

Gal latin

LinC;jln

Hill

Oe^i Lodge
Valley
Custer

Da^^son

Lake
Gl jcier
Raval 1

i

Park
Fergus
Richland
Sanders
Rooscv.il t

Big Horn
Rosebud
Toc'e
Beaverhead
Pondera
POWG 1

1

Blaine
Carbon
Sheridan
Fa 1 Ion

Musselshel

1

Mineral

Teton
Ph 1 1 1 i ps

Mad i son

St i 1 Iwater
Sweetgrass
Choteau

Covered
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Table h (continued)

Covered Employment by County

(12 Month Average, Fiscal 1973)

County

Broadwater
Jefferson
Granite
McCone
Daniels
Wheatland
Powder River
Meagher
Liberty
Praire
Carter
Garfield
Judith Basin

Wibaux
Treasure
Golden Val ley

Petroleum

Covered
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Sample data from the three strata in Stage 1 was weighted in

proportion to the employment each stratum represents of the total in

arriving at estimates for the state as a whole.

Stage 2: Sub-stratification of the firms and governmental units

within Strata I and II of Stage 1. Private firms were separated into

three strata on the basis of employment size and a fourth stratum was

defined for local governmental units.

Private firms. A comprehensive listing of firms was not available

to use for sampling so the BBER contacted the Employment Security Division

and received permission to extract the needed information from its records.

The ESD information on firm size (number of employees), industry code,

and county location, by individual firm account numbers was found to be

available only on statewide lists broken down into 3" and ^-digit

Standard Industrial Classification codes. Extracting the information on

firms in the sample counties required that BBER personnel hand copy

approximately ^,900 firm entries from about 250 pages of machine listings,

keypunch the data onto cards, sort them on the computer and print listings

in suitable format for sample selection.

The resulting list of firms (the sampling frame) must be considered

to be only a close approximation of the population of firms in the sample

counties since the most recently compiled lists of the ESD were for the

first quarter of 1972; the possibility exists of firms being missed on

the hand copying operation, although care was taken to avoid such errors.

Firms were classified as to number of employees with the following

set of codes:
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Number of Employees per
^ode Reporting Firm

1 0-3
2 k-S
3 10-19
'* 20-i»9

5 50-99
o 100-2'»9

7 250-'499
8 500-999
9 1 ,000 and over

Code 1 firms were omitted from the population list as being too

small to produce good data and too expensive (per unit of information)

to sample. Employees of very small firms generally have varied duties

which do not closely coincide with the specific descriptions written for

key classes in wage surveys; therefore it is difficult to identify employees

meeting the key class requirements. The effect on the survey results

from omitting the small firms is small; even though more than half of the

firms are classified as code 1, they employ only about 11 percent of the

state's covered workers.

The '.SSO private firms in the sample counties employing more than

three persons (excluding multi-county firms) were sorted by size of firm

code and stratified in the following manner:

Size of Number of Number of Firms
Stratum Firm Code Firms to be Sampled

A 9 3 3
8 7 7
7 7 7

B 6 53 15
5 118 35

C
*» 617 12

3 1,178 22
2 2,867 56

'.850 157
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The aisproporlionate sampling rates were set at 100 percent for

stfatum ., approximately 29 percent for stratum B, and approximately

i.S percent for stratum C. Therefore the large firms in stratum A were

sampled wit'i certainty and lower strata were sampled at successively

lower selection rates. This scheme of disproportionate sampling rates

is supported by two reasons: higher quality data and more economical

sampling. It was felt that the large firms would produce better infor-

mation relative to this survey for the following reasons: larger firms

have en.plovees wi<:h rrore precisely defined job descriptions and duties;

large firms are recruiting in larger areas more comparable to the state

government's recruiting area; large firms are more likely to have

negotiated labor contracts; and large firms are usually trend setters in

wages and fringe benefits. Large firms employ more workers per location

on t.he average thbn smaller firms; therefore more information was generated

by interviewing a large firm, lowering the cost per unit of information.

The same systematic selection procedure with a random start was

used to select firms from population strata B and C jointly for sample

Strata I and II. The selected account numbers on the firm list were

then located in the ESD master name and address listing file. A few

firms in the address listing were noted as out of business or merged

with other firms. !n those cases the previous firm entry on the firm

list was substituted for the cancelled firm.

Hospitals were added to the mandatory list of industries whose

employees are covered by unemployment insurance during late 1972; therefore

the sample drawn from the first quarter 1972 population of firms contains

only one hospital. To supplement this underrepresented industry in the

sample, the names of the other 10 hospitals in the state with 250 or more
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employees were taken from a more current list of large firms (100 +

employees), supplied by the ESD, and added to the sample in stratum A.

Governmental units. The Personnel Division desired to survey all

of the sample county governments and the major city in each county if

the population of the city exceeded approximately ^,300 inhabitants.

This resulted in the selection of the 18 county and ]k city governments

(based on 1970 Census of Population figures) listed in table 5 and

designated as comprising sample stratum D of Stage 2. The BBER agreed

that this stratum could be sampled with certainty and properly weighted

in the final estimates without introducing any bias beyond that created

by the exclusion of cities of less than A, 300 population.

After adding the hospitals group to substratum A of stratum I the

BBER recommended the following sample:

Stratum I — 12 large counties

Substratum A
Substratum B

Substratum C

Substratum D

27 firms

kS firms

81 firms

23 governmental units

Stratum II -- 6 small counties

Substratum A
Substratum B

Substratum C

Substratum D

no firms

5 firms

9 firms

9 governmental units

Stratum III — multi-county firms

Judgment sample of major multi-county firms.
A minimum of 10-20 of these firms was recommended.

^Firms can be added to stratum A without introducing a bias since that
stratum is sampled with certainty. To do so in the other strata would
alter the randomness of the selection and possibly introduce a bias.
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Local Governmental Units Selected for Sample

17

Counties

Big Horn

Cascade

Custer

Dawson

Deer Lodge

Fergus

Flathead

Gal latin

Glacier

Hill

Lewis and Clark

Lincoln

Mad i son

Missoula

Powell

Silver Bow

Valley

Yel lowstone

Cities and Towns

Anaconda

Bi 1 1 ings

Bozeman

Butte

Deer Lodge

Glasgow

Gl endive

Great Falls

Havre

Helena

Kalispell

Lew is town

Miles City

Missoula
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Sample information from the four sub-strata were weighted in

proportion to the total employment they represent of their respective

primary strata. For example (referring to figure I) the weighting

factors for sub-strata A, B, C, and D of primary stratum I were directly

proportional to each of the sub-strata's share of the total employment

for strata I and the four factors had to add to 1.0. The same procedure

was used to determine the weights for the four sub-strata of primary

stratum 1 1

.

The precise weighting factors could not be developed in advance

since the sample information was needed to estimate some of the data for

the Stage 2 weighting.

Figure 1

Stage 1

Population of Employees in State to be Surveyed

1 II III

12 high employment 6 out of ^h multi -county
counties lower employment firms

counties

Stage 2

A Firms of 250+ employees
B Firms of 50-2^4$ employees
C " Firms of k-kS employees
D = Local governmental units

By stratifying the population of employees in Stage I the geo-

graphical area to be covered by the interviewers was reduced and the

survey centered on the employee concentration areas of the state.
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b.oje 1 J .ToL i t icat ion focused the sample on the employee concentrations

1 1, .argc .irmb and major local governmental units.

St .-: ti float ion generally increases the efficiency of the sampling

(.i.«.ess : c'lOJt iitrcducing bias by decreasing the variance of the sample

Cjtimat Tlitrefore, stratification should lower the sample size needed

tu jchi.ivt a ceitain level of precision. With no knowledge of the

variability of the data which would be generated by the survey, it was

i-;.;->si.. .c; to irake a firm estimate of the sampling error to be expected.

-c. jal,,, C"i survey design took the maximum number of interviews the

• trsonnei Division felt it could perform and stratified the sample to

ncrease the statistical efficiency of the sample. Information gained

1 rorn the initial survey will, of course, provide the basis for much more

precise sample designs in succeeding years.

Field but v^ey . On July 19, ig?'*, the BBER provided the Personnel

Division with the list of sample firms to survey for strata I and II, a

list of major multi-county firms to draw a judgment sample from, and

copies oF the sample design. The Personnel Division selected six multi-

county firiiis to sample in-state and sent out letters to all of the

•^elected firms and governmental units requesting their cooperation.

A BBER staff member attended two interviewer training sessions, con-

ducted by the Personnel Division, to assist in standardizing the inter-

view procedures, and the recording of data on data collection forms.

Briefly, the interviewer's instructions were to contact the personnel

manager or other knowledgeable person in the firm, explain the purpose of

his visit, and with the manager's assistance, complete a data collection

If the stratification is irrelevant to what Is being estimated the
variance may not be decreased, but neither will it be increased.
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form (figure 2) for each key class in which any of the firm's employees

could be identified. Each interviewer carried detailed job descriptions

for each key class which could be compared with the employee's actual

job duties, responsibilities, and education.

The Interviewers started the field survey on August 5 and the BBER

received the last of the data collection forms on August 27, IS?'*.

During the first week of the field survey seven firms were found to

be out of business, moved to non-sample counties, or not able to be

located. These firms were replaced by the previous firm entry on the

sampling frame listing of firms. Several other firms were not located

during the survey, but time did not permit their replacement.

Survey Response . The Personnel Division monitored the interviewers'

progress on a daily basis, reviewed the data collection forms for

completeness and forwarded the forms to the BBER for tabulation.

Table 6 contains a summary of the in-state survey responses by

strata. Of the 205 firms and local governmental units selected for the

sample, 166, or 81 percent responded favorably to the survey. However,

in 37 of the 166 firms, the interviewer was unable to identify any key

classes. Therefore, 129 sampling units provided wage data for the survey.

Of the 39 sampling units reported as non-responses, five had gone

out of business, three could not be located, and one had moved from the

sample county, leaving 30 units, or 15 percent of the total sample who

refused to participate.

A lower refusal rate could possibly have been achieved by omitting

the advance letter and relying only on interviewer contact, since 25 of

the 30 refusals came on a reply form in response to the letters. However,

a response rate of 81 percent is considered good for this type of sampling.
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Tt^e total sample size of 205 had been selected, anticipating a response

rate o. a^out 8|j percent. If the response r«ite had fallen below 75 per-

cent a supplei.icntary sample would have been drawn.

fabula tion of In-State Survey Data . Data from the survey data

coMcctior. forms were keypunched into computer cards and verified for

accuracy. The deck of data cards was sorted by firm code, checked for

completeness and then run through a program written by BBER personnel

to estimate the average size of firm in each substratum and to compute

the substrata weights, based on the sample data. Table 7 contains a

sunMrary of the firms responding with useable Information, the number of

workers en-cloyed by those firms, and the average size of firm and weighting

factor for each substratum.

The weighting factors for the major strata were computed by dividing

the total employment which each stratum represented by the total employ-

ment for the state. From table k we have the following estimates of

employment

:

1? 1
• ' (IPS t counties (Stratum I

kk smaller counties (Stratum li)

Mult i Mty (stratum 111)

State total

108,921

33,359
10,069

152,3^5

71.5^
21.9^
6.6^

100.0^

The size of the population of employees in each of the eight substrata is

not available from any source, therefore, it was necessary to estimate the
number of employees in each substratum by mul t

i

ply ing the average size of
firms by the number of firms in the substratum sampling frame. Substrata
weights were then computed by dividing the substrata employment estimate
by the total of the estimates in the respective major strata.

W lA
= lA W

E|A + ''-IB + E|C + E
I ID

IIP

ID E||A +^116 + EjiC "^ ^IID

where W|/^ is the weight ing factor for the substratum lA and Ej^ is the
estimate of employment for that substratum.
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The above percentages would have been used as the weighting factors,

however, information received from the Emp'oyment Security Division

indicated that many of the multi-county firms are broken out to the

counties in which they operate before the ESD publishes its annual

reports. This breakout is not made on the machine listing from which

the sampling frame list was made. Therefore, to make the two sources

compatible, the BBER obtained worksheets from the ESD for the 32 largest

mul t i -county firms, which the ESD allocates to various counties in its

annual reporting, and reversed the allocations to adjust the estimate of

the actual number of employees reported by mul ti -county firms.

Since the ESD does not report local government employment, a second

adjustment was made to estimate government employment for counties, and

6
cities of over ',300 population, in Strata I and II. Table 8 summarizes

the estimates for the major strata weights.

The data cards were then processed by a second computer program to

produce data summary reports for each key class and each grade level 'n

the in-state survey. Appendix C contains the computer produced reports in

order of grade level.

Briefly, the second program read the data on employment and wages

and salaries, adjusted to a common basis of a '0 hour work week, computed

the desired statistics and printed an output report. Input data had to

fall into one of the substratum of Strata I or I I , or into Strata III,

depending on where the data was collected. Using the substrata weighting

factors derived above, the program computed weighted averages of the

To estimate the adjustment, the 2k governmental units in Strata I and

50 governmental units in Strata II were multiplied times the average
employment per government in ID and I ID of the sample respectively.
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Table 8

Summary of the Adjusted Fmpioyment Estimates
and Weighting Factors for each Major Strata

Weight i ng
Strata Employees '^crior^

(12 large counties)

I"Y 73 employment (ESD) 108,921
Less iTiul t i -county adjustment 9,005
Plus local government estimate 5,112

I I ik'>- ifiril 1 count ies)

FY 73 employment (ESD) 33,359
Less multi-ccunry .jdjustment 3,05't

Plus local government estimate 2,950

III (mul t

i

-county firms)
FY 73 employment (ESD) 10,069
Plus multi-county adjustment 12,059

105,028 .6.';'»7

33,255 .2073

22,128 .1379

160,41

1
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v-s'.,-.,,.. statistics to estimate averages for major Strata I and II.

Acia-M, usu.g the major strata weighting factors the program computed a

..,.;,^>MMl av.rane of the major Strata I. M. .nd Ml to estimate a state

averm^r hcied on the sample data. The progr.,m also computed the number

. •
' •::>:.. and emp.oyees identified in each stratum and displayed the

breakdown by industry and size of firm.

2ni-.^p_rP_fj.Hon of In-State Survey Report s. Referring to the

ri-nn-' r--^orf for C'erk Typist I, G-l», we see. for example, that 21

.->^,r- were identified in 11 different sample firms in substratum IB.

rt i.litsrcs Q, an^l ^3 form the interquartile range. That is, approxi-

itely I'S perci^nt of the employees in the substratum had monthly wages

of less than $^400 and approximately 25 percent had wages of more than

$500. The median of $'4'*0 marks the middle value; approximately 50 percent

of tiie Clerk ryp,sts identified were paid at higher rates and 50 percent

received lower wages.

Each firm was asked to indicate the hiring rate and maximum rate it

pays for this classification. In substratum IB the averages, weighted

by the number of employees are $399-19 and $520. 'S for the hiring and

maximum rates, respectively.

The weighted mean of $''2.63 is the arithmetic average of the

acrual wages reported for the 21 employees in this substratum. The

variance of the mean (the squared standard error of the mean) is a

measure of the variability of the actual data gathered in the substratum.

IV IP

IP

7The formula for determining the median employee is n/2 + 1/2 counting

from the lowest value, where n is the number of employees. If n is equal,

then the median is the mean of the two middle values. The formulas for

determining the order numbers of the employees at Qi and Q3 ^''^ '"'/'^:
'^^

and 3n/U + \/2, respectively, counting from the lowest value. Fractional

order numbers are interpolated between neighboring employees in the

ordered list.
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We can use the square root of the variance in estimating confidence

intervals around the mean of the observations in a particular stratum.

For example, we can estimate the confidence interval, at the 95 percent

level, around the mean of the observations in substratum IB by computing

$4^2.63 + 1.96 ylTI. As a result, we can say, with 95 percent confidence,

that the average wage for Clerk Typist I in firms in large counties with

50 to 249 employees is in the range from $417.00 to $468.26 (though the

obtained sample mean is the best available point estimate of the mean).

Estimates of the interquartile range, median, hiring and maximum

rates and mean for Strata I are made by taking a weighted average of the

four substrata using the substrata weights developed in table 7. An

analogous procedure would be used to make estimates for Strata II. How-

ever, In this particular example, there is no data reported in either MA

or MB, so the computer was programmed to recompute the weights for liC

and MD in proportion to the employment population they represent and so

q
their weighting factors add to 1.0. Again, estimates of the statistics

gMore precisely, the variance is the mean squared deviation of the obser-
vations around the mean of the observations. The standard deviation of
the sampling distribution, often called the standard error, is the square
root of the variance of the sampling distribution. The formula for the
variance of the sample mean of a substratum in a stratified sample is

var (Yho) = (ft Yh? - fej^]/(nh - l)]/n^

A finite population correction factor (1 - n/N) is usually applied to the
variance and in effect reduces its magnitude where a high percentaqe of
the population is sampled. However, in this survey, N is not known for
each key class and grade level, so the finite population correction
factor has been omitted. The omission, of course, produces larger variances
and hence more conservative estimates. See Leslie Kish, Survey Samp] ing
(New York: John Wiley 6 Sons, Inc., 1965, chapters 1 and 3)

.

9
The program automatically recomputes the weights if any substrata and/or

major strata does not have any reported observations.
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for th'' state are computed by taking a weighted average of the three major

strata using the weights developed in table 8. Estimates of the variance

for Strata I, Strata II, and the state are also weighted averages of

their components but the weighting factors are squared before the

computation of the weighted averages.

Looking now at the weighted mean for the state we could again com-

pute a confidence interval around that estimate at the 95 percent confi-

dence level by computing $'63. S** + 1.96 V77. Thus, we could say with

95 percent confidence that the mean wage for Clerk Typists I in the

st.Ttc is in the range of $'t'»6.7'» to $^481.14. However, our best estimate

of the mean is still $'»63.9'».

The median can be interpreted as the central tendency for wage rates

in the key class (or grade) on the basis of simple order of wage size,

i.e., without weighting by actual wage intervals. The Interquartile range

cuts off the extreme observations at both ends of the wage spectrum and,

as with the variance of the mean, gives us another measure of the

variability of the data. In fact, a quart! le deviation {-^—=—-) "" ^^

computed and used for comparisons with other strata or key classes. The

lower the quart! le deviation, the lower the dispersion of the observations

around the median.

In a symmetric distribution the mean and the median have the same

value. However, in a skewed distribution the mean is pulled out in the

direction of the extreme values and the median, which is affected by the

order of values rather than the magnitude of the values tends to fall

behind the mean. A comparison of the mean for a key class with its

median will indicate the degree of skewness (size of the difference) and

also the direction of the skewness. If the mean is greater than the

The exact formula is var(yw) = I^W varCy^) where Wj, is the weight for

the stratum (see Kish, p. 78).
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median, the skewness is to the right, or a positive skewness, estimating

a higher average wage than the median. Conversely, if the median is

greater than the mean, the skewness is negative.

COMMENTS ON SURVEY RESULTS

National Survey

For the ten key classes selected in the national survey, information

was published for 21 to kj state governments, depending on the key class.

There are enough responses to give a good indication of what other state

governments are paying for these key classes. However, there may be

differences in the length of the work week and job descriptions among the

states accounting for some of the variation.

Regional Survey

Of the 76 key classes surveyed, no information was received for two

of the classes and twelve had information from fewer than three of the

states. The remaining 62 key classes Indicate the salary trends for the

region. Large differences among the states and among key classes at the

same grade level may indicate a poor indent if icat ion of key class employees

by the respondent, differing market conditions in various states, or

grade structures which differ substantially from one state government to

another.

In-State Survey

The in-state survey did not identify any employees in seven of the

62 key classes. Six other key classes were identified in fewer than

three of the sample firms (also included in Appendix C). The reliability

of the data in the remaining key classes varies, of course, because of

the natural variability of wages in a given occupation and because of
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i; f r'fjr "n:?-, in the number of observatJons per key class. The following

key cKisses provide better information for bench mark positions than do

^i.,. -,.-- b:-Ti'Ss of substantial numbers of observations and low

. . , 11
-tcit •

" •
• -T ' vorisnces.

Key Class

Clerk Typist I

Food Service Worker I

S'-'i tchboard Operator I

C.t.::k !

.'Jurats Pide I

^f rsornel Clerk II

WireViouse Worker I I

M-^i it-nance Worker II

Equipment Mechanic II

Licensed Practical Nurse I

MalntRnonce Carpenter

Maintenance Electrician
Professional Nurse

Series Grade
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cost of fringe benefits, the range of percentages and the number of firms

reporting a percentage are also included.

Overall Survey

When the results of the three wage surveys were combined and com-

pared by grade level several key classes deviated substantially from the

grade wage pattern. The reasons for the deviation may be either that

the key class has too few observations, or such high variability, that

the estimates may not be accurate, or that the key class itself has been

classified at the wrong grade level in terms of the labor market.

The following key classes from Grade 3 to Grade 19 were identified as

deviating substantially from their grade level and warranting review:

Key Class

*Food Service Worker I

Security Guard
*Nurses Aide 1

*Cook l

Equipment Operator 1

*Warehouse Worker I I
-

Legal Secretary I I

Psychiatric Aide I I

*Llcensed Practical Nurse I

Engineering Technician II

Right of Way Agent
Pharmacist I I

*Professional Nurse I

Civil Engineer I

Lawyer 1

1

Business Manager IV

GVW Division,
Administrator

Psychiatrist I

Superintendent
Institution III

Series
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infornw. '. ion for bench mark positions. Therefore their classification

should bi; rechecked since it is apparent from the survey that the labor

market volues these occupations differently than the classification

system dev: loped by the Personnel Division. Two of the key classes marked

with ^n i-iterisk. Licensed Practical Nurse I and Professional Nurse I,

deviated below the grade level on both the regional and in-state surveys.

The key classes at Grade 20 and above also vary substantially from

-_>:>? ;;nc '-ner and should be reviewed in reference to the pay schedule

'c-V'?!oi.'-'..l ror t.he lower grades.

The l<.«y classes which deviate substantially from the others at the

same grade level make it impossible to provide a precise estimate of the

labor market's implied pay schedule. However, if the deviating key classes

are removed from consideration, the remaining data tends to indicate that

the labor market, a? sampled in the survey, values Grade k at approximately

$i»l»0 per month and the succeeding grades at Increases of approximately

9 percent. This estimate, of course, is based on only part of the survey

information and should not be interpreted as the conclusion of the wage

and salary survey, but rather a description of the central tendency of

the data to gather around that line. To arrive at a conclusion for the

survey, the Personnel Division should review the key classes with large

deviations to determine which may need to be reclassified and which are

unsuitable to be used as bench mark positions. At that point, the survey

data should again be evaluated and a pay schedule extrapolated from the

best bench marks (considering the statistical reliability of the bench

marks and the qualitative requirements of the state personnel system).

The Montana Wage and Salary Survey has produced a body of information

on pay rates paid by private firms and local governments in Montana, and
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by state governments across the region and the nation. In addition, the

survey has provided feedbacl< Information on the reclassification of

state occupations, and information on the variability of wage rates in

Montana which will be valuable, statistically, for any future wage and

salary survey.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is designed to identify and evaluate socioeconomic con-

ditions affecting employment at Montana's state institutions and to make

recommendations as to actions which might be taken to improve those

condi t ions

.

Six of the state institutions were studied, including the four

largest. All are known to have employment problems; and, in addition,

all are located in a six-county area of southwestern Montana--a fact

which enables an analysis of the labor market of the area to be made.

The institutions reviewed are:

Institution County

Boulder River School and Hospital Jefferson
Montana Children's Center Madison
Galen State Hospital Deer Lodge
Warm Springs State Hospital Deer Lodge
Montana State Prison Powell

Mountain View School Lewis and Clark

Silver Bow County was included, as well, because its labor market supplies

employees to three of the institutions.

The research methodology involved:

1) Gathering and analyzing data on the population and labor force
in the six-county area.

2) Documenting relevant employment patterns and turnover at the
six institutions.

3) Touring each of the six units to evaluate the general working
conditions and to interview administrators, employees, local
union leaders, and people in the local communities.
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h) Evaluating the data and possible courses of action.

5) Preparing recommendations.

The data presented in this report were gathered from several dif-

ferent sources (including the six institutions, the Department of

Institutions, the Personnel Division, and the Legislative Council) and

pertain to the institutional employment situation at different times

during the summer and early fall of IS?'*- Since the situation is con-

stantly changing due to adjustments, hirings, and terminations, the

data presented may not be strictly comparable with one another, but

they do present an accurate picture of the overall situation as we found

it.
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II

OVERVIEW OF THE SIX-COUNTY LABOR MARKET AREA

Population

The estimated population for the six-county area in 1973 is 112,600,

an increase of h.k percent over the 1970 census figure of 107,826. As

table 1 indicates, the six-county area gained population from 1950 to

i960, but at a much lower rate than the state. The area lost population

from i960 to 1970, while the state, as a whole, made small gains. How-

ever, the estimates for the years since 1970 indicate that the six-county

area is now gaining population faster than the state.

Jefferson and Lewis and Clark Counties were the only counties with

increases in the decade of the sixties; their growth was concentrated

in and around Helena and In nearby residential areas in the northern

part of Jefferson County. Silver Bow and Deer Lodge Counties, heavily

dependent on mining activity, lost population, as did rural Madison

and Deer Lodge. Table 2 examines the components of population change

from i960 to 1970. Deer Lodge, Powell and Silver Bow Counties had sub-

stantial rates of net outmigration.

Bureau of the Census estimates indicate that since 1970 all of

the six counties, even Silver Bow, have made at least small gains

while Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, and Madison have experienced rapid

growth in population.

Labor Force and Employment

The most dramatic development in the area's labor force since 1950

has been the large increase in women workers and the corresponding
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decline in male workers, many of which apparently left the area (table

3). The number of women in the work force rose more than 50 percent,

from 10,'»00 to nearly 15,800, while the number of men was declining

from 32,300 to 26,300 (table 3)- As a result, the total labor force in

the six-county area was just slightly smaller in 1970 than in 1950.

Since 1970, the trend toward fewer workers apparently has been

reversed. The Employment Security Division data presented in table '4

show an increase in the civilian labor force and employment in the six-

county area and a gradual decrease in unemployment from 1971 to 1973-

Employment in the six-county area has increased in recent years in

the areas of state and local government, mining, construction, trade,

finance. Insurance, real estate, and services. Employment has decreased

in agriculture and in the transportation-communication-public utilities

1

group.

The recent trend for the six-county area, then, is one of steady

growth in population, labor force, and employment, with most of the

expansion occurring in and around Helena. The growing female labor

force available in the area is an encouraging factor for the institutions

because many of the positions they offer can be filled by women.

'u.S. Department of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics Administra-

tion, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economics Information System,

unpublished data for 1967-1972.
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I II

SURVEY FINDINGS BY INSTITUTION

Boulder River School and Hospital, Boulder

Employment Situation

Of the six institutions covered by this study, Boulder River

School and Hospital (BRSH) has the most acute employment problem. In

1973, BRSH experienced ^Q8 terminations in its k^G positions for an

overall turnover rate of 109 percent, with some classifications (occu-

pations) as high as 800 percent. Table 5 contains the classifications

2
with highest turnover rates. Those classifications are predominately

direct-care positions with low salaries. The Attendant Counselor I

classification alone accounts for 309 terminations out of 103 positions.

Employees in this classification have direct patient care responsibilities

and a starting salary of $^428 per month. The turnover in Attendant

Counselor I is particularly high among very new employees. Based on a

fiscal 1973 study, BRSH estimates that 60 percent of the Attendant

Counselors quit within the first six weeks of employment (a period which

includes a two-week training session).

The number of vacant positions runs high also. For example, as

of September 30, 197^*, there were 52 position vacancies at BRSH with

11 of the vacancies in the Attendant Counselor area. Vacancies fluctuate

with the season and with recruiting efforts, often running as high as 100.

2
Classifications with turnover rates greater than 50 percent are included

in table 5 through 10, except for classifications with one position and

one termination, part-time positions and positions vnth negotiated

salaries .
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Absenteeism, particularly anxjng the direcfcare employees, aggra-

vates the staffing problems. Under fully staffed conditions the

patient-attendant ratio should be about 10 to 1. However, due to absen-

teeism the ratio often jumps to 30 or 40 to 1 on some wards. Absenteeism

also necessitates shifting employees among work areas from shift to shift

to provide minimum coverage on all patient wards. Historically, absen-

teeism has been highest among the low-paid classifications. Management

policy towards absenteeism has apparently been lenient, based on the

assumption that it is better to have an unreliable employee than a

vacant position.

The authorized staffing for BRSH was increased from kkS to 519

positions during IS?'* (plus 30 federally funded positions). An addi-

tional 2^3 positions have been requested in the governor's proposed

Institutional Program (to bring the institution up to national standards

for direct care, projecting 350 patients). These additional positions

will be very difficult to fill under present pay levels and conditions.

The current patient population is about 'ZO (plus 100 on temporary

placement in nursing homes). However, if transfers to community-based

programs are eventually effected the population should drop to about 350.

Socioeconomic Factors

Working Conditions . For the majority of employees at BRSH, the

working conditions should be termed "poor" if measured by current con-

ditions found in the private sector in Montana. Many of the buildings

are antiquated and in a poor state of repair. Direct care personnel are

responsible for caring for unruly and often violent patients; employee

injuries are common. All of the patients are mentally retarded to some

degree, some to the extent of being totally helpless. Caring for large
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numbers of such patients in substandard facilities is an emotionally

draining job. Job duties are not clearly defined, and, due to absen-

teeism in the support areas such as housekeeping and food service.

Attendant Counselors , of ten must assume those duties to maintain at

least a basic level of sanitation for the patients. Working double

shifts is frequently necessary to make up for absent employees in the

direct care area. These overworked employees then become physically

tired and emotionally drained to the point where the salary is not

worth the demands upon them, so they quit.

Salary . Inadequate pay is a unanimous complaint. Starting salaries,

particularly in direct-care areas, are apparently high enough to attract

some employees on a trial basis but are not high enough to keep them

when they discover the exact nature of the job and the working conditions.

Studies by the Personnel Office at BRSH show that most employoes hired

for direct care positions are from 18 to 22 years old and look on their

jobs at the institution as a stopgap until they can find better positions.

Housing and transportation problems are often cited by employees

as causes of the high turnover rates. However, a more thorough question-

ing of the employee usually reveals that he considers his salary in-

sufficient to purchase the housing and transportation services he needs.

Housing and Services . Housing and services in the town of Boulder

are limited. Rental housing for families is inadequate, and employees

complain that the rates are too high for the quality of housing avail-

able. Local bankers say that the r.iles are comparable with otiior .ireas

in Montana but, even so, rents are high in comparison with the starting

monthly salary of $'+28 (before deductions) for an Attendant Counselor I.

The 1S70 Census reported a population of ] ,3^2 in Boulder; approx-

imately 717 were inmates of the school. This leaves a town of 625
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persons, witr. about 300 employed by BRSH. Stores and services avail-

able to residents in Boulder are obviously not sufficient to support

the entire work force of BRSH even before the proposed increase of

2^3 positions. Many BRSH employees must live in neighboring towns and

commute. The following is a breakdown of employees' places of residence

as of August 31, IS?'*, as determined by the BRSH personnel office.

Number of Employees

Boulder 323
Whitehall 25

Butte 56
Helena S'*

Other 65

523

BRSH currently has on-grounds housing for sixteen employees;

accommodations range from one-bedroom apartments to houses with rents

from $12.50 to $60 per month. No rent is charged for the houses

occupied by the superintendent, his assistant, and the maintenance

superintendent. The policy for determining which employees live on-

grounds is apparently to house first the emergency personnel (doctors,

nurses, and maintenance staff on call around the clock)j any

extra housing is used as a recruitment incentive.

Transportation . Approximately 38 percent of the work force at

BRSH currently commutes to work, many traveling substantial distances-

Round -Trip Distance
to Boulder from; Mi les Number of Employees

Helena
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There is currently no form of public transportation which serves

the commuting employees of BRSH.

The results of a BRSH busing questionnaire distributed to ^450

employees in June 197^, indicate the following (based on 2*42 responses,

89 from commuters)

:

1) All of the commuting respondents drive their own vehicle or
ride in a car pool

.

2) Busing is preferred to the present method of transportation
by 8^ percent of the commuting respondents.

3) Eighty-three percent of the commuting respondents would be
willing to pay part of the cost of a bus system.

k) Commuting respondents worked on more than six different shift
schedules.

Busing is not a new idea. In the fall of 1970, three buses were

purchased and run to Helena, Whitehall, and Butte under a Public Service

Careers Grant from the federal government. Service continued for I8

months. During that time, the buses were well-used but the school

administration observed no decrease in absenteeism or turnover. Accord-

ing to a top administrator at BRSH, service was discontinued because

of funding problems, legal complications with common carriers in the

region, and employee abuse of the system (damage to buses and requiring

drivers to make "beer stops" along the way, for example).

Cultural and Recreational Facilities . Like many other small

Montana communities, Boulder has an abundance of wide open space in

which to pursue outdoor sports and hobbies, but little in the way of

cultural or recreational facilities in town--only a few bars, a bov-/ling

alley, and a small theatre. Therefore BRSH employees generally go to

Helena and Butte for leisure-time activities. Transportation problems

often raise the cost of obtaining those services beyond the financial

means of the lower-paid BRSH workers, however.
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Montana State Prison, Deer Lodge

Employment Situation

The Montana State Prison currently has 218 staff positions and Is

responsible for maintaining 328 inmates. During calendar year 1973,

the prison experienced a 50 percent turnover in personnel. Table 6

lists the seven classifications which contributed the most to the over-

all turnover rate. Of particular Importance are Clerk Typist 11 and

Correctional Officer, which combined, accounted for 68 terminations In

96 positions. According to prison administrators, turnover increased

from 51 terminations in FY 72 to 111 In FY 73. They attribute the

increase to shrinking real Incomes (due to rising Inflation) and to

uncertainty about changing administrative policies which particularly

affect the Correctional Officers. (Recently, major changes in case law

concerning penal institutions have been Incorporated In the adminis-

trative policies of the prison.)

The prison administration surveyed the 111 terminations in FY 73

and tabulated the following reasons given as cause of termination:

Cause Percent

Salary too low kO

Family problems 30

Dissatisfaction with management 10

Lack of housing 10

Employee did not meet
probationary criteria 10
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Absenteeism, according to prison administrators, is a problem and

is prevalent in the security area.

Position vacancies are not a major problem for the prison, but

like BRSH, it has a serious problem in retaining personnel once they

are hired. This problem is pronounced in the direct-care areas. An

analysis of the length of service, which was made November 16, 1973,

revealed that 50 percent of the employees in the security and classifi-

cation-treatment areas had been employed at the prison less than two

years. The comparable figure was 21 percent for the business ijianagement

area.

Socioeconomic Factors

Working Conditions . Most of the buildings in the prison complex

are many decades old and for years have been patched rather than repaired.

Direct-care personnel work in an environment of potential physical

danger. The balance of control over the Inmate population Is a

delicate one. The staff working In the prisoner areas live with the

fact that, should they be seized In a disturbance, there is no way in

which their safety, or lives, can be assured. There is thus a high

level of emotional strain Involved In working with the Inmates. Inter-

views with employees Indicated that the strain of their jobs often

affect their other interpersonal relationships. This might explain why

30 percent of the terminating employees cited family problems as the

cause of their quitting.

Salary . Prison employees also believe they are underpaid for the

work they do and the risk they take. Deer Lodge is within the labor

market area of Anaconda and Butte and, hence, the prison and the other

two institutions In the area, Galen and Warm Springs, are competing with
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large mining and manufacturing firms for employees. Generally the

large firms in Butte and Anaconda pay at least $100 to $200 a month

more for unskilled labor than the institutions can pay for the lower

grades. For example, according to the Employment Service Division

office in Anaconda, the starting pay rate for unskilled workers in the

smelter is from $750 to $780 a month. As a consequence, the turnover

rates fluctuate inversely with the employment trends in the private

sector. When the mines and the smelter are hiring employees in any

substantial numbers, employees tend to be attracted away from the

institutions by the higher pay and the usually more pleasant working

conditions. Conversely, when the private sector is laying off workers

or is shut down by strikes, the institutions have no problem in filling

positions.

Housing and Services . Housing for prison employees in Deer Lodge

is limited. Most of the housing units are very old structures. Accord-

ing to the 1970 Census, 67 percent of the housing units in Deer Lodge

were built before 19^0. Employees reported having to pay high rents

for poor quality housing--when it could be found. A forty-one-house

development is in the planning stages by local developers, with con-

struction expected to start next spring. This may ease the housing

situation to some extent although the effect on low-paid institutional

employees may be minimal for some time.

The Montana State Prison maintains thirty housing units for the

use of its employees. They are located on the prison grounds and in

the surrounding area. The housing off the grounds is allocated to high-

ranking administrators and several correctional officers who rotate

being on on-call duty for emergencies.
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Deer Lodge is a city large enough to provide the basic necessities

for itself and the surrounding farm community. However, for specialized

services or products, residents must travel to Butte, Anaconda, Helena,

or Missoula.

Transportation . Approximately 16 of the 218 employees at the

prison live substantial distances from their work. Eight live in Butte

and 8 live in Anaconda.

Round-Trip Distance to

Deer Lodge from; Ml les Number of Employees

Butte 7^ 8

Anaconda '2 8

The 16 commuters work on five different shifts and have arranged car

pools to their convenience. Transportation does not appear to be a

serious problem at the prison.

Cultural and Recreational Facilities . Deer Lodge Is basically a

farm community serving the prison and the rural population in the Deer

Lodge Valley. As such. Deer Lodge is large enough to foster some basic

social and recreational outlets through Its churches, community organi-

zations, and private firms. The recreational facilities are largely

outdoor-oriented, as Is the case In most rural communities.
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Galen State Hospital, Galen

Employment Situation .

In 1973, Galen State Hospital (GSM) had 168 terminations in its

231 positions, for an average turnover rate of 73 percent. Laundry and

food service workers account for 7'* terminations, and the direct care

classifications of Attendant Counselor, Custodial Worker, Licensed

Practical Nurse, and Nurse Aide account for 66 (table 7).

Vacancies are a continuing problem for GSH, particularly in its

food service area. The personnel office keeps a standing order for

food service workers with the Anaconda employment office, but is unable

to keep the positions filled at the current salary levels.

The pattern of absenteeism in the low-paying positions is evident

here, as at the other large institutions surveyed.

GSH currently cares for 290 patients in four different programs:

chest diseases, alcoholism, geriatrics, and mental retardation.

Socioeconomic Factors

Working Conditions . Galen State Hospital has the best overall

facilities of the four large institutions covered in this report. The

buildings are clean, well maintained, and relatively new. Patients are

not crowded, with two or three patients per room. The overall at-

mosphere is comparable to private hospitals in the stole. The hospital

schedules three major shifts plus a number of other shifts during

the day.

Salary . Administrators at GSH attributed their turnover anu

vacancy problems to the low salaries offered for many positions in the
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face of strong competition with The Anaconda Company for employees.

Several of the employees interviewed, particularly in the food service

area, said they could do as well, in terms of take-home pay, by going

on unemployment or welfare.

Housing and Services . Only a few private mobile homes are available

as housing in the immediate vacinity of GSH. Consequently, most

employees commute from nearby communities. The following is a June 197'».

estimate of the commuters from major communities:

Number of Employees

Butte 10

Anaconda 110

Deer Lodge 50

GSH has ^6 housing units on the grounds for employee use. One-bedroom

apartments rent for $25 per month including utilities and maid service.

Top-level administrators and medical staff have preference for housing

in order that they may be on hand in case of emergency; remaining units

are allocated on the basis of a waiting list.

Transportat ion . Transportation costs are important to most of

Galen's employees since nearly 80 percent of them commute to work.

Round-Trip Distance
to Galen from: Hi les Number of Employees

Butte 50 10

Anaconda 30 110

Deer Lodge 28 50

Car pools are being uses by some employees; however, many live in the

rural fringe areas around their cities and find that car pools are

inconvenient.
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Cultural and Recreational Facilities . Galen State Hospital

employees are totally reliant upon the comr.iuni ties in the surrounding

area (Anaconda, Deer Lodge, and Butte) for cultural and recreational

facilities. GSH is located in a farming area with no development,

to speak of, nearby.
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Warm Springs State Hospital, Warm Springs

Employment Situation

In terms of sheer numbers. Warm Springs State Hospital (WSSH) had

the highest number of terminations in 1973""566 out of 708 positions,

for an overall rate of 80 percent. Psychiatric Aide I leads the list

(table 8) with 3^7 terminations out of IS'* positions. The highest turn-

over rate for a classification was Clerk Typist I, with 500 percent.

Absenteeism is critical in the high turnover areas and, as at

Boulder, often results in patient-attendant ratios so high that the

patients receive only minimal care and supervision.

The number of positions for WSSH has been increased from 708 in

1973 to 817 currently. An additional 131 positions have been included

in the institution's budget request. However, the chance of filling

these added positions is very small given current salary levels and

market conditions. As of October 10, 197't, WSSH had 102 vacancies,

all in the direct-care area.

Number of Number of Vacancy
Classi f icat ion Pos i t ions Vacancies Rate

Registered Nurse ^48 6 12.5%
Licensed Practical

Nurse 93 H 15.1

Psychiatric Aide 358 82 22.9

WSSH currently has about 965 patients.

Socioeconomic Factors

Working Conditions . The majority of the employees at WSSH are

working in poor facilities. Most of the buildings are old and run-dovjn.
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The patient areas are crowded and understaffed. Understaf f i ng not only

degrades the level of patient care but also has a detrimental effect on

the employees' morale. The large number of physical injuries to the

personnel at WSSH is attributed largely to the critical understaf fing of

the wards. Only a quarter of the employees in the nursing services area

are male; therefore, women often have to be used in situations involving

violent patients where men would be preferred. Interviews with male

attendants in the medium security area indicated they also are under-

staffed to handle the violent patients they care for in a cell-block-

type of ward.

In addition to the fear of personal injury, employees are faced with

the mental or physical strain created by the very nature of their jobs.

The patients at WSSH are either mentally retarded, senile, psychotic,

or afflicted to some extent by a mental, emotional, or behaviorial

disorder. Caring for these patients is a mentally and physically

demanding job, which is further aggravated by understaf fing , absenteeism,

and the run-down facilities and equipment.

Salary . As with all the other institutions, low salary is the most

frequent complaint voiced by employees. Recruiting efforts at WSSH en-

counter the same obstacles as the other units: low starting salaries,

poor patient-staff ratios, poor physical facilities, lack of housing, and

travel expense.

In some occupations, such as nursing, the starting salaries are com-

parable with other areas in Montana, but are not sufficient to compensate

employees for the other expenses they incur in working at the institution

or for the less than desirable working conditions.

WSSH is also competing for employees in a high-wage labor market

area, as mentioned earlier. The institution finds itself unable to
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compete against the private firms in the area when those firms are

offering much higher wages, better benefits, and more appealing jobs.

Housing and Services . WSSH has 121 on-grounds housing units for

approximately 123 of its employees. The quality ranges from very good

housing for the administrators and medical staff, to converted World

War II Victory Homes for the lower-paid staff. No housing on the

grounds is available for single women. The institution has an agreement

with the labor unions allocating housing first to doctors, then to

emergency staff (craftsmen and physical plant workers), and finally to

other employees on the basis of seniority.

Private housing has not developed in the immediate area of the

hospital. Therefore, most employees commute from the following locations;

Number of Employees

Anaconda '4 17

Butte 188

Deer Lodge 60

Opportunity 26

Ramsey 10

The above data, furnished by the WSSH personnel office, includes

approximately 100 terminated IS?'* summer employees. Nevertheless,

the figures do indicate the pattern of residence. Housing in Anaconda

and Butte has been limited but more is expected to become available in

the near future. Several large housing developments have been started

or are in the final planning stages including a 60-unit apartment

complex and a 100-unit mobile home park in Anaconda.

Employees living at WSSH are dependent upon Butte, Anaconda, and

Deer Lodge for goods and services.

Transportation . Approximately 80 percent of WSSH employees commute

from neighboring communities.
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Round-Trip Distance to

Warm Springs from: Mi les

Anaconda 22

Butte '•2

Deer Lodge 36

Opportunity 10

Ramsey 26

The employees who commute work ten different shifts, although

most work on the three major shifts of the day.

Bus systems have been operated for short periods in the past to

serve employees of WSSH but have not been continued because of funding

problems or lack of profit to private operators. The employees generally

favored the concept of a busing system but found fault with previous

systems over the following points: pickup points were too far from

homes; schedules were not kept; only the major shifts were served; and

the time spent traveling was two or three times as much as by auto.

Employees are currently using car pools extensively to cut transportation

costs.

Cultural and Recreational Facilities . As in the case of Galen

State Hospital, there is no community adjacent to the WSSH to provide

any type of cultural, recreational, or educational services to the

employees. Fortunately, Butte and Anaconda are within easy driving

distances and can provide diverse facilities and services such as

libraries, theatres, a museum, bowling alleys, golf courses, and

cultural and educations programs from the College of Mineral Science and

Technology. However, transportation does add to the cost of using

these facilities, particularly for those employees living on-grounds.
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Montana Children's Center, Twin Bridges; and

Mountain View School , Helena

Employment Situation

The Montana Children's Center and the Mountain View School are

presented together for a comparison of their similarities and dif-

ferences.

The Montana Children's Center (MCC) is located in Twin Bridges and

is basically a school for orphaned and neglected children. The school

cares for 50 to 80 children, depending on the time of year, and has an

authorized staff of 80 employees. Table 9 indicates that the overall

turnover rate for 1973 was '9 percent, with Group Life Counselors and

Social Workers accounting for 2^ of the 36 turnovers. Vacancies are

not a problem for the institu»'ion although they may leave some positions

open temporarily when the student population drops seasonally.

The Mountain View School (MVS) is located eight miles from Helena

and, with a staff of 63 employees, cares for about 60 problem girls.

The overall turnover rate for MVS was 59 percent in 1973 (table 10).

Group Life Counselors and Social Workers created 16 of the 32 turnovers.

Vacancies at MVS usually are not hard to fill.

For both institutions, turnover in certain occupations is the major

employment problem.

Socioeconomic Factors

Working Conditions . Both institutions have the atmosphere of a

private school. The grounds are pleasant and the buildings suggest a

campus environment. New construction and remodeling programs are evident,

with the oldest of the buildings either not in use or being renovated.
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Most of the students have emotional or behavioral problems and

frequently "act out" situations to the point of violence, which some-

times results in injury to employees. The direct-care personnel are

responsible for supervising approximately ten students each and for

organizing their activities during the nonschool hours of the day.

Both institutions run schools on the grounds for the students.

Salary . The administrators at the two schools attribute the high

turnover to the low salaries paid in their direct-care and food-service

positions. The Group Life Counselors also are required to maintain an

example in dress and therefore have extra expenditures for clothing.

Housing and Services . The two institutions differ as to the

availability of housing and services. MVS is located at the edge of

Helena and has a large population area from which to attract employees,

supply housing, goods, and services. Housing at the institution is not

a major factor due to the proximity of Helena. Most employees attracted

to MVS are already located in Helena and are working to provide a second

income to their families. MVS has four housing units on-grounds for

emergency personnel.

MCC is located in Twin Bridges, Montana, a town of 613 people (1970

Census, including 68 in the institution). About 80 percent of the MCC

employees live in Twin Bridges or Sheridan (a nearby town of 636 people,

1970 Census). Fifteen employees commute from the following towns to MCC;

Number of Employees

Alder k

Whitehall k

Si 1 ver Star 5

Dillon 2
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Housing and services are limited in Twin Bridges and Sheridan because

of their small populations. The closest sources for many goods and

services are Dillon and Whitehall. MCC has ten housing units on-grounds

for employees which are used to house emergency staff and as a recruit-

ment incentive.

Transportation . Transportation is not a major problem for the

Mountain View School. A commuting distance of eight miles is not

exorbitant for an urban area, although adverse road conditions in the

winter do cause a certain amount of absenteeism. Employees live in

various sections of the valley and have formed car pools where it is

convenient.

Transportation i^or Montana Children's Center presents a different

problem. With the exception of Sheridan, which is nine miles from

Twin Bridges, the distances to neighboring towns are around twenty to

twenty-five miles. MCC recruiters have found that potential employees

in those towns are reluctant to commute, particularly under winter

conditions. The small number of employees currently commuting from

those towns also makes any type of busing system unfeasible.

Cultural and Recreational Facilities . MVS has the benefit of

being situated next to one of the largest cities in Montana with numerous

cultural or recreational facilities available, such as the Montana

Historical Society library and museum, the state capitol building,

theatres, the civic center, Reeders Alley, and sports facilities.

MCC, like several other of the institutions, is located in a

small town and has a very limited number of facilities for cultural

and organized recreational activities; but, as in most small towns in

Montana, it abounds in outdoor recreation opportunities.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The employment problems and underlying socioeconomic factors

discovered at the six institutions are basically very similar.

Salaries have not been high enough in the past to attract stable,

career-minded employees. In recent years turnover, vacancies, and

absenteeism have increased, resulting in understaffed conditions.

Understaf f ing degrades the working conditions and morale because of high

patient-attendant ratios and inadequate maintenance and support efforts.

With higher turnover rates, the level of training and experience

possessed by the direct-care personnel is decreased, degrading the level

of patient care.

As inflation increases, real incomes drop, and factors such as the

cost of housing and transportation become critical to the lower-paid

employees. With undesirable working conditions added to the picture,

hundreds of employees each year decide that the salary they receive is

not sufficient for them to wish to retain their jobs. The general

situation is aggravated at GSH and WSSH by the proximity of a high-wage

labor market.

The review of population and labor force in the area indicates that

a sufficient number of workers are potentially available to satisfy the

institutions' needs. This conclusion is supported by the fact that in

1973 almost l.'+OO employees terminated from the six institutions while

vacancies remained relatively constant. In other words, cutting the

turnover rate in half would have provided more than enough employees

for the six units. Therefore, it is our conclusion that efforts should
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be made to retain the current work force, upgrading it through in-

service training and more selective requirements for replacements, rather

than expending efforts in encouraging potential employees to locate

in the institutional area by the state providing various sorts of

supplemental benefits.

It also appears to this observer that a lack of communication

between the Department of Institutions office and the administrators

of the units, and between the unit administrators and the employees,

has also contributed to the current employment problem. Stabilizing

the turnover and opening up channels of communication, both up and

down the organization, should improve this situation.

Each of the socioeconomic factors identified in the previous section

has been reviewed with the objective in mind of reducing the turnover

rate to a point where the institutions can begin upgrading the skill

and competence of their staffs and hence the level of patient care.

Our recommendations follow.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Salary

Salaries should be raised for institutional employees to levels

comparable with the private sector, taking into account the extra

psychic and physical requirements for mai^y of the institutional classifi-

cations. A uniform system for monitoring turnover and vacancies in all

of the institutions should be implemented to provide adequate information

for management action. To increase compensation in areas where

extremely high turnover persists, grade levels should be adjusted, or

bonus systems for staying on the job should be considered.

It is very difficult to determine how much increase is required to

reduce turnover and achieve an equitable pay plan. A first attempt has

been made in the statewide reclassification to establish pay levels

at comparable levels with the private sector. Of course, adjustments

and revisions will be required to achieve this objective. Across the

board increases for all institutional employees is an ineffective way

to achieve pay equity, since the relationships of current pay to work

requirements is out of alignment among job classifications. Percentage

or equal-dollar increases will perpetuate the basic inequity of pay

within the institution.

Supplemental pay benefits such as shift and work area differentials

are not recommended at this time. A detailed study would be required

to devise an equitable system of pay differentials to compensate

employees for working inconvenient shifts or in unpleasant duty areas.

We did not discover any consensus among employees as what appropriate
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differentials would be or, in fact, to which shifts they should be applied.

Compensation for hazardous or undesirable working environment was

incorporated into the reclassification of positions prepared by the

Personnel Division. Revision of the classification of certain undesirable

positions may be necessary to achieve adequate compensation for those

employees if the high turnover trend continues.

Housing and Services . We believe that the Department of institutions

should not embark on a building program to provide employee housing or

trailer parks at the institutions beyond the requirement to house

emergency staff personnel on the grounds. Uniform policies for deter-

mining the necessary emergency staff for each institution and for

allocating any remaining on-grounds housing to employees on an equitable

basis should be developed and instituted by the Department of Institu-

tions. The fair market rental value and utility cost of each housing

unit should be determined by an outside agency and charged to employees

who desire to live on-grounds. (Discounts could be granted to employees

who are required to live there for the benefit of the institution.)

Commissary privileges and allowances, free meals, and meals below cost

now provided by the institution should be discontinued, with the

exception of one free meal per shift for the mutual convenience of the

employees and the institutions.

The employees and the community will be better served in the long

run by providing the employees with a sufficient salary to purchase

goods and services as they see fit. The indications from all the

cominun i I i es around the institutions .ire tluil the private sector will

respond quite rapidly to the demand for housing and other services

when the consumers have the financial resources to pay for the services.
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In that way the employees will become part of the local community,

their property will become part of the local tax base supporting

local governmental services, and the social gaps between the institu-

tions and the local communities can be narrowed.

The preferences expressed by employees were predominately in

favor of private housing in the local communities, rather than being

"provided for" by the state institution. Most employees interviewed

would rather live away from their place of work and not in an institu-

tional environment.

The system of supplemental benefits, such as free and low-cost

housing, limited and unlimited commissary privileges, and free meals,

as now provided to certain groups of employees are not equitable to

all the employees of the institutions and should either be extended

to all employees or be discontinued.

Transportat ion . The individual institutions should develop emergency

transportation plans for busing employees to work in cases of severe

winter conditions where a sufficient-sized staff would not otherwise

report to work. Due to the disperse^i locations of employees from the

institutions, the many varied shifts they work, and the fact that not

all employees need extensive transportation services, we feel that

direct subsidies to commuters or a transportation system for the major

institutions, as proposed by the Department of Institutions, will

result in inequitable benefits to the employees and a costly project

for the state.

As in the case of housing, a more equitable and efficient solution

is to expend that money increasing salaries of all the employees, rather

than establishing benefits for only certain groups of employees.
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Cultural and Recreational Facilities . The cultural and recreational

facilities of an area are not major determinants affecting the employment

of the residents within the area, but may have a large effect on the

area's ability to entice potential employees to move to the area. To

attract additional employees to an area with limited cultural and

recreational facilities, the institutions must pay a high enough

salary to offset the higher cost of transportation for the employee and

his family to travel to regional areas where the desired services are

avai lable.

The comparison of Mountain View School at Helena and the Montana

Children's Center at Twin Bridges indicates that the two institutions

are very similar except for the availability of goods, services, and

cultural and recreational facilities in the immediate area of the

institution. Yet MCC, the institution located in the small community

with limited services, had the lower turnover rate of the two for 1973-

We conclude that the cultural and recreational facilities of an area

are relevant to the employment problems of the institutions when it is

necessary to attract workers from outside the locality to relocate at

the institution. As long as the employees are adequately paid to enable

them to commute from an area with better attributes, or can travel to

a nearby area to obtain services, the cultural and recreational facilities

in the immediate area of the institution will not greatly affect employ-

ment.

Worki ng Conditions . The working conditions must be improved .it

tfu' institutions, particularly lor tho direct-care personnel. Lowofing

the turnover rates and filling vacancies will make immediate improve-

ments, since understaf

f

ing is a major cause of the poor morale and
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run-down facilities. Programs to renovate the physical facilities

in the direct-care areas should be accelerated.

The turnover rate in the direct-care areas will probably always

be higher than the support of administrative areas because of the

inherent nature of the jobs and the emotional strain which accompanies

them. However, adequate salaries, adequate staffing, and improved

facilities should go a long way in reducing the exorbitant turnover

rates now being experienced.

Closely allied to working conditions are training and career

opportunities for employees. In-service training programs should be

expanded to increase the proficiency level of the direct-care staff.

Possibilities exist for utilizing the resources of the state university

system for training programs for employees at the institutions. Out-

of-service training for employees at short courses to gain specific

skills and work-related knowledge should be pursued. Career ladder

or upward mobility programs must be developed to allow employees to

expand their opportunities and progress to positions of higher responsi-

bility and pay.

Summary of Recommendations

1. Increase institutional salaries sufficiently to reduce turnover

and vacancy levels to tolerable levels.

2. Institute a uniform system for monitoring turnover and

vacancies in all of the institutions.

3. Adjust grade level classifications or implement bonuses to

increase compensation in areas where extremely high turnover persists.

k. Develop equitable policies for the allocation of institutional

housing and meals which do not favor certain classes of employees.
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5. Encourage institutional cooperation in the development of

housing, services, cultural and recreational facilities by private

firms and local government in the communities serving the institutions.

6. Develop emergency transportation plans for each institution.

7. Accelerate programs to renovate or, where more feasible, replace

institutional facilities.

8. Develop in-service, out-of-service, and career ladder programs

to increase the employee proficiency and create career opportunities

within the institutions.
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